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OUTWARDS OR HOMEWARDS.
Still are the ships that in haven ride,
Waiting fair winds or turn of the tide;
Nothing they fret, though they do not get
Out on the glorious ocean wide.
O wild hearts, that yearn to be free,
Look, and learn from the ships of the sea!
Bravely the ships, in the tempest tossed,
Buffet the waves till the sea be crossed;
Not in despair of the haven fair,
Though winds blow backward and leagues be
lost.
O weary hearts, that yearn for sleep,
Look, and learn from the ships on the deep!
—F.

Ee

W. Bourdillon.

‘ REJOICE EVERMORE."
BY REV. C. A. BICKFORD.
To a moral being like man,

virtue

and

vice, happiness and misery, are alike possible. There can be no virtue and happiness, as we understand them, without
the possibility of vice and misery.
But
let no one say that, therefore, vice or sin
is a necessity.
Let no one dare think

that God has made us to be miserable,
Misery is not a necessity; it is only a possibility.
Happiness is also, of course,
only a possibility ; yet it is the normal
and divinely intended condition of the
soul. God delights in the true happiness
of his

creatures,

and

never

wills

that

they be sad and sorrowful.
Doubtless,
all misery is due to sin.
The dark possibility of woe has been converted into

am awfotrentity
by the confiictof the hu=
man with the divine will.
But we need
not abide in sin and misery.
Ged opens
wide the way for our return to the primal estate of man and affords us all needed’help. Every right-seeing
mind understands this. *¢ The' good are never fatalists.” We are free to choose our main
courses in this life—free to sin and be
misergble, or to walk with God and be
happy.
He himself desires our happitains
and
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scorn, contumely,
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and

before thee by

toil,

vigils,

desert

have

been

thy lot; now the cross,the lacerated flesh,
the slowly trickling life-blood, the burn-

ing thirst, the jeering multitude, the long
death-agcny,
the tomb.”
Thy peace,
poor sufferer, what can it be >—Behold our
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troubles; they are as the three faithful
ones who were cast bound into the burning furnace of Nebuchadnezzar, and the
king started up in amdzement, exclaiming, ¢* Lo, I see four men loose, walking
in the midst of the fire unhurt, and

joy less austerity

of manner,

‘and a

must

be, to

say the least, an imperfect service. Such |
works as are hard, burdensome, disagreeable, irksome,

which are done

only

from

compulsion, or a crushing sense of duty,
are seldom or never faultlessly done,since

they are not done heartily. As a
do anything well, only so far as
joy doing it. This is true of
dent amid his books, of the farmer

rule,we
we enthe stuamong

the hills, .of the merchant in his office, of
the clerk behind the counter, of the en-

Jarge-

cons

ful and happy in this world of marvellous beauty and grandeur, where
every breeze whispers of his love, and
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< In the world,” said Christ, ‘ye

shall have tribulation; but be of good
cheer; I have overcome the world.”

This

triumphant thought

—Christ has overcome the world, and

y

~

NEW

DE
A
YORK 0ORRESPONDENCE,

New

NEW York Aug. 23, 1878.
York, and indeed the ’ Atlantic

him ‘we shall overcome it too.

in

¢¢ Peacé

I leave with you,” said he, the* night before his

crucifixion, ‘‘ my peace I give
Thy peace, thou homeless,
persecuted one?. Thou poor wanderer,
thou penniless prophet,
thou despised
Nazarene, thou man of sorrows and ac-

_ unto you.”

quainted with grief—what can thy peace
be? Thine enemies are even now plotting
thy captivity and death ; only a few hours
more, and thou wilt be betrayed by one
- of thine own twelve chosen ones; with

bleeding brows, thou wilt be beaten and

much milder, or again

of sudden

something

much

more malignant.
This portentous suddenness and ambiguity combined, occasion editorials combating, and ridiculing the apprehension
that we can be

confirmed and even flattered ,independent-

ly of any audible applause by the very
consciousness
of addressing those whom
they know to be of about their own type
and level—and how, on the other hand,
whom they

feel

to

be

stronger

minded

than the most forcible reply ?: All these
untaught dreamers about artificial money,

employment,

plenty and equality,

with

tropical perturbations

among

mysterious physical forces,
time

as

the

warm

as

sickliness

the

had
of

dred at the East. © From

a3

great

been at

the

month

the

season

Ican

hear,

the season for chills and fever this year,
surpasses all experience within memory
—certainly = within twenty years, about
which time ago that trouble was very prevalent,I remember. This year,places have
been visited where ague was never known
before.

The

unrivalled sanitarium, of the

Ramapo Valley, thirty or forty miles

out

of New

has

York, on

the Erie

railroad,

astonished itself and all its acquaintance,
by entertaining that stranger and bad
angel unawares, this year. But more malignant and fatal forms of malarial fever
have prevailed increasingly from last
winter unffl now. The English proverb
of a green yule and a fat churchyard has
been fearfully confirmed since the

Indian

summer winter, that seemed so pleasant
six and eight months ago. Bad spots in
the city have revealed themselves anew,
or for the first time, like one I was personally observant of, on, and near }ifty-

second street where public excitement
had been formerly caused by a number
of sudden deaths in one house, and something had to be done under the summary
authority of the Board of Health, about

the defective drainage.

cases of malarial sickness,

one

fully different. Their own voices do not
seem the same. In short, I am confident that four times the bulk of

counter-

argument would not have made the’ nonsensicality of these economic reformers
so

patent to their followers, as the

sim-

ple reproduction of an intelligent presence. Even Butler himself, illustrated
the part an audience contributes to a
speech the other day, by what he said to
the employees ofthe Advocate, ian this
city, on his recent visit to the office of
that organ of unadulterated ignorance. Not
Butler

has

brass

enough

to utter

such montrous humbug as he then and
thereindulged,in presence of any promiscuons audience. Speakirg into the Advocate,
and throwing himself into the Advocate
vein, his abilities went to exaggerate the
Advocate’s valgar absurdity to munchausenist extravaganza. And it, too, went
before the intelligent public thtough the
respectable press.
I wish the same luck had befallen
‘more fully the important points made by
William E. Dodge, yesterday, before the

committee. Citing the statistics of the
liquor traffic, he showed that the laboring people waste enough of their wages,
on this accursed poison tohave made
them better off throughout this period of
stagnation, than they have ever actually
been
at any period. And their tobacco unused would have done the same
thing over again. On the other hand by
the experience of four large manufacturing
villages, built and

controlled

by the

in-

ing, splitting rails, cutting
ing houses,

making

wood,

furniture,

buildwashing

dishes, making clothes, teaching school
and lecturing, with the aid of their hardworking, self-denying parents, all graduated from college. The sons are all
preachers; two are presidents of college
and one a professor. The daughters married preachers and professors. All are
working according to their capacity, physically and mentally,
for the good of man.
Of the

grandchildren,

two

are

farmers,

and one a farmer’s wife.’ Four are business men, and one a business man’s wife.
Seven are professors, and two professors’

wives.

None of us are able tw live

out work, and all are

decided

friends

of

the laboring class. We all sought, with
great earnestness, the emancipation of the
most oppressed laborers of our

country.

We have 1io use for men or women

who

are beyond, above, or below labor.
Now are we all entitled to a place in
the Workingmen’s party? We all think
so. We have no other place to go. None
of us are bondholders, for we are not able
to own bonds.
We wished we were when

our country needed to
belong to the laboring
no other place. We are
and oppose everything

sell bonds. We
class. We have
their firm’ friends,
that opposes them.

Yet we all, without exception,

abominate

arteries of business.
———e

le

labor
great

Vir.
-

WHO ARE THE WORKING MEN ?
The following letter is eminently to
the point. It recently appeared iif the
Boston Herald, and is thought to have
been written by President 1, H. Fairchild,
of Berea, Ky. .¢ Every statement, so far
as we know, is true of his father’s family,”

says the Congregationlist :
Sixty years ago my father

went

from

of three

and three boys. In a few years four girls
were added and another boy. My father,

the small churches,

manyof which

and left

are

too weak to support a pastor alone, and,
perhaps, too far from other churches to
unite with them in maintaining a minister. In almost every Quarterly Meeting
one or more of this class may be found.
May not something worth the while be

done by

the

Q. M., by the stronger

churches, to help these small and lonely
bands of brethren? Let the matter be

FP

EXCHANGE

begun

no failure here! The Lord bless and cheer their
brave and generous hearts! Their Helper is
indeed u helper.
Brother, how much owest thou my Lord?
Be prepared to render an account of thy steward ship! Come over and help us.
J. PHILLIPS,
Dantoon, July 14, 1878.

DANTOON (INDIA) CHOLERA.
Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips, in a letter to Mrs.
M. M. H. Hills dated July 3rd, writes: . . .
We have just® been passing through one of
the sorest trials, that has for many years, fall-

just rented a small house in’ the bazar to ace
commodate some coolies, we sent them there
for shelter. + During that ‘night, the sister died,

directed, practical missionary work.

a

THE SCHOOLS.

About this time

our

academies,

semi-

naries and ‘colleges are opening their
fall terms and we bespeak for them a
generous patronage.
Especially would
we urge upon all our young people who
are going from home to attend school,
that they go to our own schools.
As
a rule they will be found fully equal
in all essential respects to any others
worthy of patronage and deserving sup-

port. As a rule, too, they need

the sup-

port of the denogiination in their

localties.

various

Few, if any of them #re so

endowed as to be at all independent of
patronage.
Only by rallying around
them and standing by them steadily can
we hope to build up and maintain such
schools as we desire to have. Let us all,

parents, pupils and friends, be ready to
make some sacrifices,

if need be,

in

be-

ought to drive our own, machinery.
FROM HARPER'S FERRY.

Since our last issue we

the

have received

following note from Bro. Brackett,
who, early in

the

summer,

re-

sponded so generously to the call for aid to put

NOTES AND QUOTES.

had

Without doubt, God will bless this wisely

Our friends,

PTW

after they

en to our lot.

which we gladly insert:

A WORKINGMAN,

darkness

carefully considered at the fall sessions,
and if possible let at least a three-days
meeting be held with each one of the
feeble churches early in the season.

bitter and violent strife between them are
the enemies of both.

in

to see the light! O no, no, no! Our brave sisters have this matterin hand, and will allow of

half of our own schools. Let us not turn
into other channels
the stream that

our girls’ boarding hall
sure wishing to know

under roof, are I am
how we are getting

On the 23d, ult., a Talinga man,

calling himself a Christian, and

having with

him, a wife, mother, sister and three children,

all on their way to Calcutta, called on us for
help,

The

sister

had

cholera;

and

having

and our people assisted in' burying her.

This

aroused the fears of the people, and two

cases

occurred in the bazar near us, both

proved fatal.

of which

Thus, the 27th, one of our Sane

tal coolies was seized about dawn,
and in
spite of every possible attention, and the best
of remedies, he died about 10 o’clock, p. M.
At evening, Tulsi, a young mother with two
little children, was smitten, and all our efforts

during the night, proved unavailing. At four,
A. M., her brother came to say she was well,
but in half an hour, she was gone.
These
deaths sent a panic to every heart, and as soon
as the dead were buried, every Santal carpenter and coolie fled, as if pursued by an enemy.
On Friday morning, two of our best orphan boys, members of the church, and also
Durga, of whom you have heard, came, saying
they had symptoms of cholera. = We said all

we could to cheer and give them courage, and
at the same time, administered our best remedies. Atthe end of two days, Durga and
Gada began to rally, and on Monday, the 1st
inst.,Durga went to Santipore with his mother,
and this morning, Gada had become so strong,
that we allowed him to follow,accompanied by
a native brother. Phakira, the other orphan

boy and the one we had occasion to love very
much, lingered, most of the time in great

suf-

fering, till yesterday morning, when he quiet-

ly fell asleep in Jesus, we trust.

Sometime

during Moriday, Phakira told those with him,
that a great many beautiful people dressed in
very nice clothes, had come for him, and he

was going, and added,

I don’t wish to stay.”

He was asked, “Where are you going to-day?”
There is a great difference between a
along, Though somewhat delayed by the in‘main of nerves and a nervous man.—8. 8. tense hot weather in July the work is pro- +He-answered;“No; not-to-day; but —when-my-———
time comes, and that will be soon?”
This was
Times.
gressing. The brick wall is nearly half way
the first expression of the kind, I ever heard
If the common sense of some people up and enly want of means will prevent us from a native, and you can imagine it. gave us
were

48

good

as

their

intentions,

they

would do a good deal less Lato, —Congregationalist.
It is impossible to get it into the head
of an ignorant, whiskey-drinking * foreigner, that in a land of liberty, law is to

govern all classes alike.—N. Y. Observer.

Wait a little longer, and the

dema-

gogues employed in trying to array class
against class, labor against capital, idleness against industry,drunkenness against
sobriety, will find their occupation gone.
—Christian Intelligencer.
No doubt, before the two extremes of
society learn to work together, there will
be trouble and disaster which will sometimes help and sometimes hinder the consummation so much to be desired. But
we see only two ways which lead to a
prosperous issue. The one is to make the
people so independent that they will not
care to co-operate for their ownadvantage ;

the other to make them

then willing to

co-operate for the advantage of others.—
Christian Register.
The lascivious

dances,

so

common

years past, and too common yet, are

condemned in many
coarse and vulgar.

in

now

public places as
Men regard them

with more disfavor than women,

and

the

hope may be indulged that the reaction
now setting in against them will banish
them altogether from genteel circles. At
the watering places, where the company
is

very

promiscuous,

such

dances

are

spearally disgusting.—N. Y. Observer.
AE
ae

MISSION
CONDUCTED

BY

REV.

G.

C: WATERMAN.

LOCAL SUPPORT OF MISSIONARIES.
We learn that the Ohio River Y. M. at
its recent session voted to assume the salary of Miss Nellie Phillips when she became a missionary in the

hoped that
State

at the

Association,

field,

and

itis

next meeting of the
soon

to be

held

at

other Yearly Meetings in the State,so that

has been for some time past

a most

from dedicating it at Christmas.
From an occasional remark inthe

Star, I

fear that some may have got the impression
that the work, so far as raising money is con-

cerned, is accomplished.

Do

not forget, dear

friends, that we only have money empugh to
enclose the building. Where are we to get the
$2,000, still necessary to make 'it inhabitable:
;
There is still abundant room for Sundayschools,
for churches, for individuals to take
stock in this enterprise.
Our appeal is to the
many who have not yet contributed to this
good work,
N. C. BRACKETT
MEN OF ISRAEL, HELP!
Immediate help is urgently needed

our Indian Mission

to

from being broken

save

up.

For the first two quartersof the present year,
no funds have been sent for the support of
schools and native preachers, and judging from
the statement of our Treasurer, in the Star of
May 22d, the prospect is getting no better
fast. Without schools and preachers, what is

the Mission to dof What can it do? Thus far
we have managed, by hook and creok, scrimping and borrowing, to keep all, or nearly all
departments of our work in motion.
But our

crisis has been

reached.

If our

schools are

to be broken. up and scattered, teachers and
preachers discharged, who can calculate the
ruin that will thus be caused? This Mission is
the child of the Free Baptists of America,
and there is no shirking the responsibility involved in this relationship, but with shame
and disgrace.
‘‘ But times are hard,” grant
it. But what parent worthy the name, ever
cast off a helpless, dependent child in time of
famine?
‘ Difficulties,” says, John Clifford, a noblehearted English General Baptist, ¢“ are only so
many calls to fresh effort; and the chief use
of being men is to master difficulties.”
‘Why should work for Christ and the souls

for whom he died, b® the first to be given

WORK.

she may enter the field at an early day.
This speaks well for the interest of these
friends in the cause and for their confidence in and affection for Miss Phillips
who is well-known among them.
She

rather, in a morbid congestion of
to the great centers, and along the

NO. 35.
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the principles, the ‘spirit,’ the measures
and the men that control the so-called
¢¢ Greenback-Labor Party.” . We believe
they are at present the greatest enemies
of the laboring man ; and for that reason,
more than any other, we oppose them,
The true interests of capital and labor are
so blended that they can never be separated. The true friends of either are the
friends of both; and those who stir up

depression, low wages,and short work, to

keep any laboring community comfortable
and contented in times like these, and
another important fact ascertained by him
inextensive recent travels throughout
the country, isthat the labor distress is
greatly exaggerated, consisting mainly,

28,

but unless they do, such votes are useless
and mischievous.
THE WEAK CHURCHES.
We hear every year more or less about

with-

Cheshire, arrahgements will be made for
supplying her outfit and passage by the

Massachusetts to Ohio with a young wife

of which

other six children, by hard work,at farm-

tluence of Phelps, Dodge & Co.. Mr.
Dodge showed that the simple exclusion
of the liquor traffic is enough in spite of

in

This season,

another house close by, I knew

fairs and know the past. It seunds wonder-

AUGUST

eighty-six years old, has always been a
farmer. His oldest son has always been
a hard worker on the same farm, and the
oldest daughter is a farmer's wife. The

the very silence and attention of anditors

even

coast generally from this latitude down,
has reason for profound gratitude in
this delightfully temperate August. There
has been no weather here for two or
three weeks-past, quite cool enough to
make the seaside or surf-bath particularly
attractive. But if this August, with its
extraordinary rainfall, and its almost

household, and it is also true of men who

that, even in tribulations,

instances

and severe seizure by something which
the authorities report under the convenient generalization of malarial
fever;
which may mean typhus, or something

his

are the professed servants of God and must have been as pestilential as on the
followers of the Lord Jesus.
We follow Mississippi. The umprecedented maligChrist well—in his purity, his peaceful- | nity of the yellow fever in the Southness, his humility, his unselfishness, his west is in a manner matched by a pecucharity, only so far as we do so with joy. ilar abundance of its whole malarial kin-

is the glad, jubilant,
Star
, and
8, for
onthd be

.

the same

joyful.

newspaper contains

their open-mouthed followers by millions,
as ignorant as if mankind had never before tried to increase and even to create
or sweeps down the tossing seas,
To the
values by the ridiculous expedient of
prayerful and devout spirit ‘sorrow
fiat, have been suddenly caught up out of
shows truth as the night shows stars.”
their own sympathetic communings to hear
Then let the shadows lengthen, and the
their speech spoken in the presence of the
sun go down below the hills, and afar be
educated classes who manage present afheard the melancholy notes of the night
every

usually is,

The true servants of God do not feel fet-

was fatal, and one was dissipated almost
magically by an early removal to another locality. At present, every day's

majesty,as it marches over the mountains

-gineer at his post, of all the members of
all the professions, of the mother in the

tered by his law; they feel, rather, that
they move in a large place, having been
freed from bondage. There is little need
for the apostle to exhort them to * re-.
joice evermore.” They weep not, in view
of what is required of them, nor sigh;
they laugh, and clap their “hands, and
sing, and are altogether the most joyful
spirits on earth,
Again, 80 true is it that ow” appropriate state is one of abiding happiness,

AND CHICAGO,

the form of the fourth is
like the Son
and beter informed, touches “their weak
of God AZ,” and yet again,
Tet
it
spots for them with more sensitive effect
be said that God means us to be cheer-

ness can
be a perfect service.
All | then sin would not make us miserable,
other service is more or less burden- and-afilictions would not be able to prossome to the soul and incomplete before trate us.
‘* As waves phosphoresce, joys
God.
That which is rendered from a would flash from the swing" of the sorheaviness of heart that finds its natural
rows of our souls.”

visage

BOSTON

blessed Lord, with all the outward ills of visited with yellow fever.
Altogether
life poured in vast accumulation upon his the developments of this physically most
innocent head, but behold him calm, fear- delightful season justify the remark with
less, trustful, forgiving, a divine peace
which’I set out that we can not be too
forth-flowing from those inner and ex- sensible of the special mercy in this cool
haustless fountains through every avenue weather.
of communication,
with
the
outward
Our Congressman Hewitt did a rather
world.
‘What
sublime
composure,”
opportune thing, though much ridiculed
says another, ‘‘ through that night and at first, when he got up his special commorning, before Caiaphas,and Pilate, and mittee to examine into the causes and
Herod, when, forsaken by all, he stands remedies of the depression of industry.
a mark for taunts and jeers and foul re- He has taken ¢¢ testimony” with a liberalproaches, and bears his cross on the way ity that could not be exceeded. Everyto Calvary! What self-forgetting love, body, from university professors of politwhat heroic charity, in his last filial of- ical economy, and railroad, and manufactfices, in his sympathy with his fellow-suf- uring millionaries, down to the most igferer, in his prayer for his murderers! norant and ‘foolish ranter, from the
clubs, has the privilege of
What heavenly serenity in those final workmen's
words that commend his spirit to his Fa- spreading his views before this patient
What it
ther’s hands! O Jesus, was ever peace like and perfunctory committee.
thine ?” —¢* My peace I give unto you.” will do with its infinite aggregate of rubComes it not to pass, O Christian,
that bish would puzzle any one, in or out of
:
even in tribulations thou can'st rejoice— the committee, to guess.
But it does not matter; the whole mass
as Stephen rejoiced when borne to his
death, as Peter rejoiced defending his of it has been given to the public to di-’
Master on the day of Pentecost, as Paul gest in committee of the whole, through
rejoiced when in bonds before King Agrip- the universal carrying capacity of the
pa? To those who want faith and hope daily press. And this isa great good acin God, calamities must often come like a complished. Did you ever notice the anbaptism of raging, devouring flames; to swering power of a silent audience of
known character—how
a speaker and
those*who walk with God there is protection and peace in the midst of fiery his sympathizers feel themselves seconded,

sad and miserable staté into which our
sins have brought us, prophets have been birds, on high as we look is spread the
inspired to instruct and to warn, and the | splendid revelation
of
our Father's pow
divise sacrifice has ‘been offered upon
er who loves and leads and keeps his
Calvary.
humblest
trusting child.
Wordsworth
So true is it that our proper state is one sang of one whose voice ¢ seemed the
of deep felicity that only such service un- very sound of happy thoughts.” So should
to God as is rendered from a heart fill- all our voices seem, as indeed they would
ed with the clear light of hope and gladil we walked continually with God, for

expression in a melancholy

STAR,

suc-

cessful and popular teacher in the college
at Rio Grande and the trustees of that
institution will part with’ her reluctantly,
even for so good and important a work
as that of the foreign field.
And now a word more general. If we
remember correctly several Yearly Meetngepscd song them some of our largest and stroligest in New England, voted
last year to become responsible for the
support of one or more
missionaries.
Have they acted upon the resolutions passed? Have they made good the pledges
then given? If not let us hope that steps.
will be taken at once to do so. There is,
probably, no objection to the Yearly
Meetings assuming such responsibilities
if they quickly and steadliy meet them,

up,

when hard times come? Can any one tell us
why? For the want of a little extra self-denial
on the part ofthe friends and supporters of the
Mission, are we to lose all the fruits. of more
than forty years’ labor and toil, suffering and
sacrifice, and then begin anew when times
are better? Apply this rule to any other enterprise, to war, a sea-voyage or the opening
of a farm on the prairie, and what would be
the result? Manifestly, such as no man with a
spark of manliness in him, would be willing to
hold up his head and face.
Storms, ah, how can we sing ¢ We'll stand
the storm, it wont be long,” if we are to strike
sail and succumb to every rising squall?
Storms, reverses and hard times have ever
been the lot of man, and are to be met and
mastered.
These help to make men, develop
manliness of character, and bring out true

courage.
Many of our friends have done nobly, and
bravely stood by the Mission.
They have their
reward.
But alas, alas, that a majority of
Free Baptists should have neither part nor lot
in this whole matter! Do the members of our

Board, and the pastors of the churches do their
duty and put the people in mind of what they
owe to the heathen? I fear not, otherwise the
result would certainly be different.
0
Beloved in the Lord, just look at our state!
Our little mission reduced by one half its numbers; absent members, whose hearts burn to

re-engage in their chosen

work, deprived

of

much joy and comfort.
Phakira had always
been a very good boy, was about sixteen years
old. He was baptized and united with our lit-

tle church a year

ago.

On Friday morning, the 98th ult.
hanti, a’ good, - faithful’ man, still
caste, who has worked for us in one
another ever since Sept., 1865,came to

usual, but looking very solemn

Sot dink-.
retaining
way and
work as.

and I thought

quite anxious.
Durgama said to him, * Are
you going to run home?” ¢ No,sister. What is
the use of running? God and the devil are here

and every where else. Don’t be afraid, sister,
trust in the Lord,keep quiet, and all will come
out well,” and then went about whitewashing’
asthe had done the day before. Next morning,
he came early to work, as usual, but soon was

missing.”

If half an hour,

he

returned, his

eyes already sunken, and face pinched, saying, “ I have the cholera, and must start for
home, though I may not live to reach it.”
This was like an arrow to my heart, but I
tried to look cheerful and to say some encouraging words to him as I gave him a dose

of cholera mixture and a small vial of ‘‘ Painkiller,” I went with him to the boys’ house, secureda young man to take his bundle and aecompany him on his way home.
I can never
forget the look of thankfulness and calmness
on his face as he left, saying, ‘ If it is for me
to live, I shall surely come back and see you,
surely,” We prayed earnestly for his recov-

ery, and anxiously waited for tidings, hoping
and fearing.
The next merning, one of our
people from Santipore came, saying that Satrumahanti, or Mali, as he was called, did not

live to reach theriver.

The disease,

increas-

ed, and he fell or lay down by a tank. He gave

his bundle and money to Sankar, telling him to
hasten to his home and inform his friends and
family. Several relatives arrived just in time
to hear his last words, but the poor stricken
wife and eldest son were too late to receive one
word of recognition, for the husband and

father had gone.

The

friends buried

the re-.

mains in the river, and left for home.
I can
but hope that Mali was a secret believer in
Christ. He was a very regular attendant at
our Sabbath-school while we were at Santipore. The faithfulness, uniform kindness, and
gentlemanly bearing of our humble friend had
won our confidence and love, and he seemed
like one of our own family, and he will be
greatly missed.
Will you pray for his lonely
widow and five fatherless children?
* Tulsi, one of our Christian women, came
over here from Santipore, to see her son-inlaw, returned, was stricken, and in two days,

died. This sister and dear Phakira are the
only church-members who have died of this
dreadful scourge since our return to India, and
for several years previous.
God
has very

mercifully

protected

our

people

these years, and I would that

they

during all
all

would

show their gratitude hy more devotion to his
service.

I must not

these trying

days,

fail

to

add. that,

the native

place has been very kind
deserves our gratitude.

and

doctor

during

of this

attentive,

and.

Many Europeans have fallen or been stricken
down by the
but God, in
over us as a
safely under
be his name.

heat, during the past - few weeks,
his mercy, has tenderly watched
mission circle, and we have dwelt
the shadow of his wing, blessed

The great Pooree

festival * came off yester-

day, and in a few days the pilgrims willbe
the privilege of doing so, re-enforcements held
hurrying past us. I hope théy may not bring
back, all for the lack of funds, and to:crown
the cholera with them.
the distress, our schools must be broken up,
I have just been to the door, and had the
preachers, on whom under God, so much depleasure of giving a portion of the blessed
pends, dismissed and left to seek secular em- ~Bible to a heathen woman who is able to
ployment,while the work of the Mission comes
read. ete
le

to a stand still. The Lord save us from this
dire calamity, and may our brethren say, No,
this shall not be! And

then

the scores,

yes,

over a hundred Zenanajhouses to be deserted

* Pooree, as many of our readers know, is| the
Seat of the Suuous temples of Juggernaut, he decaying corpse
S pilgrims, strew
the road
from ooree, first bred this pestilence.
|
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THE GOOD SAMARITAN.
GOLDEN TEXT: * Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself’—Gal. 5:14.
i
Luke

10:

30-37.

Notes and Hints.
12 :28—34 ; Matt.
:

« And Jesus answering.” To the question of the lawyer, ¢¢ Who, then, is my
neighbor?” ¢ Went down from Jerusalem
to Jericho." Jericho was in the valley of
the Jordan; Jerusalem was on

an

eéleva-

ble-de-hoys,”

boy-men or man-boys, who

had strayed into the school, and had been
assighed to her. They read in sequence a
psalm or other such passage as she assigned, and then she and they together,
ory. This was the whole. ecclesiastical
lesson of their second meeting.
Rather
to her surprise,

all the youths of the first

‘Sunday.were present, and three or four
more, some of a higher social class and
some of a lower than those of the first
assembling.
These exercises did not

utes.

last

ten

min-

Then,to the surprise of all concern-

ed,

the former place was a continual descent.
¢¢ Fell among thieves.” All travelers represent the route between these cities as
the haunts of robbers.
The road runs
along a ravine, the sides of which are

perhaps, rather the best address and
bearing of the party, and asked if he had
the ¢“ New York Ledger” she had lent

Thekla turned to the

boy who

had,

to him.
Brinsmade produced it, and at
herrequest, read one of the shorter scraps,
describing, in a bright way, the ¢‘ hood-

high, jagged and full of caves.
The
Arabs, no less to-day than in the time of lums” of San Francisco.
““ 4 certain priest.”
The priests did
not dwell all the time in Jerusalem.
Zacharias, the father of John, the Baptist,
dwelt in a certain city of Judah in the
hill country of Judea.
Other priests had
their homes elsewhere, and many in Jer-

icho.

They went to the Holy City when

it was their turn to minister at the altar.
« When he saw him.”
The priest saw
the man lying half dead by the road-side,

but passed by on the other side.
The
inhumanity of this priest was nothing
singular. The age was cruel.
Judaism
did not nourish a tender and sympathetic

regard for men.

The

constant sacrifice

of animals, in worship, by the priests,had
rp hardening

influence

on

the

feelings,

which only a positive devdtion to suffering humanity could counteract.
The refigion of Jesus was a surprise, by reason
of its love forthe

poor,

wretched classes.

sick,

feeble

and

¢¢ Likewise a Levite.”

~ The Levites were the assistants of the
priests. Barnes says that no less than
twelve thousand priests and Levites dwelt
at Jericho. This Levite was of the same
unfeeling temper as the priest.
Notice
that these men were representatives of
the

religion
of those Christ -addressed.|-

Both belonged to a sacred order,set apart

“to God.

:

¢¢ A certain Samaritan.”

The Samari-

tans were hated by the Jews.

The

Jew

cursed the Samaritan, and even prayed
that the Samaritan mighthave no portion
in the resurrection of life. = The Samaritan was as lusty and vehement in his imprecations upon the Jews. Notice, then,
how wide the contrast, to the minds of
Christ’s hearers,

when

he

teaches

them

that a Samaritan took pity on this wounded Jew, whom

a Jewish

priest and

Le-

How many of the class had ever been
at San Francisco ?
One tall, shy, lonely-looking boy had
been,—found himself to his surprise a
hero—and much more to his surprise,
was
engaged in telling of a trade he had made
with some Chinamen, before he really
knew he was ¢ speaking in meeting.”
Thekla produced a San Francisco newspaper and set two or three boys looking
for Chinamen’s advertisements.
Then
she brought out ‘“ Two Years Before the
Mast,” and another boy,

who

read

suffi-

ciently well, though in a certain oratorical tone, read the passages she had
marked, describing the shipping of hides,
on the heads of men, on that very coast.
She produced also Forbes's
California

with its quaint lithographs of the ¢¢ missions,” a picture of San Francisco among
the rest, in days when nobody supposed a
great city was to grow up there.
Question followed question, some of which she
could, and some of which she could not,
answer. Of ships and sailors she knew
more than most of these canal and riverbred boys, always with the exception of
the pale traveler.
She answered such
questions as she could ; she confessed ignorance when there was need; and, by
the time the hour

was over, and the clos-

ing bell rang, her whole class
eager talk.

was in

Thekla told the pale sailor

boy and one or two others of the most intelligent, that if they cared to know more

about the hoodlums or the Chinamen, they
might come out to her father’s house,
Monday evening.
She fell in with Mr. Anstice, the frightened little assistant, on her way out of
the vestry, and he ventured

to

ask

what

was. the magic by which she had controlled these youngsters,and Thekla told him.
He started a little when he found what
had been the subjects of conversation, .
and, in rather a priggish vein,

cautioned

Thekla not to let the exercise become too
¢¢ secular.”

Thekla did not
: mean $0to be snubbed. )
vite had treated as a dog. This contrast | 6
gives force to the parable.
said she, ‘is to show these boys and
If
- ¢ And went to him.” Unlike the priest girls that somebody cares for them.
and Levite. How
much light, comfort they learn that, the rest will follow.”—E.
and peace, going to the unfortunate ia E. Hale in Sunday Afternoon.
their

homes-can

more genuine

carry

there.

compassion

There is

shown

in go-

ing to the sufferer, than in abiding -at
home, or going our way, and merely

wishing him well.
“Bound up his
wounds.” To stop the loss of blood, and
to bring together the torn flesh.
His
bandages were perhaps torn from his own
garments. “ Oil and wine,”
Ancient
sanative remedies of the East. Greek and
Roman physicians recommend them as

such.’ “ To an inn.”

A place kept

the entertainment of travelers.
pient building for travelers was

paravansary or khan.

These

for

The ancalled a

buildings

were walled enclosures, having
pourt, and covered cells, or rooms

an open
on one

or more sides.
In the center of the
court was often araised platform where
goods were deposited, and Wet: the
travelers prayed anf slept. -¢ Took care

of him.” The good/Samaritan stayed and
nursed the sufferer all that day.
¢ Zwo
perce.” Two denaries, Roman money. A
denary was equal to fifteen cents of our

money. The amount given was equal to
the wages of a working man for a wéek.
The generosity of the Saffjaritan is there-

fore to be noticed, as
qualities. “ To the host.”

*“ Which. ..was neighbor?”
A question that the lawyer could not answer
wrong, nor yet without a wry face, aright.
The Samarifan, not the priest or Levite,
was neighbor, according. to the second

commandment.
“ Go, and do thou likewise.”
Be a
neighbor
not only to the Jews, to your
own tribe, and sect and class, but to every mau in need, is the sentiment of this
incident. Show pity wherever pity is

needed, to the poor, the black,the Asiatic,
the sufferer, everywhere, is the law that
Christ enjoins.
Consider that piety consists also in keep-

ing the second commandment; that not
religious station, but religious acts give
value to piety ; that Christ makes much of

the piety that blesses others by minister-

ingto their wants;

No DEARTH OF CHILDREN FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOLS.
It is sometimes said that
American families are gradually dying
out from paucityof children, by reason
of luxurious living, infirmity, or hellish
arts that hinder their production, especially at the North and East. Butit is not so
in the South and West, two letters from
missiongries of the American Sundayschool Union having illustrative facts.
One, written from Alabama, says:
If you should

that we afte to be

neighbors to him who is in need.

go out with me through

these woods and

hardly see a human hab-

itation, you might wonder where
how I organize my Sunday-schools.

and
But

here they are, quite a

few

number,

and

of them have less than twenty-five scholars,and one has seventy. For how many
children are among these hills! One family has twenty-four, another twenty, and
several from fourteen to seventeen.” One

in Texas writes : ¢ Fgmilies here are very
large.

Iknow of one of twenty-five chil-

dren, and

several

of thirteen,

fourteen,

&c.
Indeed,
I am tired of hearing
of familiesin their teens.”
No fearthat the work of the Union in gathering children into Sunday-schools will ever cease for want of children to be gather-

ed. The material is abundant.— Observer.

08: of his good
§Theé innkéep-

er.

BY

** A STATED

SUPPLY,”

.

Have we sucha class? To say the
ham's that alittle of the Bible well tasted least the number of our settled pastors,
is worth nfore than a great “deal swal- in comparison with the number of our
lowed in bulk without tasting, she limit- ministers and churches, is reproachfully
ed severely the Bible reading of the ‘‘hob- small. Our ministers are itinerants rather

tion ; hence, the road from the latter to

our Lord, make this road unsafe.

SETTLED PASTORS.

Ing-

on the spot, committed one verse to mem-

For the circumstances under which the
* incident to be studied arose, read verses
25—380.
See also Mark
22 :34—39.

Thekla’s Sunday class took proportions which surprised her,and led to some
results which she had not anticipated.

Acting on an old formula of Mr.

and advice

@ommunications.

SCHOOL CLASS.

SUNDAY-SOHOOL NEWS.
Kansas Sunday-schools
children.
New Jersey

is

one

report
of the

100,000
States

in

which the growth of Sunday-schoel membership keeps pace with the growth of
the population.
The Sunday-school in Dr. Paxton’s
church, Harrisburg, Pa., numbers over
1,400.

One

of the elders

has a Bible

class of several hundred young
men
athered from the offices and woik-shops.
he contribution of the school to Foreign
Missions last year was $368.

A Sunday-school was recently started
at Chicago, for the Chinese.
There are
between three and four hundred in the
city who may, perhaps, not ouly learn the
way of "life themselves, but carry the
gospel to their countrymen on their return home. *
The beneficial results of the Atlanta
Convention are plainly seen in several of
the Southern States. ~ A missionary of the
American Sunday-school Union in Tennes-

| see, writes: ‘The goed dine at. Atlanta

than settled pastors. There are occasional exceptions, like the case of the Rhode
Island pastor recently cited in the Star.
But from five years down to one is too
commonly the term of a minister's stay
(not settlement, for he can not be said to
be settled) with our churches.
Let us
look

at this

fact,

and

inquire

whether

¢ p” in the Register oftener tells a truth
or an untruth.

What

pastor?

The

New Testament meaning

of pastor

and

shepherd is the

Jesus,

same.

is

a

then, in

announeing himselfas ¢* the - good

shep-~

herd” assumed, in its highest sense, the
pastoral office. This involved care, protection, and feeding of the flock.
The

ga

3%

i

cause

forsooth he

is

‘¢ unsettled,”

and

what he begins he may be unable to complete.
Hence his work is fragmentary,

started.

:

return from Atlanta,I have attended five
: county conventions.”

er, is liable to a shert pastorate.

This also has its counterpart abundantly(?) in the hasty resignation or dismissal of a pastor for insufficient cause.
This is a factor in the equation which
greatly needs to be eliminated;
one
which affords immense trouble in the solution of this problem.

It is unpleasant,

to be sure, for a pastor to know that there
is in his parish a disaffected or a restive
element, though it may be small.
But
ought he at once to resign because his
church or parish are not entirely a unit?
Few ministers escape this trial to some
extent; and a change is not sare to bettér the matter.
On the other hand shall the church
dismiss their pastor because some few
prefer a change—because
their first choice
is some other man whom they can or can
not have—wwhen in fact there is no good

tender

love

and

counsel

his lips, the watchers

almost

died

from

caught

the

quick glad recogpition of friends upon
the other side.
We who

knew

him

best,

feel that a

great and holy spirit has departed.

Our

presence of his son, Daniel M. Fisk, re-

father was modest and gentle as a child;

far from the

thinkof him we would gladly be like him, -

called a pleasing reminiscence of that gen- makingno claims, willing to be rather
tleman in connection with an extempo- then to seem. But through all the years,
raneous speaking on his part, which Iwill our admiration of him, both heart and
relate, trusting to the brother's pardon ®nind, grew steadily. He was a true man,
should this notice come under his eye. hating only ene thing—wrong. When
He possesses the gift of a‘ready extem- he was compelled to abs(ain from preachporaneous speaking in as happy a degree ing, his zeal for all holy
things,
as I ever witnessed.
Several years ago I for temperance and honesty, for love and
was conducting the services of a lecture charity, manifested itself in a thousand
and prayer-meeting in a little chapel not ways no less unmistakable. When we
outskirts of Bristol

village,

In the presence of a large

Bro. Fisk and his son being present, both
strangers to me at the time. After I had

mourners they laid the

ceased

tue side of his

speaking, and

a few exhortations

concourse of

dust to

mother.

rest

by

a son,

wife,

A

had been given,the young man who was
seated near the back end of the chapel,
arose and quietly began speaking. Little

and two daughters look up through tears
into. God's blessed heaven, whither he
has “withdrawn, and think of the re-

notice was taken of him at first, he apparently being a stranger to the most of those

union by and by.
ER

A.C. H.

Sa

A

reason for any change?
Yet these are
both common occurrences, and the latter

‘can receive neither instruction nor advice in matters of such moment as the

settlement or dismissal cf

pastor,

lest

and lacks the important feature of con-

their freewill or ¢* freewon’t” shall be re-

secutiveness. No public teacher can do
better than second-rate work in this way,
and the results of defective teaching will
besure to appear in the people thus
taught.
And there is no lack of illustrations of this fact.
Now
this
whole process is abnormal
and demoralizing to minister and people.
It

strained, then, like wayward or conceited school-boys they need to be under
some moral restraints. And who doesn’t
know that this false notion of church in-

genders the spirit of discontent

in

both,

gives license to narrowness in the ministry, and offers quite too frequent occasion for restless souls to stir up the ‘community with their complaints.
Ministers thus employed a year at atime should
not be denominated as settled pastors,
which they are not, but as stated supplies,
which. they are.
What an immense
army of stated supplies we should have
for a small people! Then let us reform
the Register, putting ¢¢ ss’ against the
names of those who supply from year
to year and ‘ p” against only those who
are properly. settled pastors.
As to the causes which contribute to
this condition of itinerancy in our ministry: Unquestionably the fault is traceable in part to the ministry and in part to
the churches. It is of little importance
who is blameworthy, if we can only discover what the trouble is, and get rid of
it.

Two causes at least lie on the surface,

’

of the teachers of all the schools has been

DO THE SIMPLE DUTIES.

knowing little it

present. Butas he went on speaking,
. "* ABRUISED REED WILL HENOT
the heads began to turn one after another
BREAK.”
to
look
at
bim.
is not meant those
here
bruisi
By
ng
his sheep, and is known
of them.
A sometimes by methods which the pastor
For
an
hour,
he
held
the
entranced
atonly by crosses, but
low
brough
are
that
t
stranger will not do this; nor will the however much he may suffer, would be
tention of the audience; the richly fitting such as by them are brought to see their
flock follow him, ¢ for they know not pained that the world should know.
Vathe voice of strangers.” How strikingly rious other causes there are which have words flowing like golden rain from his sin, which bruiseth most of all. When
cultured brain. Ile commented
on the conscience is under the guilt of sin, then
this illustrates the pastoral relation.
A their importance, but these ' only. claim
pastor can not lead his people -success- attention here.
And the point of chief points embraced in the lecture in such every judgement brings a report of God's
to the soul, and all less troubles
fully into the rugged path of toil, self- concern in this article is, Is there a rem- strong, convincing, clear-cut light, that anger
I
began
to
feel
like
crawling
out
of
the
this great trouble of conscience
into
run
denying service and sacrifice, unless they edy for this ecclesiastical anarchy and
first know him and trust him. Aud they confusion? Can our ministers and church- window, so weak and mean did my efforts for sin. As all corrupt humors run to the
can not trust him fully unless he is will- es be relieved (for it would be a relief appear by the side of his powerful expo- diseased and bruised part of the body,
and as every creditor falls upon the debting to do the same thing he asks them to alike to both) ef such frequent, harass- sition.
So
pleased
were
the
people
with
his
when he is once arrested, so when
or
do. In the early period of his public ing, and expensive shiftings?
‘To say
ministry Jesus sent out his disciples two that something can not be done for the speaking, that an appointment was se- conscience is once awakened, all former
and two as evangelists.
They were pio- remedy of these evils, would be to de- cured for another prayer-meeting on the sins and present crosses join together to
neers. Preaching and healing was their clare that the wisdom of God is power- following evening, that the people might make the bruise more painful. Now,
appointed work. Their work was pre- less for the helpof his children. To say have another opportunity of listening to he that is thus bruised will be content
The meeting took place. After with nothing but with mercy from him
paratory, not completive.
It was after that it is hopeless to expect our churches him.
the
preliminary
exercises, and a few ex- that hath bruised him. ¢* He hath woundhis resurrection, when laying out broad- to come into any prudent arrangement
er plans and more permanent work for for such remedy, would be to deny their hortations, he took the floor. For an hour ed,and he must heal.” (Isa. Ixi. 1.) Lord,
his disciples,that he said to Peter, ‘Feed common-sense as well as piety.” Which and ahalf he held the close attention of his thou hast bruised me deservedly for my
my lambs,” ‘Feed my sheep”— com- pungent aphorism applies to us as well hearers. Evidently he had no definite sins, bind up my heart again.—Sibbes.
S04
+94
mands carrying the deepest significance as to our neighbors.
Either conclusion theme fixed in his mind before he began
speaking,
from
the
manner
in
which
he
and clearly’ suggesting the office and is inadmissible. - Let us have unbounded
WE MAY KNOW IN PART.
Some one had made
work of a pastor. The evangelistic work confidence in both the wisdom of God began his remarks.
To say that nothing can be known in
a
remark
about
its’
being crossing to
was and is to find the pastoral work, to and
the realm of religion is very different
thé common-sense piety
of our
speak in meeting.
He said he did not
¢ feed” the sheep. If our churches are churches.
from saying that there are fixed limits beknow
as
it
was
crossing
for him to speak
to be fed, nourished, cultured to maturity
No immediate nor absolute cure is to
yond which our knowledge can not go,
in meeting; in fact, it was no cross.
it must be the work, not of an evangelis- be expected.
beyond which there may be hybothesis
All reforms are gradual.
tic or an itinerant ministry, but of settled But if we could set our faces in the right While no doubt, the matter of a cross cn but can not be knowledge.
We may
on this point was much modified by tempastors.
:
know that there is sin in the world withdirection and even make progress slowly,
perament, yet the magnitude of the cross
Let us now take a common case, and it would be a matter of encouragement.
out being able to trace it back historiit is no caricature, to show what a so- We advance no new theories.
We need was subject to the degree of consecra- cally to its origin ;we may know the peace
called ‘‘settled pastor” is with our church- none. Let us use the material which we tion brought into our Christian life and of God, and yet be convinced that both
The greater the consecration, the
es.
(Would it were a caricature, that have in hand.
To, illustrate, “take the F work.
{its cause and its nature. ‘* pass underit is the exact truth is'our regret). Case: same case as before, with a. different greater the glow of Tove toward God and standing.” ' The heart may know its ‘God
A minister is churchless; a church is method of procedure.”
A church of man, and the greater the glow, the great- while the head is unable to give a compastorless. Both being advertised they some importance needs a pastor.
They er the boldness. He spoke of the world prehensive philosophy of his nature. The
hear of each other. The minister, being don’t knew who they want; or, still of deep, rich joy in ‘which the devoted Chris- soul may rest assured of the eternal jusso
invited to visit them, goes” and preaches
worse, there are diverse opinions upon the tian moved.—Some say, ‘ there are
tice of the judgments of God, though it
a Sabbath or two and ¢ takes.” Perhaps question. What shall they do? Instead many sects,so many different expositions modestly abandons the attempt to peer
several have preceeded him on the same of *¢ candidating” indiscriminately for of truth, how shall one know what is the into the future and prophetically read the
errand, equally as able, but were not months with the vain hope of suiting real truth ?” Always follow the clearest record of their operation.
¢ We know in
‘called” of the church.
He sets his price. every freak of fancy or idiosyncrasy, let rift of light before us; as fast as we can part, and we prophesy in part ;” agd it is
They canvass the parish, raise the funds
them seek advice of some minister or see where to put one foot, place it there, of the utmost importance that we comand hire him—for one year. If, in good theological professor in whom they have and then the next, and so on; and God's prehend just what part we do know,
fortune, neither party is dissatisfied at confidence, whose knowledge of minis- spirit will lead all into the paths of es- what part, therefore, we may prophesy—
the end of one year the same process of ters and their needs will enable him to sential, saving truth. Some gay, *‘ God that is, proclaim as a divine truth,—and
¢ hiring” by dickering and ‘canvassing do them a service. He will recommend brings us into existence without the ex- what is either absolutely hidden from us
pression of any will
or volition
on our
‘must-be gone-all-over-again
for another | them to hear one or more whom he conor so far hidden thatit belongs tp the
part,
and
for
him
to
exact
an
inexorable
year, and so on year by year. The min- siders suited to the place. Let the trial
realm of hypothesis rather than to that
ister doesn’t unbox all of his goods ex- be sufficient for a reasonable acquain- service of us in the face of our inevitable of knowledge.— Christian Union.
cept as he needs them for present use— tance. When finally the church calls a existence, leaves us to be nothing but
perhaps doesn’t even move them all—his man to become their pastor let the sa- slaves.” If the peculiar favors which God
OHRISTIAN HOPE.
stay is so limited, or at least so uncercredness and importance of the office be bestows on his servants is slavery, then
Faith,
hope,
charity, by which the gostain. Yet his name goes into the Register recognized by calling a council to advise I say welcome such slavery.—He expel designates the triple manifestation of
patiated
on
the
Biblical
records
of
such
with a ¢ p,” which says he is pastor of as to the settlement and, if deemed adspiritual life, are new names for new
that church, if he stays but one year or visable, to initiate the pastor into this favors; and especially, in delineating
things;
for it is needless to say that in
six months.
Is he, in any proper sense of relation with appropriate services.
And that scene in Elisha's history ofthe moun- classical Greek the words have nothing
the term, pastor of the church? His plans this with the distinct understanding that tain being full of horsemen and chariots
like their gospel signification. It would be
of work are necessarily restricted to the the relation thus formed may not be legit- of fire, he rose to a most brilliant hight of
difficult, we believe, to find in any Greek
present. He can not, with any assurance imately severed except by advice of a eloquence. The notice alluded to in the
or
Roman writer an expression of hope
lay out work foran extended course as similar council who shall carefully in- Star is the first thing I have heard of him
for the future of humanity.
The nearest
since
that
occasion;
and
it
did
not
surregards the systematic feeding of the flock quire into the case and advise as the inapproach
to
such
a
sentiment,
perhaps, is
prise me* to learn of the high
posifrom the word of truth; which is emi- terest of the cause may require.
in
the
political
Utopianism
of
Plato,
The
nently essential to the training of the
It is objected by some that this process tion he has fitted into, and the service he social ideal placed in a Golden Age has
has
rendered
the
scientific
world
by
the
youth, the culture and growth of man- infringes upon the independence of the
irretrievably
passed
away,
Virgil's
hood ‘and the perfecting of Christian ¢har- churches. The trouble is some churches publication of his books. His connection Feurth Eclogue, even if it were a more
would do honor to any institution in
They
acter in the aged. Thus, if he is capable are liable to be too independent.
serious production than it is, seems to rein the land.
"
of broad and comprehensive work, his need restraint.
And when they become
fer to nothing more than the pacification
Perham,
Me.
efforts are narrowed and dwarfed be- so independent or stiff-necked that they
of the Roman Empire and the restoraNEES
AD 0 0 SE
good shepherd lays down his life for the
sheep. But before he does this he knows

will be felt for generations; especially in as to this matter, and demand our atten. It is reported that the good effects of the South, where its influences are al- tion, And first, the hasty, unwise, or
the Atlanta Convention are already to be ready manifestin a new impulse and ac- even illegitimate settlement of a pastor.
* seen in many Sunday-schools in Georgia. tivity, better methods of teaching and A minister thus hastily settled on the
schools, and a larger adoption
"At Augusta a series of monthly meetings conducting
hearing of two or three sermons (which
of the International Lessons.
Since m
{

of others;

may be of his moral character, doctrinal |
BY GEO. E. PLACE,
soundness, methods of work,and average
ability, for various reasons which need not
Reading in the S¢ar the notice of the
be mentioned here, but’ which will sug- Golden Wedding of Rev. E. Fisk, of
gest themselves to every thoughtful read- Bristol, N. H., mention being made of the

may be his average, or may be far above
it), without due care, trial, acquaintance,

dependency has been the weakness

and

ruin of many churches?
With this safeguard thrown around
both parties the pastor, on the one hand,
will not be likely to resign for a trifle;
the church, on the

other hand,

will

not

be likely to dismisss their pastor withoutcause, when they know that these
things will all be looked into and reported on by a competent council who know
the respective duties of pastor and people.

This idea is not new.

It stands like

an effete statue upon the page of our
Usages. ‘It has been adopted by the General Conference, also by some of the

Yearly and
where

tice this

are

Quarterly Meetings.
the

churches

important

which

principle?

But
prac-

Some

install a pastor with imposing ceremonies,
but dismiss him, or he takes leave, with

supreme contempt of all ceremonies or
advice, and with seeming indifference to
sacredness of the relation which

is thus

violently dissolved. This great evil among
us has a strong and striking parallel! in
the brief courtships, hasty marriages and
multiplied divorces of the present. age.
The church owes sociely a better exam-

ple, and thanks to society, itis demanding it of the church.

:

Pleasure can be supported by illusion,
but happiness rests upon truth,—ChamJort.

tion of its material prosperity

REV. L. 0. PRESTON,

by Augus-

tus. But Christianity in the Apocalypse
Our honored friend and father, Rev. L. .at once breaks forth into a confident preC. Preston,
died in Carolina Center,
diction of the ultimate triumph of good
N.Y., Aug. 9, 1878. The deceased was over evil, and of the realization of the
born Nov. 10,1829, and was married early ideal.—Macmillan's Magazine.
in 1853 to Mary Gorsline of Columbia
rp
Ae
Center, N. Y., with whom he completed
‘SITTING UNDER HIS SHADOW.”
more than a quarter of a century of hapMany years ago, one stormy winter
py days. In 1858 he was ordained
to
day,
a minister was visiting one of his
preach the gospel but after four years of
people, an old man, who lived in povactive pastoral work, was compelled,
through failing health, to change both his erty in a lonely cottage a few miles from

residence and his mode of life.

Jedburgh. He found him sitting with
the Bible open upon his knees, but in
outward circumstances of great discom-

At the

expiration of that time,

he removed

Centralia, Kansas, where

hundreds

to

have

fort, the snow drifting through the roof
and under the door, and scarcely an ember of fire upon the hearth.
:
‘* What are you about to-day, John P”
was Mr. Young's question, on entering.
© ¢ Ah, sir,” said the happy saint, ¢ I
am sittingunder his shadow wi’ great delight.”
Oh, wondrous ¢¢ consolation in Christ,”

enjoyed the hospitality of an almost ideal
home, which during his long residence
there, was never closed to either friend,
or stranger. In the spring of the present

year, feeling that his old malady,

con-

sumption, was gaining rapidly upon him,
he was drawn by an almost strange desire to breathe once ‘more the air of his
boyhood. He returned to Ithaca, and
here, on the shores of this lake whose
beauty had penetrated
him when a mere

the river which, from: the

time to the end, ¢‘ maketh
of our God!”

school-boy, and grown dearer with advancing years, he seemed for a time to
recover strength, Was it the Father's
hand that led him out five days before his
death, to the village where he was born,

beginning of

glad

the city

Prayer js, in the highest conception of
it, a state rather than an act. A full
fruition of its benefits depends on a continuity of its influences. Reduce it to
two isolated experiments daily, and sep-

and settled him as a guest upon the old

homestead ? We can not tell. He had
been absent, and far away for many years ;
and now, when his soul had filled itself

arate these by long blank hours in which
the soulhas no glimpse of God for its

with the memories of his childhood he refreshment,

laid himself down to die.
children came, they were

and how can prayer be
other than a toil and often a drudgery?

His wife and
all with him.

— Phelps.

He spoke with them as one who sees the
invisible... There was scarcely a moment
of

unconsciousness.

As

the

words

of

ho

«

mipmap
=p Mfreemnieemm———

|

If you hold the stirrup, no wonder that
Satan gets into the saddle.— Secker,
.

Re

THE
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STAR,
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28,
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Selections.
ONLY AS MY GOD.
One thing alone, dear Lord!

To have a secret spot

I dread;

That separates my soul from Thee,

And yet to know it not.

If I have served Thee, Lord!

for hire,

Hire which Thy beauty showed,

. Ah! I can serve Thee now for naught,
>
:
And only as my God.
—F. W. Faber,

SERVING THE LORD.

the planks in which they are sean

were

obtained from the old

holes

timber,

the

before God. When we pray, the simpler
our prayers are, the better; the plainest,
humblest language which expressés our
meaning is the best.— Spurgeon.
3

would readily be taken for knot-holes.
Post-oflice employees are not the only
persons who are watched when they do
not suspect it. The world is watching
us in our daily life, our looks, our acts,
our tempers and our words. Little chil
dren watch us, and gather bane or blessing from our examples and our lives.
Younger Christians watch us, and learn
lessons of fidelity or of waywardness
from our course. Angels watch us, as
they encamp gbout us to deliver us, and
see the good or the evil that marks our
behavior. The great Captain of salva-

4-0-0
* 49-44

PERSUADING

SINNERS.

but not his pulpit, in Philadelphia under

rather curious circumstances. Hig salary
was small, and the congregation not appreciative. They were very anxious he
should leave, and like a sensible young

hour you spend with your class, is service rendered
tothe Lord.
You may be,
you very likely
Will be, so intent on
gathering information and thought on the
subject of the lessdp, or on imparting. it
in such
a manner
§s to win attention,
that the reason why\you are doing it all
will not come up into\distinct consciousness. But that will nodalter the fact in
the case. And then, perhaps, in some
quiet hour the thought will come in and

If it had been possible
to destroy the

a glorious meeting; I don’t believe that

five minutes were lost altogether.”
It will be said that this is an extreme
case; and so it is, we are glad to say.
But it is an actual case, and differs only
in degree, not in kind,

ant

have

your

name

upon

the

church-roll. No one should flatter. himself that he is serving the Lord because,
1®ng ago, perhaps, he united with the
charch.
We write for the benefit of
those timid,
shrinking, self-accusing
Christians who torment themselves often
with the thought that they are not render-

silence.

And

God,

it had

Its own

been

weakness

heart,

the

abounding

evils

that

lie

around it, and the actual hostility of many

and the life is not running to waste.
And Jet we are very sure that it would
do us all good if frequently w¢ should
call up into consciousness
the ‘thought
that we are doing this or that as an act of
service to our Lord. It would brighten
and sweeten our service. It would
increase our devotion. It would give usa
deeper sense of responsibility. Tt would
give us added strength. It would bring
us nearer to God in personal communion.
It would remove, to a large degree, the
sense of drudgery that is almost inseparable from a busy life. It would sustain
when burdens grow almost too heavv to
be borne. It would nerve to more fruitful endeavor.
Let the Christian whisper
“I do this, dear Lord,
for

toil
the
and
ent

to himself,
thee,” and

becomes pleasure, and pain joy, and
light of a brighter world shines down
illumines the darkness of this presstate.—1I1. Christian Weekly.
O-0-0-0-b
+9

YOU ARE WATCHED.
In refitting the old Post-office building
in New York, itis stated that the carpenters discovered that the upper floors
were double, and were arranged so that
detectives could watch the operations of
those in the different rooms, who supposed themselves to be alone. The whole
building was furnished with secret passages, sliding panels, hidden trap doors,
and mysterious chambers, of whose existence the post-officials had no knowledge,

with the exception of the postmaster and

we

Tt

ahant
trhe-ao
ToSic tra
oT

tha

tae

tava
TOW
ET

interior

of the

oflice

by another detective.
The
apertures
through which the detectives overlooked
the rooms, are in most cases so small as
harlly to be visible from the apartments
elow, Some of them, however, look

boldly down from the casement,

server, I

Ot

Ge

tive,

the

it too

functory

God.

meeting

ble.

worship

is

not

acceptable

to

The machine theory of the prayermakes

perfunctoriness:

inevita-

If the main thought insisted on

that all the time

must

be

occupied,

be

un-

meaning hymns will be sung and people
will talk much when they have nothing
to say. The high-pressure system too
often leaves the mind distracted and the
heart unfed.
If, on the other hand, edification be made the
great aim, there

him nothing,

but

felt more

inclined

to

laugh at Bis bombast. Many prayermeeting prayers are a great deal too fine,
Keep your figures and metaphors and
parabolical expressions for your: fellow
creatures. Use them to those who want

but as | to be instructed, but do not parade them

WATCH

AND PRAY.

mous, is sure of his honesty in days
like these, who has not written over the
manhood,

‘Watch

and

pray.” Watch the coming of the faintest
temptation to your honor from
afar.
Watch your associates in business—their
principles of trade, their habits of dealing,
the drift of your profession. Young women, watch your social life, your tastes,
your ambitions; for, every day, some
family is thrown into embarrassment, and
started on the road to

financial

failure

have

your

having

it, Jrompdy

postage 8 cents,

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225

-

The Minutes of the General Conference

are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescions.
50

cents;

Back, Pro-

Sensations, Inter=-

of this

nature,

my

Our Faith and Covenant
. is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de-

Favorite

Prescription works cures—the marvel of
the world.
Thismedicine I do not extol as a
cure-all, but it admirably fulfills a single=
ness of
purpose,
being a most perfect
specific in all

chronic

tem of woman.

diseases of the sexual sys-

It will not disappoint, nor will

it do harm, in any state or condition,

Those

who

desire

further

(:

information

on

these subjects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S
CNMMON SENSE MEDICAL ADVISER, a book
of over 900 pages, sent, post-paid, on receipt

of $1.50.
peculiar
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to Females,

advice

and

of those diseases

gives much
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unda;
STORY of heb %» Br
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WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
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are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
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postage, 10 cents.
:
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valuable

in regard to the management

of those

affections.
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The Memorials of the Free Baptisls

re the rise and progress of this body
of
Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
Christian Baptism
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others,
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produce
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prietor of these Pellets, to any chemist who,
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Books
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ily

Gloomy

are

always

by

all

Druggists
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Teachers,

ruin

and

disgrace by the thoughtless or willful
persistence of some woman in keeping up
an appearance. And, as you watch,
« pray without ceasing.”
Hold every
bargain, every new plan of life, every
success, up to the light of God.
Take, as
your ‘ silent partner” in every transaction, him who is the infinite truth, in
whose presence all unrighteousness, how-

an

.
excel

of our

a

historical

statement,

and

doctrinal basis,church pol
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us ever did or ever will get an acre

of land under foreclosure.

ever splendid, shrivels into the weak and
contemptible thing it really
is.
O
stiff and our hearts defiant before Almighty God is neither manly nor womanly. Itis simply our cowardice that keeps
us hanging about the dutskirts of our life,
instead of going up boldly to the mountain-top of consecration, and giving ourselves altogether and forever to the. service of the infinite love we call our God.—
Christian Register.
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that their action upon the animal
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Butler's Commentary
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The Church Member's Book

chemical science, extract all the cathartic and
gother medicinal

the

of the Freewill Baptists
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from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events. of. our -denominational

Or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated, Root
.and Herbal Juice, Anti-Bilious
Granules. THE “ LITTLE GIANT?»
CATHARTIC, or Multum in Parvo
Physic.
:
The novelty of modern Medical, Chemical, and
Pharmaceutical Science. No use of any longer
taking the large, repulsive, and nauseous pills,
composed of cheap, crude, and bulky ingredi-

polishes.—Dr.
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sirable church covenant.
i
Ministers Manual.
just issued, desighed especially for ministers;
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different Hecting ; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well ax
; stating in fifteen
ages all the important parliamentary rules of deberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
Sabbath School
don Books

diseases incident to woman not mentioned here.
all affections

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise
contains .a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-~
thoricy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
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Uterus, Impotency, Barrenness, or Sterility, Female Weakness, and very many other chronic
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cents; postage, 2 cents.
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the medicine

Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from un-

lapsus, or falling
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natural causes, Irregularities, Weak

friend

in God's,
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worked cures, as if by magic, and with a certainty never before attaine:
by any medicine:
Leucorrhea,
Excessive
Flowing,
Painful

ADVERTISEMENTS.

lishing

-

perfectly safe in risking both my
reputation
and my
money on its
merits. >
:
The following are among those diseases in
which my Favorite
Prescription
has

possess.— Luther.

Increase

class

imes and

refund the money paid for it. Had I not the
most perfect confidence in its virtues, I could not

lost them all; but whatever I

have been able to place

TRADE,

this

offer it as I do under hese conditions; but having witnessed its truly miraculous cures in thousands of cases, I
feel warranted
and

Fear not so long as

I have had many things in my

Large

for

WATERS’
PIANOS & ORGANS are the
BEST MADE, warranted for 5 years. Il-

No man, young or old, obscure or infa-

portals of his

bottle, two-thirds

being one for which

near,

A contemplative life has more the

SUNDAY

remedy

been taken according to directions, and the case

and defender.—
Rev. Dr. John Hall.

It is rough work
Guthrie.

effectual

beautifully illustrated

Terms: single copy, each, 35 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, «=
25 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent,
Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are Siinted monthly, at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $6.00. If the order
is for less than four months at a time, the charg
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay’
men in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
is the demominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in Shoop, $1.00; Moroes
co, 81.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt,
2.00,
Postage 9 cents each. Ema, Morocco, 85
3

expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it
for any of the ailments for which I recommend i
that 1 offer and sell it under A POSITIV.
GUARANTEE.
If a beneficial effect is not
experienced by the time two-thirds of the contents of the bottle are used, I will, on return of

pearance of a life of piety than any other;
but it is the divine plan to bring faith into activity and exercise.—Cecil.

election last
pause ;” such perfunctory speaking: and | At a closely contested
praying
are almost certain not to edify. fall, a gentleman called on one Whom he
it is a great mistake, as we have said, to bad known as a regular voter, to inquire
‘I have
suppose that all time that is not **im- if he had been to the polls.
proved” is lost; but even if it were, it just learned,” was the astonishing reply,
I do
were better sb, than that it should be ¢¢ that my citizenship is in heaven.
worse than lost by being occupied in a not intend to vote any more.” It need
manner not tending to edification. We hardly be added that the person thus cushould be inclined to lay down somre riously enlightened had lately -become a
strong rules, somewhat as follows: No Plymouth brother, and so regarded himhymn should be sung except for the wor- self as no longer under that ‘* bondage to
ship of God or to express some prayer the world” which consists in recognizing
or aspiration of the heart. No prayer the obligations, as well as enjoying the
should be offered except as the expres- privileges of earthly ‘citizenship. - What
this absurd person did through a false nosion of a genuine and heartfelt impulse
to pray. . No one should speak unless he tion of religious duty, a great many good
has something to say, the saying of men do from a fastidious dislike of ¢ mixwhich will edify his brethren. This rule ing in politics,” or an unwillingness to
should be supplemented by another. No undertake the responsibilities and labors
person should permit himself to go to that a fair discharge of political duty enthe prayer-meeting without such previ- tails. They haven’s time for it, or they
ous thought and prayer as will give him don’t like the people they must meet if
something to say, something
to pray they take an active part in politics.
for, some aspiration to be expressed in These objections are sometimes pleaded
even in excuse of the neglect of the simsong.
Ex. & Chronicle.
- Jt is time that we remember that per- ple act of voting.—

safe, and

paper,

MYRTLE.

it out as

physician,
Nay, even more, 80 confident am I
hat it will not disappoint the most sanguine

often edify more than anything else.
That is, in "all cases, the test to be
applied.
Will it edify? is the one question to be asked at every stage in the

FALSE NOTIONS OF DUTY.

singled

under all circumstances, act kindly@nd in harmony with the laws which govern the female
system, I am willing to stake my reputation as a

you have Christ with you as

possibly edify.
No one should speak or |
pray
merely to
prevent
an ‘awful |

of weman,

of disedses, and one that will, at

their

and I have

weeks, on superior

without coming

draw

heart to begin again.

organism

«sed to Do

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the

positive re

the climax or crowning
gem of m
medical *career. On its merits, as a posi-

and yet exclude it from the heart. The
most difficult persons to save are those
who are almost saved. The publicans
and harlots go into the kingdom before
them.—Zion’s Herald.

In the midst of much

have, while witnessing its

sults in the few special diseases incident to the

separate

+h

o

Sompowd,

The term, however, is but a feeble expression
of my high appreciation of its value, based upon
my own
personal observation.
As a close ob-

stronghold of the daughter of Zion. The
have been in prayer-meetings that would
grand words of Isaiah about this very
have been absolutely delightful, had there
been a few of these flashes of silence. | Assyrian invader are our answer to all
fears within and foes without: ¢¢ Say un-.
A few moments’ meditation after some
fruitful thought has been let drop will to him, the virgin, the daughter of Zion,

his assistants, When the workmen had may be fewer ‘‘ model meetings” but
removed the flooring it was ascertained there will be more weak souls strengththat the concealed space was from four to ened and more hungry hearts satisfied.—
four and one-half feet deep, affording am- Ex. & Chronigle.
4
ple room for men to move about.
Passand
ges led entirely round the building.
At
very short intervals were found small cirPRAYERS. '
cular holes in which were inserted lenPrayers need not be fine. I believe
ses. Through these a view of the room
If a person
below was obtained.
Back of and above’ God abhors fine prayers.
these lenses
were
reflectors, which ask charity of you in elegant sentences he
brought before the eye of the observer is not likely to get it. Iinery in dress or
the utmost recesses of the post-office. If language is out of place in beggars. I
a detective saw any stealing or improper heard a man in the street one day, begaction committed by a clerk or by a per- ging aloud by means of an oration. He
son not employed in the office, the speak- us. grand language in a very pompous
. ing tube by his side conveyed a warning style, and I dare say he thought he was
at once to the attic room, and the guilty sure of getting piles of coppers by his
person was met at the door, or tapped on borrowed speech; but I, for one, gave
. the shoulder in the

in contact with it; to

I

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

A colored preacher in the Indian Terthe ground, would have smitten it to the
dust long since. It lives, it has lived in Titory told his audience, a few Sabbaths
spite of all, and therefore it shall live. ago, that he would *‘ read a chapter, and
Ap* God will establish it forever.”
In al- then try to flustrate [illustrate] it.”
most every land there is some fortress or parently the same thing is often attemptother which the pride of the inhabitants ed outside the Indian Territory, and usucalls ‘ the maiden fortress,” and where- ally the chapter stands it well. It is onof the legend is that it has never been ly tH® preacher and the congregation that
taken, and is inexpugnable by any foe. get flustrated.—S. S. World.

despised thee and laughed thee to
|| hath
scorn; the daughter of Jerusalem hath
| shaken
her head at thee.
I will defend
ing their due of service,
when
in fact
|
this city to save it for my own sake and
their whole life, in its simplicity and
¢ God
godly sincerity, may be an eloquent and prayer-meeting. Tried by this test, there for my servant David's sake.”
And the pledgtorceful presentation of the value of reli- is a great deal of singing in our social will establish it forever.”
gion.
Let such ask themselves, What is meetings that might better be dispensed | es of that eternal stability ave the delivthe underlying purpose of my life? If with. A hymn should never be’ sung | erances of the past and of the present.—
.
that purpose is to serve the Lord, then merely (0 kill time; such singing ean not | McLaren.
=
DE
a
the individual acts will be actsof service,

too much about religion

Western Department, should be a

the indications presented by that class of dis-

I have named it

Ren fnits

ver, N. H.
gn
Terms Jet BRT" »
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3.00
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n
advance.
.
2.50
Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of six or more, onedkird new sup.
scribers, each
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school Fapere, printed alternate

cases with positive certainty and exactness.
To designate this natural specific

that look upon it and say, Raze it even to

after is to have every moment occupied in

brilliant flashes of

gone long, long ago.

its

from many others.

Leaders of meetings too frequently hive
the idea that the main thing to be sought

few

living

and sin, and ever new corruptions of its
belief and paring of its creed, the imperfections of its life, and the worldliness of

some way, by prayer, by exhortation ar
by singing. There is much said about
possess the mind with its sweetness—*¢ 1 *“ those awful pauses,” and about **lethave been serving the Lord.”
ting things drag.” To our mind, pauses
Let us not be understood as arguing in a meeting are by no means a necessafor a listless Christian experience that ry defect. Sydney Smith once remarked
takes too much for granted.
It is not that Macaulay would be the first converenough to make a profession of faith in sationalist in England if he only had a
st

church of the

ity third yom
I nla Iie

pages,
gressive. The publication offices are
and
Chicago, but al Sommuuieations, save for the

period of years, having within that time treated
many thousand cases of those diseases peculiar
to woman, I have been enabled to
perfect a
most potent and agreeable medicine that meets

Zeal without knowledge is: one of the man, he went “West,” and found in a
qualifications the Scriptures pointedly de- Congregational churc¢h at Peru, Ind.,
recate in those who profess to be the people who gave him a call.
When he
ord’s servants. Every week brings its packed up his goods it was found that he
examples. We do not know but that the was carrying off the church pulpit, and
advent of Moody and other lay evange- to this one of the deacons demurred, and
lists has been made the occasion of abuse some very unchristian words were spokof the sacred trust and duty, of warning en by both parties. It seems that some
the unconverted. The danger of mono- time ago the pulpit and some other artimania in this department of evangeliza- cles were sold by the Sheriff” for interest
tion is very apparent. Yet nothing is due on a mortgage on the ground on
more delicate than the task of approach- which the church stands.
The preacher
ing another fellow-sinner touching
his bought the pulpit, and being able to
immortal interests. The destiny and sal- prove his gwnership, spite of the opposivation of the soul are matters so absolute- tion of the deacon, bore it off in triumph
ly personal and exclusive, that one ma
toward the valley of Wabash. The church
well tremble who feels himself called having lost preacher and pulpit has disto interrogate another on the subject. banded.— Baptist Weekly.
Some persons seem to have. peculiar
+060

as Well -as-every-tino-he-was-heard to remark; “Phat—vras-

Zhe Morning Star.
8 a large re

By an immense practice, oxtending througha

A bit of our own experience on this tion from the throne beholds us, and
subject may be of use to our readers. watches us in warfare, in trial, in victory
The question came into our mind the other or in defeat. He sees our fidelity or our
day—Are we serving the Lord? We go faithlessness, he knows us altogether.
the regular round of our duties, writing The all-seeing God watchesus. His eyes
for these columns, examining the manu- behold, his eyelids try the children of
scripts that are sent us, noticing books, men. The whole universe is open to his
and doing the thousand and one things gaze. The darkness and the light are
that make an editor's life a very busy both alike to him. His eye unseen surone. Is all this serving the Lord? At veys us. His ear catches every whisper.
> 0-44
ifts in this direction, and are never even
first we were a little staggered. "We had His mind reads every thought.
iable, apparently, to be repulsed in their
MINOR SELECTIONS.
low solemn this fact! God is near.
to acknowledge to ourselves that there
again, have
a
was not before our mind in every partic- God is here. Let us serve him in lowli- approaches. - Others,
Remember ¢‘ loosing from sin” implies
ular case the distinct purpose of service ness and purity all our lives. How com- brusqueness and effrontery which enables making a severance between it and the
them
to
pounce
upon
a
sinner
like
an
soul; “binding it,” means identifying it
to the Lord. There is very much of the forting this thought! Our keeper never
work that we must do that is of a routine slumbers, our helper never sleeps. He eagle swoops to his prey. But we have with the character. You seem to look
Let us often been-compelled to wish either the upon it as only-relating to a forgiveness
nature, and is undertaken as a matter of is not far from every one of us.
love him, trust him, follow him, and subjects an escape from the hectoring in- which is irrespective of character, and so
course.
:
Are we then—the question recurred— abide in his love nowy and evermore.— fliction in the name of the Lord, or that the forgiveness of man is no doubt an unthey would turn and get even with these certain pledge of God’s forgiveness. Now
inthese duties that are so absorbing of The Christian.
exhorting
bullies. An exchange says I showa fact : that man does actually bind
time and strength and interest, serving
Eu.
-- -h-P
it is not an uncommon
thing at present and loose; does fix sin upon the characthe Lord? And a moment's thought gave
for Boston merchants, when they open
THE MACHINE PRAYER-MEETING.
ter; does by his treatment take the burus the glad assurance that in our daily
their letters, to find an envelope coverwork, work that is arduous and never
There is a growing tendency to regard ing some such message as the following : den off and free from it henceforth. No
ended, we were doing our Lords will, a prayer-meeting as a machine, a thing to
one can deny that fact. It may be very
¢ Which will you do,
For, as we reasoned, the providence of be “run.”
dreadful, or very glorious; but here it
Everything must be done
Forsake your sins and go to heaven,
God brought us into the position we oc- with the regularity and precision of mais, and we can not divest ourselves of our’
Or keep your sins and go to hell ??
cupy. Itis eur purpose in this work, chinery. Not only so, but the machine
power; we can use it or abuse it.—F.
Now,
it
may
be
that
some
one
is
led
to
taken as a whole, to be of service to must be run-on the high-pressure princiRobinson.
be more thoughtful after such a savage
men whom he has made.
It is our pracle, with 200 lbs. of steam to the square attack, but we take it that more people
tice to ask his blessing upon the work inch. We recollect a meeting of this
Automatic Christians are sometimes
we must undertake. So we could say kind that was pronounced -a *‘* model.” -are disgusted with such imprudence and found in our churches. They go through
dragooning, than can be possibly won to the routine of religion. They keep up the
honestly we are serving the Lord.
The leader, an evangelist of some note,
Our readers will pardon us if this little read a miscellaneous jumble of passages, a Christian life by it. Weare not to suf- profession. They contribute to the reverecital has seemed egotistic. We have loosely connected by comments of his fer sin upon our neighbor, is an Old nue. They shove up a little and make
thought that we could thus make clearer own, from a limp-covered Bagster Bible. Testament injunction, and many a soul room for well-dressed strangers who come
what it is in our mind to say. There are And by the way, in how many cases a has been saved by the judicious word to their pew. But all within is dried up
doubtless not a few Christians who move Bagster Bible and a few stories are al- dropped in season into the ear and heart and withered. There is no joy in believalong through life with the more or less most the whole stock in trade of an evan- of some wayward or thoughtless one; ing, nor happiness in doing. The service
uneasy feeling that they are not serving gelist. A short prayer was offered, but it requires the wisdom of the serpent of God is a task. Prayer has rheumatic
and the harmlessness of the dove to make knees, and praise has heavy wings. Serthe Lord, because, in the various acts they which was more remarkable for fervor
a success of such efforts, as a general mons are bores.
Sacraments are hollow
perform, this idea, which nevertheless than for sense, and several hymns were
Th2 poor, feeble professor drags
underlies their living, does not come into sung—not good,solid, inspiring tunes like thing. In our own city, some one, we things.
distinct consciousness.
Undoubtedly it *“ Rock of Ages,” butrollicking airs that observe, has taken to stenciling the on his religion as an invalid the consumpis very pleasant when one is able distinet- reminded one of popular street melodies. fences and house corners with the fear- tion, and it kills him at last.—Meth. Reful announcement of the Saviour: ‘¢ No corder.
:
ly to think, I do this for the Lord's sake, Throughout the meeting
the leader was
—
in his service. Undoubtedly we ought to popping up and down in his seat, now drunkard shall enter the kingdom of
Your interest in religious matters is not
summon up that feeling into conscious- calling on this brother to speak or pray, heaven.” May be it has made some
ness more often than some of us do; it is now tryingto clinch the nail some one sober; but is not such zeal in some an unmistakable evidence of religion. It
a source of power. But the fact can had driven and failing wofully, now giv- sense so superserviceable as to thwart its is quite possible to be curious about religWe would be far from de- ious questions, and at the same time to be
exist even when there is no distinct rec- ing out a favorite hymn. All was bustle ownend?
terring any one from doing all the good
ognition of it.
and
hurly-burly. - Men
jumped up, he can, but is it not well to give careful utterly devoid of those tastes and affections
that constitute the essence of -experimenWhy do you teach a Sabbath-school spoke a few hurried sentences, and
class? The motive that prompts you is dropped into their seats like a shot. If attention to our methods ?—Methodist tal religion. Many of tha rationalistic
;
critics of our day exhibit a lively interest
that you may render Christian service. a pause of ten seconds occurred the lead- Protestant.
a
ae
in speculations about religion; but it is
You honestly want to do something in er would start a hymn, or say, ‘ Now
mainly an interest adverse to the Gospel,
the service of your Lord. This being brethren, don’t lose one of these precious
SAFETY OF THE OHURCH:
an interest to destroy rather than to build
your underlying purpose, every hour you moments.” And at the end of the meetItis dangerons to talk.
up.real religion
SPAraLon,
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RIGHTEOUSNESS.

who studied the most, but those who list-.
Christ applied the word righteousness
ened the most. We do not want for our to himself when overcoming the hesitateachers those who having gone through
tion of John the Baptist, * Suffer it to be
with their calculations pronounce what is
80 now : for thus it becometh us to fulfil
good and what evil, but those who sep- all righteousness.” It was Christ also
arate the good from, the evil with the
who used the word in the following pasflashes of instinct. A corrupt heart can
sages: ‘¢ Blessed are they that hunger
not discriminafe clearly between the right
and thirst after righteousness: for they
and the wrong, even by hours of thought;
and a clean heart
hours of thought,

has no.need of such
it even discerns that

shall be filled.”

¢ For

I say

unto

you,

derives

additional

force

from the consideration that it was the
Saviour’s last one given previous to his
ascension,

church.

and

that

it was fittingly

em-

While the desired work wus ap-

parently just begun a: Jerusalem, persecution arose and drove the apostles and
the preachers into other parts where they
planted the gospel. The hand of God was
manifestly in the persecution.
A good
work had begun

this place was

in

Antioch,

completely

but

before

Christianized,

¢¢ The Holy Ghost said, Separate me Bar-

Instead of ° praying for more light,
would it not be more to the purpose to
pray for better eyes? The Lord is never
afar off, but it is we who are blind to his
presence. The trouble is with the cis-

that except your riguteousneds shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and
Pharisees ye shall in no case enter into
the kingdom of heaven.”
¢ For John
came to youin the way of righteousness
and ye believed him not.” There are two
passages, however, which in a special
manner show the comprehensive signifi-

nabas and Saul for the work whereunto
I have called them.”
So they turned
aside from what some would have regarded a loud call at home to attend to a
louder one from abroad. Thus they pursued their work from city to city and
from country to country. Let the exam-

terns and not with the supply of the river

cance of this word:

those who

of the water of life.

which are persecuted for righteousness’
sake ; for their's is the kingdom of heaven.” And this in speaking of the Comforter: ¢ And when he is come he will

God is not found out by searching.

¢¢ Who hath "ears to

hear, let him hear,” is the

of a fundamental law.

announcement

Looking

matter from this standpoint,

at the

we at

once

see that we have something to do. If we
would see we must not only open our
eyes, but turn them towards the light of
truth.
Then, again, there
_ one to do in educating the

ear.

is work
eye and

for
the

The spire of grass, the bit of sun-

set, the tone of a voice

and the light ofa

countenance are secrets until the eye and
the gar have been schooled to note them.
Work on our part, with experience which
results from the working of a power
higher than self, are the schoolmasters in
the walks of life. It will well repay us

to watch and listen with a willing and
patient heart, for then shall we

timations of the

have

in-

power of development

latent in the human soul.

Coming
to the office this morning we
passed a little fellow of some seven or
eight vears of age, who was intently watching two other boys on horseback.
He was completely abs
the spectacle, and no doubt the vi
being on horse-back himself, sometime"
the future,

* ‘ambition.

filled

to

the

brim

As he grows, one

his soul's

thing and

arise to take its place, as

else

will

the heart’s

de-

sire.
But that little boy’s father and
mother will not cease to lovehim as these
successive ideals fill his mind and heart.
Their love for him, and his for them,is an

abiding principle.
So genuine helpers
cease not to be helpers as growth and development come to their lives.
This
sympathy has no essential regard to years
or the various objects of the heart's desire, but hasto do

with

the

soul

itself

which is a constant factor.
There are many kinds of waiting in this
world. Most of us are waiting for something or other. But there is one kind of
waiting which shows how little the world
is able to satisfy the soul.
It isin the
case of old persons who are waiting for
the time of their departure to come.
We
met a lady the other day, over whose
head more than four score of years have
passed, and who in a great measure seems

are they

ple of the early

Christians

persist in saying,

be

studied

when

by

invited

ery to be sacrificed in stemming

its cur-

rent.

And right here seems to be one of our
chief dangers.
There is a very prevalent feeling that things will somehow
work themselves out straight in the end;
that we have attained unto such a degree
of civilizationand refinement that there
is not that need of manhood which was
required in more barbarous ages, when
sceiety and government did not provide
the multifarious ways of protecting life
and property that they do now.
But
every day we are- forced to ask, Do society and government effectually provide
for the protection of life and property?
Can the social machine be so perfected as
to dispense with individual integrity and
valor? Can safes be made so burglarproof that it is a matter of indifference to
those who deposit treasures in them,
whether the world is made

up

of honest

folks or rogues? Can we have detective
agencies so trustworthy and acute that
the honesty or dishonesty of clerks and
cashiers will be of little account?

i 8

of adapta-

Itisa

and

Testaments

tha
frome with-avhieh—he—bought—the—huge

— Jt appetrs-asthougir
then lave tried |

very hard to find asubstitute for the word
righteousness, some word or phrase that
they liked better as expressive of the ideal
of the Christian life.
Now-a-days we
hear a great deal about the ‘ higher life,”
¢ holiness,”
“¢ consecration,” *¢ sanctification,” ¢ rest of faith,” ¢ rest in God,”

etc. Butdo we find Christ using these
terms ? Substitute any one of them in thé
passages above quoted, and see if they
can supply the place of righteousness.
Take a miscellaneous crowd of people,
such as gather on some celebration where

the churches at home.
The effort made
has begotten in them a new life and
aroused them to an increased activity.

The following seed-thought
found the other day,

which we

while preparing our

article for these columns,
¢¢ Christ and
Paul,” will, no doubt, be as suggestive to

the reader as it was tous.
The author
reviewed, lamenting the prominence of
doctrinal controversy in the church since
the reformation and its results, says:
Hence, also, that which is otherwise
the most inexplicable fact in the history of
i
ras
the rich and the poor the learned and the church
the ignorant, where all sects and parties thus occupied in rending the body of her
Lord, and scattering the bleeding memare congregated, and there suppose that bers as far apart as
possible from each
some one arises in their midst, preaching other, she lost, together with the sentiChrist and him crucified. They can easi- ment of catholic unity, all consciousness
ly understand what righteousness means, of her character as Christ's missionary
society, of her relation to the conversion
but let the preacher introduce these oth- to
the world, the very object of her exiser phrases we have quoted, and imagine tence. For two hundred years the Prowhat a babel of misunderstanding and testant church never sent a missionary to
confusion will at once be introduced. the heathen. When it was proposed
to
Everybody will have his own opinion do so, her leading minds scouted the
idea. And now itis quite evident that
as to what these terms mean, and the the re-awakening of this
sentiment, and
audience would at once divide up into the nascent swriving after the restoration
cliques and parties each contending for of catholic unity of which she is becoming
the shades of meaning they variously put conscious, are chiefly due to the influence
upon it. But righteousness is a whole- of the missionary spirit and work.

piece of taffy that he is said to have been
sucking as he went to church on Sunday,
the 11th.” Readers of the papers know
how common are both of these forms of
lying. The Editor in question is justly
indignant with each, but he evidently
doesn’t mean that his craft shall bear all
the responsibility, if we may judge from
this sentence: ‘‘ The character
of the
press does not depend upon the editor and

the
upon

reporter
the

every kind

only,

gentle

of

but quite
reader,

public

as

who

life

ficult by believing whatever au

much
makes

more

dif-

_irrespon- |

sible and anonymous writer may choose
to say.” Let ‘‘the gentle reader” take
the hint. The topic is a manifold one and
we have not the space to pursue it in de-

tail.

But we will urge upon all our read-

ers to see that in their own tastes they are
not demanding anything of the press but
what is true and wholesome.
Foritis a
fact that ‘whenever any considerable
portion of the community will stop buying
and reading the papers which thrive upon
slander, those papers will find something
better to publish. However much we
may claim for the press as a leader of

question

which.

the

|

ner’ entering in?”

The value of the beer manufactured during
1877 in the city and county of Milwaukee, as

sold by retailers, was over ten millions of dol-

lars! Half of that amount was contributed by
the working classes without doubt—by the

men who spend for beer what ought to have
gone for bread. 'Is it any wonder that times

——LoNDON evidently has fot yet ¢ progressed” as far in some things as we
have on this side the water. In that city
not only is the Bible permitted a place in
the public schools but its studyis actually
encouraged. Mr. Francis Peck, a member of the School Board has donated five
thousand pounds with the condition that
the money be used by the Religious Tract
Society for annual prizes to those pupils
who pass the best examination in the
Scriptures. The award for this year took
place in the Crystal Palacein the presence
of 3,500 people, at which time several
Bibles

pertinent

indggd for those who have here all their lives
prided themselves on their spotless morality,
to find the gate of heaven shut against them,
and to see even the ‘ woman that was a sin-

the Catholics possess an immense power
over the average mind. The great variety of effective methods they put in practice
to appeal to the senses in their public
worship, and their reverence for the past,
give them a hold on the popular heart
which nothing at present seems destined
.
to take away.

thousand

very

Congregationalist asks: “ Will it not be hard

of spirit,

are hard?

The following from the Quebee Chrogicle,

sounds a bit curious as American news:
“Qn
the 11th inst. the picturesque Church of St.

Petronilja, at the western end of the Island

of

Orleans, was the scene of a very imposing
ceremony,
the inauguration of the relic of St,
Philomena, a small portion of one of her
bones, brought
from
Mughano,. near Na-

ples.”

Freeman's Journal,

a Catholic

periodical,

chanced recently to say: * Calvinism is wine
ning all along the line,” whereupon the Her-

ald & Presbyter is much

pleased, and says:

‘“ those brethren who so frequently tell us that
Calvinism is dead must be mistaken.”
Indeed! How long since our contemporary re-

were

given away. It is said that other school |
boards throughout Great Britain are about garded evidence from such a quarter as con‘to follow the Londen example: There clusive?.
The outery in certain quarters against maare some differences between England and
chinery as adverse to the interests of the laborAmerica with the balance in favor of the

to aid foreign missions, ‘* We have heaMen of metal, who have the true ring in
former.
then enough at home.”
them, will solve the vexed questions of
Again, gratitude should impel us in the day niore than the success of any parthe undertaking and the presecution of ticular party or the adoption of any par- ——HERE is the way in ‘which the subreprove the world of sin,and of righteousthis work.
Our ancestors to whom the ticular theory. We are too apt to forget missive spirit of the Orangemen: who
ness, and of judgment.”
:
=
blessed gospel of Jesus Christ was given that parties and theories are the means in waived their right to parade on the public
It is a thought worth repeating that for through the effort commenced by Barna- the hands of living and upright men to streets at Montreal for the sake of. peace,
is met by the Courier de St. Hyacinthe,
the expression of the religious life, no bas and Paul, belonged to the gentile accomplish the good of the world.
No
words, phrases, or parables have ever world, and were in all the darkness and matter how 4good plans may be, plans the Roman Catholic organ: of Bishop
equalled
those
of Christ.
The cen- degradation of heathenism.
Through are not automatons; nor would they be Morean :
turies, as they pass, re-affirm that never
Take care ; our patience is exhausted.
this instrumentality we have been lifted sufficient were they automatons.
Men
man spake like this man. And yet there from what they were to what we are. are not made for parties. Parties should You have abused it for a long time. We
are your equals in everything, and in
seems to be a tendency in human nature Saved, elevated and blessed, should we always be servants.
We need men of faith are your superiors.
Your fanaticism
to regard the words of Christ as rudimen- not gladly do for others what has been nerve, men who are willing to be misun- has caused you to lose sight of our genertary. Ifthis is not the case, how else can done for us? And shall there not be the derstood and to be sacrificed for the good osity towards you. Towards us you have
We are
been mean and narrow-minded.
we account for the introduction of words highest joy in the service ?
of their country.
we
resrictus
you
If
injuries.
your
of
weary
into religious teaching, words which are
Moreover, we should not be unmindful
SRI
BE Ge a
shall restrict you. Your scattered minorused on the conscious or unconscious of the great success which has attended
ity in the Province of Quebec has been
OURRENT TOPICS.
supposition that there needs to be a re- modern missionary effort. Is it too much
treated like spoiled children by the Cath—IX
his
usually
graceful
style
the
Edifinement on the words of Jesus, that there to say that for the greatest triumphs of
olics, but we have not. been saved from
needs to be a discrimination which he the cross, such as those achieved in the tor of Harper's for September discusses insolence. What right have you to be inIs it because we are benevolent?
did not make, and of a science which he Sandwich Islands, in Madagascar and in the direct subject of ‘‘ newspaper lies.” solent?
Benevolence is exhausted, and if you condid not elaborate. But we are conserva- Burmah, gained in this century have He considers them under the two heads of tinue, we shall put you in your place.”
tive enough to inquire if there can be any been through this enterprise ? Seed has ¢¢ the lie direct,” told with all circumstanFor shameless effrontery we have never
improvement on the phraseology which has also been sown which will at no dis- tial detail and precision; and ¢ the lie inseen the above equaled. The majority of
direct,”
which
appears
in
the
form
of
an
the Master employed, when the object is tant day yield a golden and gladdening
insinuation, like the following: “If the the people of the Province of Quebec are
to bring sinners to repentance ? We think fruitage.
Surely, the success of the
All
Catholics, God's favored people.
aot. And has any one advanced so. far work affords the strongest evidence that rumor be true that Bishop Simpson picked
others are heretics and ought to be burnthe
pocket
of
Vice-President
Wheeler
in the spiritual life as to have out-grown
God has set his seal of approbation upon on Saturday, the 10th instant,
then ed at the stake in the good, old-fashioned
the words of Christ in the expression of it.
.
way. We have been indulgent, however,
it
is
evident
where
the
money
cawe
his soul's welfare ?

another will successively take the place|
of the horse-back vision;
no sooner will

one be dropped than something

¢¢ Blessed

will not require one whit the less of brav-

And in this fact

tion of form without a change

ehildran
and-treated-you-like-t-spoiled—ehildren;

2

rarely received a dollar and

a half

a week,

while factory hands were paid in like
tion?

propor

A writer in Louisiana says that since the
war three-fourths of the colored people have
learned to read and write, ¢ They are anxious
to learn,” he says,
while the white boys love

a pistol and a plug of tobacco.”

This same

love for pistols and tobacco prepares the way
for the greater love of whiskey in the full

grown man, who, steeped in ignorance and depraved by drink, constitutes ‘the one great
barrier to the advancing wave of progress
ting steadily toward the South.

set-

Denominational Helos,
Ohio River Yearly Meeting.
The Ohio River Yearly Meeting held
its annual session with the 1st Kyger
church, Aug. 9—11.

Rev.

B. V. Tewks-

bury was chosen moderator, and
Haning, assistant.
:
All the Q. Ms.,

except

the

Bro. J.

West

Va.,

were reported by letter and delegates.
Revivals have been enjoyed by some of

the-churches of euch QM: Within
the past
only pelting you with paving stones occas. - year, and union and steadfastness seems.
ionally to make you know your place as to prevail. Voted to raise four hundred
‘¢ a scattered minority.” This is in effect: dollars per year to support a missionary
what this high dignitary of the Roman
in India.
Appointed Revs. W. J. FulChurch says to Protestants in the * free” ton, of the Meigs Q. M., H. J. Carr, of
Province of Quebec,over which is suppos- the Athens, T. E. Peden of the Jackson,
ed to float the protecting flag of England.
A. Crabtree, of the Little Scioto, T. J.
——PRINCE BISMARCK, not getting the
support of the Liberals in Germany at the
late election, is said to be turning his attention to the Ultramontanes.
This is all
the more surprising as it has been gener-

Ferguson of the Shiloh, and P. T.

Flythe

of earth.

:

of the West Va., as a Foreign Mission
Board to supervise the raising of the
above amount. "Elected H. J. Carr, J.
W. Martin, B. V. Tewksbury, I. Hooper,

T. J. Ferguson, I. Z. Haning,

S. Weed,

-J-—Mast
J. Sherritt,ers;
T. E. Peden, W.
as- J. Fulton, C. J. Chase, S. H. Barrett, I.

gent measures executed against the
sumptions of the Papal church, that
the Ultramontanes
were
the
very
last persons
whom
the
German
Chancellor would take into favor. But
the correspondent of the London Times
well points out:

Prince Bismarck’s domesti¢ policy 1s 80

essentially governed by the wish to secure the object he happens to have in
view, no matter with what allies, that the

Fullerton, A. Crabtree, Jerry Woodyard,

Jacob Coughenour, Jesse Walker,
Smith,
Daniel
Mauck, and M.

J.
D.

B.
J.

Hickerson, delegates to State Association,

with power

io fill all vacancies that may

occur in the

delegation.

Révs. C.J.

Chase,

Ferguson, H. J. Carr,

T. E. Peden.

A.

Preaching
Crabtree,

E. B.

Collection

Evens

T.

by
J.

and

for Foreign

twenty-three dollars. Passed
disposition of constituted powers to ad- Mission
here to a steady course of policy does not the following resolutions ;
For sixty years she and her husband
always seem to be sufficiently taken into
lived and
labored together, and now
FOREIGN MISSION.
account by the leading statesman. = As to 1
he is gone, and she is homeless withResolved,
1. That we, delegates of
the
people,
and
the Liberals more especpublic opinion, it is none the less true
out him, waiting to meet him.
Sixty
ially, the feelings produced by the news the Ohio River Y. M. assembled with
This writer may have had in mind the that, in certain ways and to a certain exyears of work ‘and suffering and hap- some word, and gives forth no uncertain fact
of the Prince taking up with the Ultra- the 1st Kyger Church, following the inthat the alleged necessity of doc- tent, it is itself shaped by public opinion.” montanes
are more easily imagined than’ structions of a majority of the Q. Ms.
piness bound ‘those hearts together, sound. It resembles a grand cathedral trinal controversy
is_
neither
understood
‘
|
described.
Though the: Prince did not represented, and responding to a growand there was something -inexpressibly where all men enter tp worship according nor appreciated
by converts from heath- ——THE Interior, we see, is having a begin the war with
the Pope, but only re- ing interest in Missions throughout the
to
their
varied
gifts
and
capabilities.
tender in her few words about her lifetorted when he found himself attacked, XY. M,, pledge ourselves to raise . four
enism, as well as that all Christian sects bout with the two-sermons-a-day question.
Righteousness is a term that builds up
hundred dollars annually for the support
long companion.
There is something
have found in the inspiring thought of It thinks that, on the whole, one is enough yet in the course of the long and exasper~
ating struggle his Cabinet have so often of a missionary in India.
sweet to her about the old home, about a grand bulwark against the inroads of the world’s
conversion a common rally- and says:
2. That the execution of this underidentified their cause with the interests ot
the mountains among which the old farm religious sentimentalism and spiritual ing ery. Whether
one or both, the fact
humanity and culture that if any “notable taking be vested in a Missionary
Board,
drunkenness.
Ifye
love
me,
keep
my
About
so
much
cream
rises
on
the
is nestled, and about that yonder elm upof one representative from
indulgence should now be shown" to the consisting
and value of the reflex influence
*of
misclerical
pan
in
six
days.
Spread
over
each Q. M. to be elected annually at the
on which she has looked for forty years, commandments, said Christ. What else sions are unmistakable.
two slices, and you spread it thin. Put it Vatican the tone of the press and Parlia- ¥Y. M. Conference.
ment
is
likely
and which seems no larger now than it is righteousness but the keeping of the
to
become
more
energetieall on one slice, the congregation loses
3. That for fuller information on the
and Jesus himself has
did the first time she saw it, she told us ; commandments,
nothing. As Robert Hall said, “a very than polite.
subject, we request the pastors inthe Y.
MEN OF NERVE.
—
but yet the soul of that dear old lady is summed up the commandments into two.
common sort of a man can write two serM. jo preach one or more discourse to
No one great living issue, like that mons a week, and aregular fool can write ——HERE in the East, we
waiting for the time of her departure to There is nothing in this which the wayshould say that’ eich church on the subject of Missions,
six.
:
against secession,or like that for national
come, not morbidly impatient,but looking faring man though a fool could err in.
the editor of the Pacific Evangel was get- and further that we will urge increased
attention to the Missionary Helper, and
We admit the force of the above and ting desperate
We have been lead to inquire when we independence, concentrates the heroism
through and beyond the world; all ready
. Witness this paragraph Mission columns
of the Morning Star.
to go. Mellowed and hallowed by age have seen the way’ that the word right- of our countrymen to-day; but men of agree that in many places the omission of taken from that paper:
4. That the note of $100.00 given by
the
second
sermon
may
be
well;
provideousness
has
been
neglected
by
good
peonerve are just as much wanted in a dozen,
her returning childlikeness rests like a
Again we are sorry for our friends of our delegates to the last General Confer- benediction over the tumults and toils and ple, is there not something higher in the nay, a hundred different fields, men who ed a service be substituted which shall the Pacific. We can’t print a paper to ence for the Bible School in India be and
Joys of the world of youth and vigor Christian life than mere righteousness? are possessed of pluck and manhood and enlist the interest and employ the activi- suit them. We can’t pray to suit them. is hereby assumed by the Yearly Meeti
The very asking of this question reveals hardihood. Bank cashiers, railroad-con- ties of the church and congregation. But We don’t preach to suit them.
We ing.
around about her.
the delusion of seeking to enter into the ductors and express agents, who will sell in many places and under certain circum- don’t do anything to suit them. All
EDUCATIONAL,
The article by Rev. Dr. McIlvaine of kingdom of heaven by some other way. their lives dearly for the sake of uphold- stances two sermons are almost indispen- this is certainly a very melancholy state
Resolved, 1. That this Y. M. recomof affairs. But it has
Newark N. J. on * Christ and Paul,” Can there be anything higher than to try ing the honor of the blood which courses sible. After all, quite as timely and im- pensation, and that is, atthatleast one com- mend the educational institutions within
we don't care
which appeared in the July number of to do right ? However necessary good their veins, that their parents and chil- portant a point is that of the sermon’s whether we suit them or not. We are not its limits, which are under F. Baptist
the Bibliotheca Sacra has called out thoughts and feelings may be to right dren, their town and country, may be so length. The man who compresses the re- publishing a paper for them. We are not control, for the patronage of its members.
2, That, this Y. M. express its satisconsiderable comment. The [Inferior de- action, yet the highest and best thing is much the richer by their heroism. It is sults of his week’s labor into two sermons praying for them only as we include them
faction with the work in Christian Educawith
sinners
generally.
votes a leading editorial to the subject right action.
And is it not the senti- the honor of the race that is committed to of fifty minutes, in the aggregate, need
tion now being done by Rio Grande Coland seems quite alarmed at the danger- ment of Christ that the wayto think right the hands of these men, and to sustain have no fear of a lack of cream for the
that we urge our members to
lege, and
sustain the Institution by their patronage
ous tendencyof the Doctor's views, which and feel right is first to do right?
BRIEF NOTES,
By which is of far more consequence than the second slice. The concise statement and
and influence.
The Catholics are feeling the need of a great
it barely refrains from calling heretical. their fruits ye shall judge them, not by saving of a few dollars. If it was dol- development of a single line of thought,
3. That'we request eachQ. M. in this
university,
From the standpoint of the Westminster their thoughts and feelings.
a
peer
of
Harvard
or Yale.
¢ If any lars merely that were at stake, well might and its earnest enforcement as a present,
4 Y. M. to take such
steps, either by the
Good writers are beginning to call it the
Catechism we presume the views advanc- man will do his will, he shall know of they hesitate to be shot down for it.
living truth, can be compassed in the
purchase of a scholarship or payment of
“
terrible
Congress,”
the
one
that meets at
eddo lean that way a little, but as a the doctrine.”
tuition, in*Rio Grande College; as will
In our politics we see a good deal of short half hour with more effectiveness Washington.
:
:
Ob-B-O
‘enable at 1sast one young man to there
4-0
great many people, including a liberal
cowardly hesitancy and indifference on than either the rambling talk or ponderous
ursue his studies with reference to qualiGreenbackism,”
according
Zion's
A TEW FIRST PRINCIPLES.
numberof the church which the Interior
the part of the intelligent, and a good argument of the long hour. Thought Herald, “is a brief and euphonious to
ying himself for the ministry.
expression
represents, do not take the Westminster
The Christianization of heathen lands, deal of dash and pluck by those politicians that wearies in the presentation is like the for repudiation and robbery.”
TEMPERANCE.
Catechism for their exclusive and infalli- through missionary effort, is unquestion- who hope by their daring to ride in
The success of the Wesleyan mission to the
on salt which has lost its savor.
Resolved,
1. That no man have our
ble guide in faith and practice, perhaps ably the. greatest and most. praiseworthy the coming wave of popularity.
Friendly Islands, in the South Pacific, is cerIn this
suffrage knowingly, who uses alcoholic
that is not a very serious-matter after all. enterprise of this generation.
Notwith- field, also, we need men of nerve, who ——THE policy of the Papal church is tainly cheering. Instead of being an expense, drinks as a beverage.
If wb understand Dr. Mellvainels posi- standing this, there are those who are seeing what is right, will stand by
2. That intemperance is thef greatest
it. well shown in the fact that it withholds its it now contributes from §5,000to $10,000 a year
evil in the world, and'it is i
to the home gociety’s treasury.
tion, it is that Christ's teachings are to be disposed to call in question the wisdom Letus not deceive ourselves
with the fact sanction from the marriage of a Roman %
as Christians, under God,
- .exalted above Paul's inasmuch as “the and practicability of the work undertaken. that the day is past when
That is a pretty good newspaper squib which
it demands Catholic to aff
t,unless the Protes- tells of a Highland Sunday-school boy, who
3. That whereas
the
+ great while
Teacher spake to all men for all For the benefit of such, as well as to valor to sustain and fight for political tant consenty
time,
Paul’s mission was more speto the education of all the being asked by the superintendent if his father co is an expensive and filthy habit, and
strengthen the faith of those friendly to rights. It requires soldierly fortitude to children
a Christian; replied :* Yes, Sir, but he is the church is often crippled for want of
cifieally to the men andthe timesin which the cause,it will not be ‘out of place to meet the unreasoning bitterness of a de- least, this inis thethe Roman Catholic faith. At was
! funds to successfully carry forward the
at it much.’
working
not
case
in
England,
and we
he lived. In a word; Paul is to be inter- state a few of the first and familiar prin- luded multitude.
of Christ,
therefore, resolved,
*
We
are
informed that Dr. J. L. Phillips will work
In the whole history have no doubt but it is the sate with us.
thatwe will discourage in all proper
pretedin the light of Christ's teachings. ciples upon which the foreign missiongry of the world there has been
nothing so Perhaps, the rule may be modified some- address the minidtérs of ‘the Maine Central Y. ways, its filthy use.
The greater always includes the less, and. enterprise rests.
formidable to meet as this.
We have no what to suit the genius of our country, M. at their gathering in Brunswick next week,
SABBATH-SCIIOOLS,
on Wednesday, at 8 1-2, P, M., on ¢ Missionary
+ a the fountain is always more than the "There is first of all the command of the need to go back hundreds of years to note but we
may depend on it that the spirit is Work.”
;
Bana
(
Resolved,
1. That this XY. M. heartily

to have done with the things

-

ing man will hear a little examination ‘doubtless by all classes, If, however, the assertion
that machinery cheapens labor be true; how is
it that twenty-five years ago the best farm
hands could get but twelve dollars a month by
the year, and domestics for household work

Sd

its application. -We take it that it will
be perfectly safe to exalt Christ's teachings above even those of the great apos-

those

are not

The sages of the world

phasized by hiscoming into the world and
by his life and work.
Of itself, it affords a foundation firm enough and broad
enough upon which the whole missionary
enterprise may rest.
In close relation to the command of the
Saviour is the example of the primitive

or

injunction

the’ same.

MN

The Western Editorial Office is at 151 Dearborn
St., Chicago,

universal in

important

is not equally

This

what the ungovernable fury of a mob
will do. The spirit of it is in this country to-day. Its manifestations may be in
accord with the spirit of the age, but it

fe

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

Saviour, ¢* Go ye into all . the ;world and
preach the gospel to every creature.”

lan

Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

stream. We call that pretty good orthodoxy, and of a kind which would make.
the world better and untangle ‘a good
many theological snarls if cultivated a
little more. Paul was inspired, but all
inspiration though ¢¢ profitable to direct”

28, 1878.
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THE
approve of the rapid progress that we
LL made during the past in the .Sab{
bath-school work.

to the Council of the Academy.

more attention to this work than we have
:
:
in the past.
3. Phat our ministerial brethren see

\

A member

Rev.

subscribers

regular

bounds

the Little Scioto Q. M.
TaomAs E. PepEN,

py converts followed their Lord
with

the

In my

The Congregationalists

Paul's

Ichang,

in use

of Ohio, report

the

church

erected there some four or five years ago, is
one of the most pleasant and well appointed
houses of worship in all that region, and is a

credit to the church and society. Itis one of
those few churches that fit. And there is such
a thing as a fit to a 1meeting-house, as much as
to a suit of clothes. You feel just comfortable

All of which puts one into an

attitude

spect to the location of the organ

gallery,

I'think they should

It

has re-

and

singing

be at the

Q. M. presented him

with

other

The Diocese of Vingennes,

church,

and
he

Home

its

Next session with the

Bath

church,

with

the

Macon

church,

Aug.

Churches all represented except one.

ses4.

Preach-

The Moravian says:

T.OONEY SPRING Q. M.—Held its last session

The shurelys in this Q.

for

cause.

better

work

for

the

Packer

Brooklyn, N. Y., support

Institute,

three missionary

teachers in Japan.

Tleven young
London

Medical

ladies

are studying

for

missionary work in India and Africa.
The present year is the two hundred

and

of

in

at the

preparation

fiftieth anniversary

School

the

first pastor of a Reformed
this country.
Two

Chinese

young

settlement

Dutch

men

themselves for the ministry

are

of the

church

Rew Haven

",

RY isan

i

in

preparing

of the Episcopal

Africa’ (Western

made the importation of this article into
the United States our Specialty, and that
in future the afflicted can obtain these
remedies at all first-class druggists.
As
we have, at great expense and trouble,
made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ¢* Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and having it extracted
upon its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said

i

N. BROOKS, 7'reas.

608 Washington Street, Boston.
H. E. HIBBABD, Principal and Prop'r.

.

In Brownfield ,Me., Aug. 21. by Rev.E. 8S. Jordan,
Arthur W. Stanley and ‘Miss Lizzie O. Stanley,both ot
Hiram, Me.
1n Whitefield, N. H., Aug.14, by Rev. F. L. Wiley,
Mr. Frank G. Dexter and Miss Cora A. Gray, both of
Jefferson.

«(Established

nearly 20 years.)

+ Next School Year begins Sept, 2d.

with the so-called ¢ Business
Colleges” scattered
throughout the country.
It has a select and Shoroupiiy practical course
of study, intended to meet fully the wants of those

from which

Lyndon

Center

is ten

cordially

traveling

entertained.

brethren

would

CHAS.W, CRAIN,

Clerk.

308

Tarrant’s
A medicine

to

Seltzer

which

the

invalid

never

by National School of Elocution and

Clerk,

CABINET
NEW

Clerk.

its next seasion at

Again our faith

BEST

J
)

|

Business Hotes,
A CARD.
The Great South American Remedy ie all spe-

church in San Francisco, Cal.

cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of the

Four ministers frem the Methodist Episcopal
church joined the Oregon Congregational Association this year as aiuisters apd licentiates ©
i

full informations end self-addressed envelope to
Rev. JOSEPH
NMAN, Station D., Bible House,
N. YX.
yd
5

Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
The recipe will
forces ; its success is marvelous.

For circular giving

such as Ulcerations

Salt Rheum, Scald

A

ever published, conveniently

LARGE

TYPE

$3.50

turns.

PREPARED

sheet: music

bound in Thirty-Two

Each book is quite independ-

THE

a

ortland,

Me.

at home.

Songs, Duets,

BY

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical and Analytical Chemists.

THILILSDALE

OF

SONG.

most

(30

popular

pages.k

A

SONG...

&c.)

(232 pages, 75

Wonderfully

fine book.

GEMS

OF

TRE

DANCE.

GEMS

OF

STRAUSS.

(232 pages.)

The newess compositions of Strauss.
(250 pages.)

A hundred or more of the works of this mest

brilliant of masters.’
.Send for Catalogues
and. Contents of the 82
books,
£5 Look out for Ditson & Co’s New Musical

Use Dr. Case’s Liver
Remedy and Blood
Purifier.
Cordial,

Tonic, Anti-Bilious

50c and 25¢ bottles.

Paper.

OLIVER

WANTED.
Philadelphia.

MISFIT

Gilt.

The most recent ones are:.

And save Doctor bills. Sold by Druggists, Gen-

of

$4

(237 pages.),
CLUSTER OF GEMS.
Fine pieces for advanced players.

Samples worth

1y24cow

Cloth,

At the date of its publication. considered: the best. ®
There are 17 Colleetions of Instrumental Musio.

1y5

eral Stores and Agents, AGENTS
THE HOME MEDICINE COMP’Y,

WORLD

native and foreign.
GEMS OF ENGLISH

free, Address STINSON & Co.

DO

Boards,.$3

great yariew of songs by the best composers,

2616

per day

in

songs.) The songs are by the
authors.
J

(Illustrated)

ti. 0.

and |

Ulcers

COS

There are 15 Collections of Vocal Music, of which
the three most recently issued are:
THE SUNSHINE OF SON@.
(200 pp. 60

Nothing like it. All wantit. Price $2.00. Address
H. S. GOODSPEED & Co., New York or Cincinna-

ine diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and
General Debility, With their departure health re

tf16

Appears in September.

DITSON & CO., Boston.
JE.
J. E. Dits on & Oo.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

CARPETS.

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Reds; also Stair
Oarpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, 0Qil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings, '
&c., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

Carpets carefully packed and sent to.any part of the United States,
C. O. D., free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular

J. A. BENDALL.

and Price List.

MICEIGAIN.

COLLE GE,

<3

Expenses, at this College

;

25.00

Winter

5,
a5
§

50.00
15,00

:

|

Meservey

Prof B I Hayes and Prof T L Angell 12.00
¥

Dead Tancaster A friend Rev 8 C Whit comb
10.00 each

pring J

470.00

Sh !

1]

SA

{>

Dae

f

|

3

|
h

1

19

!

an

;

3

Students are received in the fol

Le

lowing

0.00
‘

if

J

'

KH

207.21

=

Mary Todthaker val note

ac

Ringworm,

nll Tom Gm

Rev 9i) g Waterman
1!
Rev i Brackett amtpote.
Prof

Head,

&

Library.

Rent, and Incidentals.

Rev J Burnham Davis
Rev = Monson Amy note

“ per Hew w H Bowen

Diseases

DITSON.

Musical

contains pearly all the really good

52t49

ABBOTT'S

Kid-

Stomach,

-

to us direct.

need not exceed $112, for Tuition,
Matriculation, Table Board, Room

1,85
116.66

valnote
Jordan
PLOTW4 oI Littlefield

sent Free.

HOW TO BE
YOUR OWN

Liver,

CANNABIS

if they fail you, send

Home

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin
for Churches, Schools,” Fire
Alarms, Farms, etc. FuLLy
Catalogue
WARRANTED.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Clneinnati,

“ash

the

JAMES’

and

OLIVER

short-coming;

eed

Rev B G Blaisdell int
Prof W EC Rich amt note

Afriend

the great

hurch, School, Fire-alarm. Fine-toned, low priced, warrant.
Catalogue with 700 testimonials, prices, etc., sent

$5 fo $20%

of

SINGLE
that this rem-.

One bottle will satisfy the most skeptical. §2 60'
bottle, or three bottles for $6 60.
Pills and!
intment, $1 25 each. Address,.
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race. St, .Philadeiphia..
N. B—CIRCULARS FREE.

BI ymyer Manufacturing C0. CincinnatiOv

Bones,
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the
LeuSide and head, Female Weakness, Sterility,
corrheea arising from internal Ulceration and uter-

The

Rey J M Brewster

Mrs

ed

Sarsaparilla, Dock, Stillingia, ‘and
Mandrake
ym
the Iodides of Potmakes

A

ent of the others, is sold sepatately, and: contains.
the large quantity of 200 to 250 pages, sheet music:
size, of good music, and each book is sold for.

Clintonville,
1y2¢

¥ron,

DR.

DICA,

handsome volumes.

PimSkin, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rose or Erysipelas,
and’
ples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter

Forwarded.

:

for

744 Broadway, New York.

alteratives,

and

~ JACOB: TROUT..

CTE

sly will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh.
cold in twenty-four houts.
A
ous id

ever to think of an Astainbton of personal holiness
ed b;
or perfection.
CROWELL,
THOMAS Y.
.

printed in Crim-

neys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive

———————

Thos H Roberts
L T.Smith

of

impatience of the rubhave over explored or
the one incomparable
the faith-life and love-

is far too finely sensitive to spiritual

“just seen your: —

THERE
IS
NOT
SYMPTOM of Consum,

a gold-washer’s

embracing equally

3

Towa.

paper; I know all

?

t

assumption of revelations, scriptural or personal,
and spiritual presumption or ¢eNSOriousness. She

~ geries
of
complaints
which are very prevaalent and afflicting, It
purifies the blood, purges out the lurking humors
inin the system, that undermine health add settle
to troublesome disorders. AYER’S SARSAPARILLA
they
expels these humors from the blood. When
are gone, the disorders they produce disappear,

EX, Com.

sub

in

Atthe same time, the
est and the least concerns.
special wonder is her remarkable freedom from
are prone: the rash
pietists
which
two faults to

ILLUSTRATED

BROS.

CLINTON
:

de-

literaggre

devotional

the

present times with

fife in Christ is all;

most effectual cure of a

Central Institute.

vol

scanned

rreed of the treasure and
bish. And of all that I
touched, Mrs. Shipton is
With her,
sietist for me.

DOUBLE

This compound of the

20.00

ark

$54 up-

and

HISTORY.

vegetable

Addresses.

Bean

have

3

POWESHICK,

I have

was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the’
medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends. I have taken a cold: lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on.my- lungs,
you will please send me a.$9 box of, your
medicine.
Respectfully;

sev-

readers

is the only’ thing that

about the Cannabis Indica. Fifteen years
ago itcured my daughter
of the ASTHMA;
she had it very bad for several years,.but

satisfac.

renewed

Co., Ky.

Respectfully yours,
JANE A. ASHBROQK.

RIVER,

“"GENTLEME

ent, * Vidi ) writes :—
«I

eminent

send me three bottles

advertisement in my

One of them, (the New York religious corespond-

former

most

CmveeEesEre

Deep

America.”

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

S8am’l Wheeler

av

THE

Cannabis Indica

gives her relief.

TESTAMENT,
Ayer's Sarsaparilla NEW
WITH NOTES, is a splendid work for agents.

A TL Spears Marshall Mo.
Mry HA Pierce Box 66 Biddeford Me.
RI.
Rev 8 B Young No Foster
Rev 8 Cole Lebanon N' H,
D H Duke Clayton Tex.
L E Fairfield Patten Me.
Rev © J Chase Box 9 Rutland O.
Rev F L Wiley Whitefield N H.

Rev G W

FOR

CARDS, no 2 alike,

gon or Jet, 13¢.
onn.

BY MAIL.

Maine

from

fresh

tion to her numerous and appreciative

GoLDe:: worker can make $12 a day at home,
Costly Outfit free. Address TRUE & Co.
1y5
ugusta, Maine.

Money Letters Received.

on

vout spirit, will give

the

Ointment. Mother has beerrsuffering with
BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and. tried
most all kinds of medicine, and says the

The spiritual matur-

and

pre-

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of

ity and breadth of the work, with its fresh and

Low price,
President Hayes, &c. 3 books in one.
Address,
quick sales, extra terms.
Pa.
Philada.,
Co.,
&
McCurdy
J. C.
13t12

F
D H Adams—J J Allen—M Blake—N W Bixby—L
Breed—dJ F Bahelder—D A Bacon—G W—E Colby—M
DickT
Currier
Card—W H Cole—R_H Corey—dJ
h—
son—J H Darling—Mrs E Davenport—D C Ellswort
Hunt—T N
AB Eldridge 2—L Gifford—O 8 Harmon
P Harriington—A H Hutchinson—A G Hall—Miss OC Lake Vil
man—E Hinckley—M H Kimball—J Kettle—
on—L 8
N H—Miss C J Odell—=E R Perkins—T Palmert
K Richardson
Parmalee—C L Russell-M D Reed—C —J
Squire—
L
Stewart
W
—J Robison—dJ A Smille—J
J Webster—D Wells—N
H F Snow—E E Tuttle—W
Wood—W Winsor—A Kimball.

Province),

eral years in its preparation.

also consulted

Gents :—Please

latest and

occupied

best book of Mrs. Shipton’s, having

for

OCTAVE,

is: the

Sure Mercies of David”

usually

LoveELACEVILLE, BALLARD

Published

courage Christian effort in Mission Work.

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations
Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and ending with the most recent Important Events, including The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of

Suow Cornishville Me.

Books

WANTED

NIVERSAL

led by
Service
WEDNESDAY, 8, A. M.
Rev. J. Malvern, Haverhill, Mass. 9, The Church and
Lynn,
Tracey,
P.
A,
Rev.
by
the Southern Question
Mass. 9.30, The Use of Church Risiory in Judging
R. I. 10, The
Creeds, Rev.C.D.Dudley, N, Scituate,
ev. G. 8S. Ricker,
Relative Importance of Conversio
Lowell, Mass. 10.80, General discdSsion with special
work,opened by
Miss.
For,
and
reference to our Home
Rev. E. N. Fernald, Lewiston, Me. 2, P.M. Service
Boston, Mass.
Esq.,
Hammett,
L.
J.
by
léd
of prayer
Addresses by
2.30, Business... 3, The Sunday-school.
L. BR. Burlingame, Esq., Providence, R.I.,A. D, I
Russell,
C.
A.
and
Mass.
ley, Esq., Haverhill,
Lowell, Mass. 4, Future Punishment, Rev. JM. P 7,
R, L., followed by discussion.
kis, Chepachet,
Service of praise led by E. L.Cardell, Esq. Lowell,
Mass. 745, Sermon by Rev, A. Given.
THURSDAY , 8, A, M, Service of Prayer led by Rev.
L. Dexter, Providence, R.I, 9,Wine at Communion,of
Rev. B. Minard, Boston, Mass, 9.80, The Relation
the Destruction of Jerusalem to the Coming of Christ,
Rev . 8. D. Church, Taunton, Mass. 10, Romanism and
our Duty Respecting it, Rev. 2 D. Peck, Carolina
IKvangelist, Rev.J. M.
Luke the
Mills, R. I. 10.30,
InBrewster, Providence, R.I. 11, Our Educational
terests, opened by Rev. E. W. Porter, Lewell, Mass.2,
Pawtucket,
ison,
Dav
I.E.
Rev.
by
Prayer,led
of
Service
R. I.2.30,Closing business. 3,Sermoa by Rev.A. L. Gerrish, Olneyville, R. I, followed by the administration
ofthe Lord’s Supper. 7, Service of praise led by Mr.
H. P.Smith , Boston, Mass. 7.45, Sermon by Rev. James

re

prices,

FIVE

next

« precious Gems”? are sketches newly revised by
the Author, and now first collected in one volume:
—a valuable aid to impress religious truth, and en-

Superiority,

at reduced

I had

We take pleasure in announcing two new’ books,
the pen of the gifted and popular
The
Christian” writer, MRS. ANNA SHIPTON.

«The

the medicines

‘ physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just as soon: as: he commenced using the Hemp Remedies he
began to improve in health until ¥ regarded him as about well.
HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.
TI
:

now ready; from

HONORS

Prices;

Cash

B@~AGENTS

by Rev. G. C. Waterman, Dover, N. ofH. prayer

under

LISZT.

permanently curing

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)

Principal.

The

and

had used all

Uniform with Mrs. Shiptow's Previous Works, Making in all Ten Volwmes.
16mo.
Cloth,
75 cts.
Paper covers, 25 cis.

Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UPRIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
BRONZE $135. Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays. A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
for ten quarters.
PRICE
LIST, free.
CO.,
ORGAN
& HAMLIN
MASON
154 Tremant St., 25 Union Sq., 250 Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.
NEW YORK.
BOSTON.

PROGRAMME of the MASS, & R.1. Y. M.,commencing
Sept. 103
Devotional ex
TUESDAY, 2, P.M. Organization.
of welcome and
4,Addresses
Business.
ercises,
led by Rev.
praise
of
Service
7,
delegates.
by
speeches
E W. Porter, Lowell, Mass. 7.45, Conference sermon

Post-Office

STYLES

wards.

C. BRAGDON,

that one

cost of delivery is too high to individuals.
Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I

Elocution,

«Precious Gems for the Saviour’s Diadem.”
“The Sure: Mercies of David.”

Orato-

ORGANS

suburban

Music,

TWO NEW SHIPTON BOOKS

MASON & HAMLIN

church,

No. Lawrence, Sept. 14, 15. Conference, Friday prewill address the S.8.on Friceding. Rev. A.J.Canny
evening. The subject of organizing a Q. M,
day
up for consideration.
called
be
will
Band
Paying
D. S.SMITH, Clerk.

Rev {LF

Just

" HAVE AWARDED THEIR

HIGHEST

deljplitti)

|

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
1875;
Philadelphia,
1876;

Demonstrated

L. Phillips,Cor. Sec. F.M. Soc.

pos-

of RECENT TEARS;
Santiago,

with

school year begins Sept. 18th, 1878. For catalogues
and information, address
the Master, or J. P.
Worden, Quincy, Mass.
43
William Everett, Ph. D., Master.

ORD ISEIT

|.

MASS.
Possible to Girls.

ADAMS ACADEMY.
:
QUINCY, MASS.
Fits boys for our best colleges.

ry. Sent postpaid.
Paper 35¢c.; cloth 75c¢. J. W.
SHOEMAKER & CO., 1418 Chestnut St., Phila.
Matchless — Unequaled,—~FRANZ

privileges,

C.

to prepay

Women.

Unusual advantages in

positively

&c. Special care of Health, manners and morals.
Personal oversight of habits of growing girls.
Pioneer in introducing instruction in Cooking,
Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.

THE ELOCUTIONIST’'S MANUEL, No. 6.
200 pages.
Latest readings, dialogues, ete.
Pub-

Dedication.

N. Y. Q. M. will hold

home.

To be
tage and
packing.
Regular price $1,00
had of all
Druggists.
Address, DR. O. PHELPS
BROWN, 21 Grand St., Jersey City, N. J.

Correction.

LAWRENCE,

. Boston

in’

Dr. Brown’s Herbal Ointment Suppositories are
guaranteed to cure any case of Piles that can be
found in the United States.
A sample box of these
Suppositories will be sent free by mail to any suf-

that there will bea
H. A. COREY, Clerk.

D.STILLWELL,

looks

"PILES.

lished

SEMINARY

Young

. A Practical Education

vain for relief from indigestion, constipation, nervousness, biliousness and kidney troubles.
2t32
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

be

. E. HIBBARD,

AUBURNDALE,

Aperiemt.

ferer on receipy of twenty cents,

TAMA Q.M, will convene with the York
Sept. 6—8§, instead of Sept, 13—15.
H. H. WITHINGTON,

For

its

for it, and

merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most can
better tell the story, as the following extracts from letters verbatim will show:@
Gayoso, Pemiscot, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
:
GENTLEMEN :—I must have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it here on sale, as the

Washington St., Boston,

LASSELL

Participate in the Benefits to Health,
which thousands enjoy through the remedixl aid of

that is claimed

Consumption, Bronchitis, and Asthma.
Instead of devoting a column to the

who know by experience that the majority of our
schools (public or private) are not preparing the
terms, address the Principal,

all

bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of

young in any direct manner for active duties of
life.
For admission, or Prospectus containing

THE CENTRAL Ass0. will meet with the church in
Phoenix, N. Y., Sept 17—19,
Dr. J. L, Phillips will
preach the Asso. sermon
g
stad
L. A. CRANDALL,
Ree,Sec.

It is hoped

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

tile houses in the city.

Rk

Nort Missouri F. B. Asso, will commence Sept.
8, at the Casteel church,
Clinton Co., Mo.
2t35
WM. SEEK.

ference Friday p. 3.
Jarge delegation.

pupils for business life in ‘the widest sense. Its
graduates may be found in all the leading mercan

It has taken a higher and broader field for its
sphere of action, and has very
little in common.

ROCHESTER,N. Y., Q. M. will convene with the
Murry church, commence lg Sept. 13,at 2, P.M. Opening sermon by Rev. J. M, Crandall.
8S. 8. Address,
Rev. L. A. Crandall,
C. A. HILTON, Clerk.

and

The instruction given in this School prepares

ADVERTISEMENTS.

minutes’

VERMONT Y. M. will be held at 2. Mroham, P. Q.,
Sept. 12-15,
Arrangements have
been made with
the Passumpsic, Vt. Central, and the South-eastern
roads for half fare, Those paying for their tickets to
E. Farnbam will be furnished with return checks free.
E. Farnham is a station on the South-eastern road.
Those residing in the easterly part of Vt. will take
the Passumpsic to Newport, then the South-eastern to
E. Farnham. Those In the westerly part will take Vt.
Central to St. Johns,then the South-eastern to E. Farnhaw.
A. VILAS.

the Continent of Europe, who wiped away by
far the greater part of the deficit of 1876. Is it
not possible for us in America to come to the
rescue?”

be furnished free of charge.

15.00

CENTRAL ILLINOIS Y. M. will be held with the
church at Campbell Hill, Jackson Co., Ill., on Cairo
& St. Louis R, R. beginning on Aug. 80. Ministers’
TeeHnE wy days earlier,
*G.A. GORDON, Clerk.

the

and

as in India for the cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.
2D
We now inform the public that we have

8.10

and feel that we are entitled to credence
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

Baptists

Britain

leaf, has become as famous in this country

27.27

It has an established reputation amd standing
second to no other institution of its kind in America.

ville depot,

and love and zeal are tried by the new deficit
of $25,000. We can hardly appeal again to

those of our friends in Great

prepared on its native soil from the green

6.00

walk, at 5, P. M. Further notice will be given if reduction of fare is obtained.
E. W. RICKER, Sec.

Australia, and especially Surinam.
What are
we to do, in this great trial of our faith? The
accounts for 1876 showed a deficit of $30,000;

that deficit has been made up.

INDICA, or

raised in Calcutta, and

chemist being a native), we know that we
have the genuine article,

This unwelcome result.is attributed to heavy
expenditure for traveling, and especially for
buildings in the Danish West Indies, Jamaica,

St. Kitts, South

East India Hemp,

its

popu-

in England,

BC—

243.99

NOTICE,

boitiesy and | Jenow it is
him.
“ey uly, are

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS

10,65
43,73

Married

I gained fifteen pounds while tak-

ing the first three
just the thing for

0

Wd

Richford

Those from Maine, attending the anniversaries at
Lyndon Ceuater, Vt., will come to £t. Johnsbury by
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R., thence by Passumpsic.
The Concord & M, R. R, connects with
Passumpsic at
‘Wells River,(immediate connection)reaching Lyndon-

exceeded those of the previous year by $3,425.

The United Brethren have established a
paper at Sacramento called the Pacific Telescope.
Miss Jennie Anderson, of Chicago, sailed
last week as a missionary to China, under the
auspices of the Presbyterian Woman’s Board.
of the

SPECIAL

date of Aug. 1st, (received in Bethlehem, Pa.,
on Aug. 10th) bring the sad news of a deficit
in the mission’s accounts for the year 1877, of
close upon $25,000, and this in spite of the fact
that the whole of the debt of 1876 had’ been
expunged, and although the receipts for 1877

Beligions Hliscellany,

ladies

concerning fare

O10
Free Communion
Baptist
Association will
convene at Cheshire, Gallia Co., O., Sept 3.
Opening
sermon, Tuesday evening, by Rev, S. D. Bates,
2t35
J. F. TU¥Ts, Sec.

‘ Private advices from

the Secretary of Missions

Next session is with Rock Spring church,
9 1-2 miles west of Mgkanda,on I. C. R. R.,
beginning Friday before bth Sabbath in Sept.
1870,
G. A. GORDON, Clerk.

The Young

German

Me on, debi

Manchester, N. H,

in the United States had but eight small
churches and five ministers.
Now they have
over 115 churches and over 130 active ministers. Also
125
Sunday-schools with 1,268
teachers.
They sustain and own a Publication
Society, which occupies a new three-story
brick building at Cleveland, Ohio.
It has a
steam printing-press and the necessary imaplements to carry on the business in first-rate
style, It publishes tracts, books, and also
three German papers: Der Sendbote, Der
Muntere Saemann and Die Sonntagsfreude.
They also sustain and own a large three-story
dormitory at Rochester, N. Y., for the accom-’
modation of German ministerial students; and
an orphan asylum at Louisville, Ky.

-

M. are in a fair way

Due notice

and routes of reachingthe place &c., will be given by
proper A
J. W.BURGIN, Clerk.

in Christendom, reports 123,724 native Christians connected with its missions, which are
found on every continent.
It employs 205
European and 179 native clergy; 56 European
and 2,705 native lay agents, and 27,080 communicants.
The number of baptisms for 1877
was 6,973, of which 2,355 were of children.
It paintains nearly 1,500 schools, which have
75,145 scholars.

ing hy President Durgin, of Hillsdale, Mich.
Vext session with the Bedford church.
JOHN G. ENGLISH, Clerk.

with DeSoto church.

VERMONT Y. M. will hold its next session atE, Farn-

ham P, Q., Sept. 12—1',

The Church Missionary Society, the largest

Nov.

3,

Clerk,

WATERLOOQ. M. willhold its next session with the
Oelwin church, commencing Friday, Sept.6, at 2, P.
M. It is very desirable that all the churches should
be represented. Some have failed to report for a long
time. We have now entered upon the 2lst year of
our history as a Q. M. Come, brethren and sisters to
this feast offat things and may it be a Bethel to our
H.CHAMPLIN, Clerk.
souls.

Clerk.

RIVER Raising. M.—Held its August
sion

D1TUs DAY*

There were eight Presbyterian churches last
year that received more than 100 members
each, as follows: Fort-Street church, Detroit,
Mich., 123; Waterloo,N. Y., 120; First Church,
Zanesville, Ohio, 117; Mount. Olivet, Penn.,
112; Third Church, New Albany, Ind., 110;
Cortland, N. Y.,104; University Place Church,
New York, 104; Second Church; New Albany,
Ind., 104.

session

I. P. BatEs,

Sept,

them.

J
1540

on debt per D F Smith
ho

taken at | Goodrich

2, P. M.

with the Woodland church, Aug. 9—11.
Was
really a good one notwithstanding the absence
of a number of our pastors by reason of illness, vacations,
ete. The churches
generally
reported good interest in the lh
and
Sabbath-schools, and Grand Ledge several additions.
Preaching
by
Revs.
Linderman,
Ferris and Barker, and ‘was more spiritual and
awakening than is usual at Q. Ms.
8—10.

Wixom Mich
| Ortonville

SAUK CO: Q.M. will hold its next session with the
church in Prairie Du Lac, Wia., commencing Sep. 6.at

Mission

August

last session.

a vote

PY poomps x Aopsham

some three years ago, I want him to try

,
“0

| New Hampton N H per C E_Blake

cheaper at these points than in New York.

Twenty-six years ago the
M.--Held

8. F.SymitH, Clerk.

Lodiana, Lucknow, Yokohoma, Bangkok, and
Vienna. Some versions can be published

Quarterly Rleetings.
LANSING Q.

Me

who is not expected to live; and as Jour
medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,

;
10

]
St dosepiys Valley Y M Michper D I Hatch

The American Bible Society now publishes
books at Constantinople, Beirut, Bremen, Berlin, Paris, Stockholm, Foochow, Shanghai,

Bro. Sweet closes with an earnest appeal for
laborers in that portion of our land, and shows

Ve per J P Longley

Ohio River Y Mper T E Peden on salary of
Wisk Rane Phillips if she i# sent to India

The F. B. house of worship, at Indian Falls, will be
dedicated Sept.7, at 10 1-2, A. M. A cordial invitation
is extended to all to attend. The Monroe Q, M.wiil
be in session at the same time and place. Dedicatory
sermon by Rev.D. M. Stuart, of Pike.
~~ H.N.PLUMB.

believe that God will bless them witha revival.

y

1

Y.

bottles of Cannabis Indica, one each of

aud

Jew Porsland

.

|
Feb. 10, 1873.
Messrs. Craddock & Co:
873
:
GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve

00

53.00

Aug. 30,

RTO
I)
HENNEPIN Q.M. will be held at Crystal Lake,

lation of 90,000, 150 churches, 120 priests, 20
colleges and academies, two orphan asylums,
one theological seminary, and 200 parochial
schools.

preaches alternately each Sabbath,
He is well
received in both places. The congregations
are large and attentive, and a large and interesting Sabbath-sehool is sustained by each
church.
He proposes
commencing
extra
meetings next mouth, and they have faith to

the inviting field offered for
work in Southern Minnesota.

over which

State of Indiana, containing a Catholic

friends and
Root River

to whom

4 Aig

Clerk

NEBRASKA

be held ut Irving, Kansas, beginning

new Bishop, the Rt. Rev. Dr. Chatard, has
been called to preside, comprises over half the

appointed him to occupy two missionary stations, Etna with the Beaver church and Wy-

koff with the Freesoil

& SOUTHERN

ih

a visit at that time

ground,

a good horse

HAY.
po

bishop of Canterbury.

Western.

indeed.
But he soon found warm
co-laborers,
In March last, the

1, at)

rebuilt in 1130 by William de Corbeuil, Arch-

Rev. W. 8. SWEET
writes from Confield,
Minn., that upon going to that section- of the
country alittle more than a year ago, he found
a great territory poorly cultivated spiritually.
He
commenced
laboring with the
Beaver.

like missionary

Nepl.

R007 RIVER Q. M. will be held with tlie Racine Center church, commencing Friday, Sept. 13, at 2, P. M.
Brethren from other Q. Ms, are requested to make us

<>
att

It seemed

BS 40 »

Som—

Pills and Ointment, for a friend of mine

per Mes J

Whitcher and wifs Stoneham Mass

|_0.C. WaitEx, Clerk

end of the house, in the rear of the pulpit. = It
is a general rule everywhere’ except in the
“church, to locate the speakers and performers
whatever they may be, in frontof the audience.
It may not be a matter of economy as to space,
bat it is a matter of no small
degree of propriety and convenience,
I speak of this here
—by way of suggesting the matter, as one, at
least, worthy of being taken into account by
all church builders.—J. F.

church,

QU

f

LAWRENCEBURG, ANpersoN Co., Kv.

WARENDS

2666.38
Treas.

BEAN,

Esme ot 1 dite Hatley P Q per O

The Woman's Foreign Missionary Society
of the Presbyterian Church, in the ninth year 9
RoCK RIVER Q. M. will hold its next session with
of its existence, has eighty-five missionaries in
the Inlet Grove enarch, commencing Friday, Sept. 20,
at
2, P.M.
BENJ. BUTLER, Clerk,
the field, of whom 23 are in India,29 in China,
9 in South America, 7in Persia, and so on.
GIBSONQ. M. will hold
its next session with the
There are also 30 Bible readers, and 150 native
Themson church, Aug, 30—Sept.1.
Conference, Friday, at 2.30, P. M. We hope to see a large attendance
teachers.
The receipts of the Society for the
from all parts ofthe Q. M.
.
year were nearly $84,000,
The annual meeting of the Strafford Co.
WENTWORTH Q. M. will be held at West (‘anaan,
(N. H.) Bible Society, will’ be held at Great
commencing
Friday
evening, Sept, 6, and
continue
over the Sabbath.
C.
W. NELSON, Clerk.
Falls on Tuesday, Sept 3d, commencing at 10,
A. M. “Also, the Rockingham Bible meeting at
WINONA
& HoUusSTON Q.M, will hold its next sesConsion Sept .6—8, with the Money Creek church.
Exeter, on Wednesday, Sept. 4.

to enjoy, and be benefited by divine service.
If I were to suggest one thing by the way of
criticism, it would be what would doubtless

give rise to a difference of opinion,

| wo

the meet-

ORGANS sewer RAGING
Be NSE be HL

400,00

Missions.

Ladies Miss
Soc Hillsdale Mich
insor
p

C.F. PENNEY.

20-22, at 2, P. M .in accordance with

The sum of $1,700 has been contributed
toward the Barron Memorial Church, to be
erected in Dexter, Me., to commemorate the
devotion to duty of Mr. Barron, the cashier of
the National Bank there, who sacrificed his
life in protecting the bank’s property.
Over
$2,000 is still needed.
The fund for Mr. Barron’s family has reached $5,349.

The last report of the English Palestine Exploration Fund recommends that a special expedition be sent to the Sea of Galilee to examine its shores,and in . settling definitely the sites
of Capernaum, Bethsaida and other places
near it, mentioned in the New Testament.

init.

al
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my hand is in,

thatthe
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ses $245,813.

.and

Me.

Foreign

furnished at

AMA

NORTHERN KANSAS

the

Funds are being collected in England for the
restoration of the Abbey church of Minsterin:Sheppey, the oldest church in Kent.
It
was foundedin 670 by Queen Sexbuega, and

add,

pre

in

From

Lewiston,

G.W.

180

29.70
29.7
Ti

"THE GENERAL CONFERENCE of Free Baptists of | Kreeman aud Saiem
Nova Scotia, will met in the Pree Baptistchurch, New yineyahd & New Hampton

the

activities of the Whitefield church, fouad in
the Star of last week, I omitted to mention an
item of special importance just at the present
time, viz., that that church has in full and successful operation the systemn of weekly offering for benevolent purposes.
And now while

I may

Be

the

into

No tickets will be

t33

.

\

BW ART, Sse

for return to the Maine Central Y. M., at Brunswick,

Sept. 3-5.

ing,

Episcopal

Scriptures

D W Libby int

Excursion tickets will be sold at:all ‘stations on the
Me. Cen. R. R, and its branches for'‘one fare and good

churches—a decrease of one; 170 ministers—
an increase of three; 23,057 members—an increase of 33%, and 978 baptisms during the
year. The churches raised for various purpo-

hap-

on

of-

parish records it appears that the church was
erected in 1714, though the parish must have
been founded some years before that date.

in baptism,

notes

of St.

The oldest Episcopal church now

Clerk.

Woolwich

Nevin,

New England, is at Marblehead.

Wiscasset (Me.) church.
WHITEFIELD, N. H.

of Scotland

St

i

I AM ONE WHO WAS CURED.

60
113.38
48,22
33.00

I

O W Bridges amt note
J R Crommett
*
Mrs M M H Hills val note
J C Conner Prof E Bachelder Rev E H Prescott and Rev F H Peckham $100 cach

Maine Central Y. IM.

Rev. Dr. Allen, a missionary for mineteen
years to'China of the Southern
Methodist
Church, having translated for the Chinese
Government several English works and papers, has been invested by it with dignity and
rank of a mandarin,
.

of

writes that eleven

Dr.

The translation of the

THE 1st church of Wolfboro’, N. H., is without a pastor, and is desirous of securing one,
Correspondence may be had with I. B. Manning, Wolfboro’, N. H.

united

Church

.D.

28,

AD Chandler
A M Jones val note
Rev N F Weymouth
Bernet Eatorr

Establishment.

.

Turkish languages has just been completed, at
a time when England assumes the protectorate
over Turkey. . The free circulation of the
Bible in that country now makes the event an
auspicious one.

Winisters and Churches.

July 7, and

of the

Church, Rome, has had an audience’ with

cause of Missions. The :Y. M. Meeting
chose, if approbated by the Parent Society, Miss Nellie Phillips as its Missionary
Next session in the

Printing

Dover, Aug. 20, 1878.

Queen of Italy, who expressed her warm
approval of the work of the foreign churches.

was with us{ and zealously advocated the

Rev. C. B, ATWOOD

known

China.
The offer was promptly accepted, and
a minister and three ¢olporteurs have already
sailed.

of the Morning Star.
REV. R. J. POSTON.
Resolved. . That this Conference deeply sympathize with Rev. R. J. Poston in
his affliction, and sincerely pray for his
speedy recovery.
The Minister's and Laymen’s Conference on Monday, after the Y. M., was
well attended, and quite interesting. No
ministers from abroad
were present.
Prof. Wm, Mauck, of Hillsdale College,

in India.

a writer

fered $5,000 to begin a mission in

STAR.

That we earnestly request

their care to become

:
Gilfillan,

AUGUST

The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printi
Establishment
are hereby notified that the Hating
meeting of said corporation for the choice of officers
and transaction of other business,will be held at their
office in Dover,N. H.,on Wednesday, opt. 18, at 11, A

August 13, at the age of 65.

pastors of our churches to urge the
of families in the churches under

the
heads

The

request

for his book on the Sabbath, and for other religious publications, died at Dundec, Scotland,

ible.

Resolved.

has been denied.
The Rev. George

that all of our churches have a well organized Sabbath-school, to bring our
outh to the saving knowledge of the
MORNING

The

STAR,

Hotices and Appointments,

A memorial of the Sunday Society of London,
asking for the opening of the Exhibition of the
Royal Academy on Sunday, has been presented

give

That we as a religious body

9.

MORNING

S70p|

7

1005.5
of
516
x

on

“3,

80,00

Collegiate,

departments:

v
Theological, Scientific, Commer-

. cial, Preparatory, Music and Art.
.
both
Some studies are elective,
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808,
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are * good,

and the advantages

are

of the

D. W. C. DURGIN, D. Dy, President,

first class. For Catalogues, address,
or
Rev. C. B, Mus, Secretary,

J
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STAR,
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28,
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at

Rowe's Factory, it was a down-grade all
the way. Starta car at the station above,
and it would jog along itself, going

Then, Life almost eternal seemed,

And Death a dream so vaguely dreamed,
That in the distance scarce it threw

A cloud shade on the mountains blue,

more and move

That rose before us soft and fair,

Rowe's Factory, where the grade changed. And what should Johnny's car conclude to do but start off for a little trip on
its own account to the factory? The

Clothed in ideal hues of air,
To which we meant in after time,
Strong in our manhood’s strength, to climb.

How all has changed! Years have gone, by,

brakeman

And of that joyous company
‘With whom our youth first journeyed on,

had carelessly

unshackled

against the rear car, and started it on

Then turned his face and slipped away ;
And after him, with footsteps light,
The fickle Graces took their flight,
And all the careless joys that lent
Their revelry and merriment
Grew silenter, and, ere we knew,

it,

an

undesirable journey.

Johnny was startled

when

he looked

up and saw that the car was in motion,
and a good deal frightened when, seeing
nothing before or
knew it was loose,

Had smiled their last and said “ adieu.”
Hope faltering then with doubtful mind,
Began to turn and look behind,

behind the
and cruelly

car, he
running

away with him in the dork!
Just then he caught the flash of a sharp
red light away down the track!
His heart gave such a jump! - He knew
enough about the trains to understand
what it all meant. *¢ A train! a train!”
he thought, ‘‘ and we shall surely go”’—
Johnny “hardly dared finish the thought.
If he had, it would have been
go
crash into one another !”
‘What could he do?
There came into his mind the words of
his mother about a little boy’s weakness

And we,-half questioning, were fain
To follow with her back.again;
But fate still urged us on our way,
And would not let us pause or stay;
Then te our side with plaintive eye,
In place of Hope came Memory,
And murmured of the past, and told

_ Dear stories of the days of old,
Until its very dross seemed gold,
And Friendship took the place of Love;

And strove in vain to us to prove
That love was light and insincere—
Not worth a man’s regretful tear.

Ah! all in vain—grant ‘twas a cheat,

and God's strength.

Yet no voice ever was so sweet—
No presence like to Love's who threw
Enchantment over all we knew;

knees there in the

He dropped on his
aisle

of the

car,

and

asked God to help a little boy in a runaway car.
He opened his eyes, and saw away
down the track the sharp, fiery light. One
light made him think of another. There
was his father’s red lantern all lighted
near the stove. Why couldn’t he wave
it at the car-end toward the approaching
train? Wouldn't the engineer see it?

And still we listen with a sigh,
And back, with fond tears in the eye,

till it reached

not understanding an order given him,
and when the locomotive ahead happened
to back the train a little it went bump

Who—who are left? Alas, not one!
Love earliest loitered on the way;

‘We gaze to catch a glimpse again

rapidly,

*

~~

Of that dear place—but all in vain.
Preach not, O stern Philosophy!

Nought we can have, and nought we see,
Will ever be so pure, so glad,
So beautiful, as what we had.

he

is

a

bookkeeper

for Mr. Thompson.”
:
nes
¢« As you seem to be discontented this
afternoon, suppose you try to be a little
bookkeeper.”
¢¢ That will be nice,” said Kate, bright-

ening, ¢*if you will show me how.”
“Well, your papa has to set down on
one side of a great book what his employers owe, and on the other what they receive ; the difference between the two is

what he calls the balance. Now I have
heard all your complaints this afternoon.”
Here Kate blushed.
“You can set the things you have to
complain about down on one side of your
paper, and call it the trouble side; on the
opposite page

you

can

put

down

your

blessings—all the - good and pleasant
things ; then we will strike a balance and
see which side has it. Now begin.”
Kate got paper and pencil and wrote as
her mother dictated :

TROUBLES.

“I'm going to climb a high mountain
with my hatchet, and bust a hole through
into heaven and get in,” he went on earnestly. ** The mountains go clear up to
the roots of heaven; do you know that?”
“I guess so,” answered mamma, absently, for she didn’t hear half he said.
¢ Mamma,do you know what I'm going
to do? he began, in a minute.
«“ No,” said mamma.

“I'm going to buy an engine 'thout any
smoke-stack; do you want to know
where 2”

“Um,” said-mamma.
“Out in the chicken-coop. Do you
want to know how I can go in the coop ?”
““ Um,” answered mamma.
““ Why, I'll go through the door. How
do you s’pose I can get out?”
«1 don’t know,” said mamma.
*“ Why, I'll go out through the door,
just where I went in!” he answered, as

though amazed that mamma should want
to know such silly questions.
‘Now,

Robbie,” said she,

feel as though I should fly right
window.”
:

Taking care of the baby.
Could not go to ride.

Could not play ball.
Could not give my doll a ride.
A dear little brother.
Strong feet, which lame Carrie Stone has not.
A kind father, which Fannie and Dora have
not.
A pleasant home.
A mother that loves me.
Nice things to eat.
Good clothes to wear.
- A nice Sunday School.

« What is that?”

said

Will

Marston,

looking from the cab window of the locomotive that was thundering
along,
bringingon the evening express. “A
warning ahead!” said he to Jones, the
fireman. At the same time he shut off
the steam, reversed the engine, put on

That hallowed the enraptured sense,
‘When Faith and Love were at our side,
And common life was deified. :

Our shadows that we used to throw
Behind us, now before us grow;
For once we walked towards the sun,
But now, Life’s full meridian done,

the aft-brakes, and whistled

They change, and in their chill we move,
Further away frem Faith and Love.
A chill is in the air—no more

signal.

the

danger-

What a sharp, shrill cry?

Our thoughts with joyous impulse soar,

¢ What is the matter?” said the passengers, and a lot of black heads went

But creep along the level way,

bobbing out of the car windows, like tur-

‘Waiting the closing of the day.

tles coming to the top of
¢ Danger!” called one
they saw the light ahead
The express came to a

The Future holds no wondrous prize
This side Death’s awful mysteries ;
Beyond, what waits for us, who knows?
New Life, or infinite repose?

_ —Blackwood’s Magazine.
aI] Ah,

THE EVER-VARYING CLOUDS,
BY ESTELLA,

I love to watch the shadows as they pass,
O’er the forest trees and the meadow grass,
Like somber, but still transient, shrouds

Made by the ever-varying clouds.
But even more in the heavens above
Do I love to see those vapors move;
The clouds themselves, so bright to view,

Ever changing and ever new.

*

Lightly, quickly they come and go
Before the wind, like wreaths of snow ;

* Their beauties changing as they fly,
And giving brightness to the sky.
But sometimes darker clouds appear,

And seem to make the whole earth drear;
But “ when cheerless raindrops thickest fall,
The sun is shining over all.”

s

.

Thus in our lives will come some clouds;
Which wrap us closely in their shrouds;

Not now bright but changed to gray,
‘When trials and sorrows darken our way.
But let us remember they can not stay;
Through the darkness will come ome ray;
For “ behind the cloud is the sun still shining,
And every cloud has a silvery lining.”

Family

Circle.

HOW JOENNY SAVED THE TRAIN.
‘ I don’t suppose, mother,

little folks

the water.
to another, as
waving.
stop, then com-

They don’t
have to stay at home’ te take care of a
her face,
’
She smiled, and gave Johnny a ples. cross baby.”
This last remark was called forth by
ant look as she suspended the play of her
bright knitting-needles. “I shouldn’t the screams of poor little Willie, who
agree with you there,” she said, * John- had rolled over on the floor and could not

Little folks can’t do so much in get up without help. Kate picked him
I es, but add God’s strength to a up with a jerk, tossed him some of his
eakness, and I think one playthings, and then turned her attention
to the window again.
“ Yes; and there are Fannie and Dora
| out on the street,” she muttered ; ¢ their

oD
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and

ringing.

got

any

“Well, what shall I make ?”

«I don’t know; whatever you please.”
¢¢ Shall I make a depot?”
“Yes,” said mamma.
*“ Well, I don’t know how to make a
¢ O mamma, there isn’t room for any
Shall I make a scram-doodle ?”
more blessings; we shall have to balance . depot.
‘“ Yes, yes,” said mamma hastily.
it now,” cried Kate, her eyes sparkling
“Well, how do you make a scramwith a new sense of riches.
“Well, in whose favor is the

balance,

dear ?”
«Why, the blessings, of course; and
we didn’t put them all down, either. The
next afternoon I have to stay at home I
will think of my blessings, and not my
troubles.”
j
«¢ That is right, my Kitty,” said her
mother, kissing her.
Now you are my

doodle?” he asked, with interest.
¢““Dear me, Robbie!” said mamma,

¢ go and look out

troubles are too hard for you to bear, doa
little book-keeping, and you will find the
balance to be on the blessing side. If
that does not

answer,

then

ask

God

to

please to help you to be patient and contented. Now run and tell Sarah to make
your favorite cakes for tea.”
¢ Thank you, mamma; that is another
blessing ;” and Kate ran off as gay as a
lark.— The Little Sower.

MAMMA

AND

ROBBIE.

Mamma was very busy.

Now

I don’t

know what was the reason, but when she
was very, very busy, Robbie was always

the

window,

and

see

what is in the street, and don't talk.”
The little fellow left his blocks and his
dirt-car, where kitty was fast asleep,

went to the window.

and

. “0 mammal!

heres sa pretty little calf

¢ What !” said mamma.
¢t Oh, such a pretty one!” he shouted,

“just'as white! and a stubby tail.”
Mamma looked up.
“ Why, that's a goat,

you'll keep still till I

Robbie,

get

and

if

through

my

work, I'll tell you about the goat carriages
in Central Park .”
For some time after this promise Robbie
kept.very still, watching the passers-by,

but af last he began again.
« 0 mamma! there's s three men, and I
think they’se Shadrack, Meshack,
and

Abednego !”
Mamma

had to laugh at this, and ask ed

him why.
“Cause I heard

feeling; indeed, it is our power of self-respect
in its proper place and degree.
But other
creatures than man share it with him, = Ihave
seen it in the house sparrow and in several

which has been healthily fed will put us in relation
with nature, in sympathy with her, some grain of

Jertilizing pollen floating in the air fall on wus, and
suddenly the sky is all one rainbow, is full ¢f music
and fragrance and flavor .—THOREAU.

other birds, or something very like it. I once
called at a firiend’s house who had a fine peacock. I asked to see it, and was told it was
moulting at the time; its fine tail was gone,and
therefore it was in hiding, and disliked to he

"THE MUSIO OF BIRDS.
The music of birds, though delightful to all,
conveys active and durable, pleasure only to

seen—it felt ashamed of its poor dress. I once
lodged at a gentleman’s hoase who had a pair
of canary birds in a large cage; they had had
that year two batches of four young ones each

those who have learned to associate with their
notes, in connection with the scenes of nature,
a crowd of interesting and romantic images.

To many persons

of this character it affords

time. They were all full-grown, but one of the
young ones had the misfortune to have a black

more delight than the most brilliant musie of
the concert or the opera.
In vain will it be
said as an objection,that the notes of birds have
no charm save that of association, and do not
equal the melody of a simple reed or flageolet.

It is sufficient to reply that

the most

feather in its wings.

secuted it because

of instruments.
them their

It

is

simplicity

charm.— From

denly dark, rushed out into my hand.
him.

that gives

violent tears. Mamma tried to quiet her,
butéghe knew she had been naughty, and

why

don’t you

stop crying, and play with them?”
“ Kate! Kate!”

said a, gentle,

quiet

Let it be

quit their solitary abode.

time in wonder.
“I think she is,” said mamma,

turning

to her work; “and now, Robbie,

if you

play in here, I want you to be quiet.”
“Yes,” said he, ‘I guess I'll play with

my dirt-car.”

and found her curled up behind the stove.
Kitty was not; very large, but she was-ex-

tremely accommodating; she would

sit

The son of a poor man, soon
confirmation, said,

‘‘ Father,

after his
I want

to

subscribe towards our pastor’s salary.”
ground to work, I will pay $5.”

The ground

was

given,

and the

boy

The orop

raised brought him $15.

This boy helped the congregation

as

every member should try to do, and
bought him a suit of clothes besides.

His was the right spirit.
mens make useful

Such eatechu-

members,

and

are

the lungs

is so complete

-| wounded hawk can breathe through

“Very well. How much can you pay?”
«If you will give me a small patch of

worked it with his own hands.

bers and

the lungs

a

a great comfort to the pastor.—Lutheran
Standard.

wing

almost

as well

as

through

of their stubby

tails?

Or, had

they

magnani-

mously dissolved the marriage relation, leave
ing their hens to the joys of fine tailed sparrows and the pleasures of family life? I thought
of David's men at Jericho, with their garments

cut off, so ashamed that they could

not return

home.
Well, the sparrows next spring would
have got new tails, and then, I hope,they came
back into society, but notavith a good opinion
of me.
Certain it is that I never hurt another sparrow, and that I tried to make up the
evil by kindness to all sparrows during winter.
— Leisure Hours.
:

FIGHTING FORA HOME
A woodpecker’s hole is such a very convenient place for a nest,that many other birds
are glad o find one unoccupied.
Sometimes

a pair of fvrens will watch the motions of the
ser~while they are at work, until an
untinished holeNjs

left unguarded, when they
of it. As soon as the laws
ful owners return,| the thieves are driven off,
but they are so persistent and troublesome that,
although a woodpecker is larger and stronger
than twenty wrens, the owners sometimes
abandon the place, and make a new
nest.
Still, the wrens are not always allowed to
keep the house they have stolen, for the bluebirds are equally covetous of it, and sometimes
fight fiercely with the wrens in their attempts
to gain possession of it. Oceasionally, both

wrens and blue-birds are driven away

by

the

martins, for these birds also prize woodpeckers’ holes very highly.
The fierce battles between these various birds over an abandoned
hole are very amusing, and often last scveral days; for they are all very obstinate birds,
and as each one is determined not to give up,
the matter is not very easily settled.—St.

Nicholas,

BIRDS AND LIGHTHOUSES.
It is a curious fact that, during the months
of April and October, keepers of lighthouses
along the coasts are obliged to exercise the

greatest vigilance in order to prevent injury to
their lights through the breaking of the lantern glasses by birds flying against them at
night.
Ducks often dash against the panes
- with such force as to shatter heavy plate glass,
and even wire netting, now used, is sometimes
The keeper found an inadequate protection.
of the new light near St. Augustine, Fia., states
that almost every morning during last month
he picked up from twenty to fifty dead birds,
which had committed involuntary suicide in
the above manner. It is estimated that at each

of the large lighthouses

on the coast some

2,000 birds are thus yearly slaughtered, or, in
all, about 100,000 annually.
The circumstance.
es also serve to indicate that the flight of the

birds, which migrate during the months
ed, is

accomplished

American.

in

the

nam-

night.— Scientific

Ee

A PARROT STORY,
To make a purchase a rather dignified young
lady entered a florist’s, when she was accosted
as follows, by a shrill voice resembling that of
an old woman, ¢ Shut the door!
Don’t you
know any better? It’s cold outside!” Very
much
overcome with) mortification and embarrassment, she looked about for the speaker,
saying, ¢ Excuse me, but the wind blew so I

could hardly close the

door.”

‘‘Well, mind

your eye, miss,and do n’t do itagain!” pursued
the voice, when, to her greatastonishment and

amusement the

young lady found that she had

been ‘conversing with. a parrot.

Annoyed at

the bird for deceiving [her so, the
turned her

back

to

the

cage,

upon examining some flowers.

young lady

and was

intent

Suddenly, the

same voice, or what seemed to be, said

to hers

« What can I do for you, miss?” “ If you hold
your tongue, I shall be gratified above. all

so that

things,’ replied the young lady, turning round
as she spoke, and discovering the shop-wom-

an.

that a
a broken

The birds are not compelledto face the wind
while they are sailing, but by changing the position of the wings a little they can go in what-

When a bird mounts upward, the air inside its
does not

ever

feel any inconvenience; for, at each breath,
part of the air passes from the air-chambers
into the lungs, so that the pressure on the inside does not become greater than that on the
outside.—
St. Nicholas for September.

direction

they

wish,

much,

as

a bey

changes his direction in skating by leaning a
little to one side
very skillful at

or theother.
this

Some birds are
and can

of sailing,

kind

even remain stationary in the air for some
minutes when there isa strong wind ; ar they
do this without flapping their wings atall. It

ob
0-0
NIA 4

DF. Elliott Cones says that

in each other's so-

ciety? Had their mates discarded them because

its mouth.

body gradually expands, but the bird

sparrows

Evidently,
the small

to spend a gloomy summer

these air-chambers and

air-tubes are connceted with

The

bit off their tails had broken their hearts and
driven them to each other as brothers in adversity. Why had they gone into banishment

are

air can pass into and out of them at each
breath, The connection between these cham-

called air-tubes, = All

him, but

as if they had lost their voices, nor would they

The chief peculiarity. of birds is their. power
of flight, and, although there are a few birds
which do not fly, most of them do, and-the various organs of their bodies are all constructed
in such a way as tofit them for a life in the
air. Their bodies are very solid and compact,
inorder that most of their weight shall be near
the place where the wings are attached.
The
feet, legs, head and neck are light, and so arranged that they may be drawn up close to the
body while the bird is flying.
As the neck is
long and very flexible, the body does not need
to be pliant, as with most creatures having
backbones ; but it is important that the wings
should have a firm support, so the bones of the
back are united.
The body of a bird must also be well protected from the cold; for, as it
ascends and descends through the air,it passes
through regions of very different temperatures,
and it must be provided with a thick and
warm covering in order to be able to endure
these sudden changes, and one also which shall
be very light and able to shed the water; for,

asked Robbie, who had looked on all this

THE RIGHT SPIRIT.

I had

harm

there, and they ran from hole to hole as silent

gp

several large bags, like the lungs, called airchambers ; many of their bones are hollow,and
others are pierced with long winding tubes

to

went on with their nest-making and fumily
life, but neither of my cock-sparrows put in’
an appearance.
Inthe month of July, while
wandering among the hills, a long way from
home, I saw an old ruin and went to itto
search for birds’ nests. While thus occupied,
what starts out from the hole but my two forgotten cock-sparrows!
Not another bird was

to distinguish

In the body of the bird there

intention

marked him in the same way.

BIRDS IN THE AIR, AND THE AIR IN
' BIRDS.

venience.

no

in future among the others, and to this end cut
a small bit off his tail and let him go.
1 did
not see him again. A week or so after, [ caught
another cock-sparrow at the same place, and

some birds by their voices, and it is only the
most observang naturalists who can recognize
each of them with certainty; but the citizen,
who rarely visits the country,
knows
the
cuckoo when he hears him.
The reader at
once perceives the moral which is impending.
The cuckoo is like a poet who says but little,
and always repeats that little without variety,
yet who enjoys a great reputation because his
«one song is at the same time agreeable, perfectly original, and perfectly inimitable. There
have been sucl# poet-cuckoos.—
From * The
Sylvan Year.”

the rile of every boy and girl to do nothshe snatched up her hat and ran home ing of which they would be ashamed to
crying all the way at the top of her voice. | tell their mother.
* “Mamma, a'n't Carry pretty naughty?”

His dirt-car was a square piece of
mamma lets them out if it i8 cold. O
dear!
and there's Carrie Stone going to ‘board, with castors screwed in at the corride, all dressed up; and Mamie Bowen ners, and a string at one end to draw it
skating on the pond. O dear! O dear! by. He soon found it; and then saying
every one but me !—every one but me! softly to himself, “ Now I need kitty, to
There, you little cross thing! here are give her a ride,” he went into the kitchen
your blocks and toys;

most any life true and “usefal.

Ihad

with 2 boy’s curiosity felt a wish to know him

Sea-

a

experience

fine

making. - Seeing n cock-sparrow go into a hole
within my reach, I made a rush and put my
hand over the hole.
The bird finding it sud-

THE CUCKO00.

sylvan

per-

feather,

May evening, on the sunny side of a dry-built
stone wall near my father’s house.
A great
many sparrows were busy in the wall nest-

One has a particular respect for the industricus nest-builders that have houses of their
own and establish themselves respectably in
life; but it is difficult to feel any such -sentiment towards the cuckoo when we hear the
two notes of his monotonous ditty, and sce him
pass from grove to grove with his silently
gliding flight. . But if the cuckoo is not a respectable personage since he will neither build
his own house nor bring up his own offspring,
he has an advantage in common with certain
celebrities in literature and art; which is, that
everybody knows his voice.
It requires con-

siderable

family

heart, and had to be given away.
When boy, I wus enjoying myself one

sons of New England.’
En

whole

pull it out whenever the poor bird came near.
It had to sit by itself in consequence, lost

delight-

* Birds and

The

of that one black

each one takinghold of the offensive feather to

ful influences of nature proceeds from sights
and sounds that appeal to a poetic sentiment
Shrough the medium of slight and slmost insensible impressions made
upon the eye and
the ear. . At the moment when these physical
impressions exceed a certain mean, the spell
is broken, and the enjoyment, if it continues,
becomes sensual, not intellectual,
How soon,
indeed, would the songs of birds fall upon the
ear if they were loud and brilliant like a band

He was still a little

while, but suddenly broke out,

man creature in all its stages is subject to this

sure to be full of talk. . So this morning
you say ‘shadwack’
she sent for his cousin Carry to play with
and ‘ramerica’; do you know what that
menced to back, back, going faster, fast- him. She gave each of them a bowl of means?”
nice soap-suds and a clean new pipe, to
otherwise, a bird would be unable to fly. The
er, trying to get out of the way of John¢- No, I don't know.”
feathers of a bird answer to all these needs,
blow bubbles out in the yard. They blew
For a few minutes he was still again,
ny’s car, that was now rapidly dashing them till they were tired of that, and then
and are so placed upon the body that they form
and mamma went on with her work, but
forward, the red light swinging steadia smooth surface which does not catch against
they played Rocky Mountains awhile.
ly.
pretty soon a peddler came down the street the air when the bird is passing through it. In
It was a splendid place to play Rocky
its rapid ascents and descents, the bird is exshouting “Green corn! green corn!”
Ty went thé express train in safety
{ Mountains, for Robbie's papa was buildposed to another danger even greater than the
beyond the station at Rowe’s Factory, and
“0 mamma!” cried Robbie, ¢ Carry
ing a new barn, and there were beautiful
Johnny’s car was switched on a side
says 'f you eat corn off the cobs you get sudden changes of temperature. You all know
rough piles ‘of bricks, and boards that
that air presses in every direction with great
track by a station hand, and came at last
force, and that we do not feel it because there
would rattle when you stepped on them. skulls in your teef!”
to a stop, as the grade changed at the
*“ Robbie! Robbie !” said mamma laugh- is air in all parts of our bodies as well as out
Carry was the leader, and she would take
Factory and slanted up again.
ing, ¢ what does make you talk so much_ side them, and the pressure of the air inside
a bundle of something on her shoulder,
exactly balances that of the outside air.
If
When the passengers of the express,
and climb over the hardest places in the to-day ?”
we should suddenly take away the outside air
stepping out, saw a little fellow with a
«’Cause I'm so full of words I shall in any way, such as covering a person up
bricks and boards, and Robbie, who never
with
red light on the platform of the runaway
played that before, took a bundle on his burst,” said Robbie.
an air-pump receiver, and quickly and comand heard his story, cheer after cheer for
“Well, I believe you are, and I guess pletely exhausting the air, the consequences of
shoulder, and climbed around after her.
him went up in the stillness of the They were travelers climbing the moun- I'll have to wait till you are a-bed before the inside pressure would be very terrible,and
night.
if the experiment could be tried quickly
tains,—like the pictures in Carry’s geog- I can work.”
enough the body would burst like an exploding
‘A purse of money for him was quickly
«I
ghan’t
ever
be
a
bed,
I'm
a
boy!”
raphy.
gun, with a loud noise.
made up, but that was little to Johnny
‘When they were tired of being travelers said Robbie earnestly.— Olive Thorne.
‘When people go up rapidly ina balloon or
compared with the comfort he took in
they came into the house, where mamma
climb very high mountains, they are troubled
ASHAMED
T0
TELL
MOTHER.
thinking he had saved perhaps a hundred
by a ringing noise and a feeling of great preswas busy. Now, Carry was fond of tell- |.
«IT would be ashamed to tell mother,”
lives, that might have been lost had the ing very large stories, and of having peosure in the ears and head, and by palpitation
express train dashed into the runaway ple open their eyes, and say, “Why, Car- was alittle boy’s reply to his comrades
of the heart, bleeding at the nose,and fainting.
These unpleasant and often [dangerous sympcar, and everything pitched down the ry!” and she began to tell about their who were trying to tempt him to do
toms are caused by the expansion of the air
wrong.
steep bank.
soap-bubbles.
In ascending very high
‘But you need not tell her; no one ingide their bodies.
So much for adding God's strength to a
mountains it is necessary to go very slowly
“0 auntie!” said she, ‘I blew such
will
know
anything
about
it.”
little. fellows. weakness.— Youth's Comg lovely bubbles, prettier than Robbie's. 49
and to stop very often, to give time for some
«I would know all about it myself,and of the expanded air to escape, and equalize the
pamnion.
blew one big as your head!”
I'd feel mighty mean if I couldn’ tell pressure again, Now, many birds, the con“Um,” said mamma, without looking
fA
dor, for example, fly over the tops of the highmother.”
up.
“It's a pity you sans a girl. The est mountains, and nearly all birds, either ocTHE LITTLE BOOKKEEPER.
Rar thought she was not enough imidea of a boy running and telling his casionally or habitually, ascend to very great
O dear! every one has a better time pressed, so she went on :—
altitudes SiMtniiess there were some plan for
mother every little thing !”
than do!” was the petulant exclamaregulating the pressure of the air inside their
«1 blew such a-w-f-u-1 big ones! Why,
‘ You may laugh if you want to,” said bodies, they would suffer great inconvenience
tion of little Kate
Williams, as she auntie, 1 blew one so big you might
the noble boy, ‘‘but I've made up my and danger. But they are provided with an
watched from the windows the passers-by have sat on it and not broke it!”
arrangement by which the air within them can
in the street below. . ¢ There goes Jessie
“What!” exclaimed mamma, turning mind never as long as I live, to do any- escape easily as it expands and thus keep the
thing
I
'would
be
ashamed
to
tell
my
| Brown and Jennie Hull to spend the after- suddenly, and looking square at her, in
pressure within just equal to that outside, so
mother.”
noon with Grace Lee,” said Katie, as she amazement at such a story.
that they can ascend and descend as rapidly as
Noble
resolve,
and
which!
will
make
alsaw two handsomely-dressed girls about
they wish, without feeling the least inconCarry was frightened, and burst into

like me can do very much in this world.
It don’t seem as if I could do much
good,” and Mrs. Tomkins’ eight-year-old
Johnny planted his chin on the palm of
his chubby little hand and looked up , into to enter a gate opposite.

ny

haven't

‘“ Can you fly with nerves?” he asked
eagerly, ‘‘ and where did you get them?”
«Oh, do go and make something with
your blocks,” said mamma laughing. “I
can’t stop to talk with you.”

form, waving the lantern.

The glory and the effluence

out the

«I know it, dear, but I have nerves.”

BLESSINGS.

Gone is the keen, intense delight,
The perfume faint and exquisite,

plat-

up

‘But you can’t, mamma,” said he, ear-

nestly, ‘cause you
wings.”
2
Mamma laughed.

He snatched
the Nght, Tan to the end of | blessing. Whenever you feel that your “with Whiskers!” ~
the

looking

from her work, * if you don’t keep still 1

are sad==our steps are stow=="—""""
Nothing is like the long ago,

the car, and there he stood on

-

certain similar manifestations in man,
Take
pride of appearance, for example.
The hu-

It is the mar-

esky
le fbn

From that station down to the next,

mamma;

“Um,” said mamma.

The intellect of most men is barren.

riage of the soul with Nature that makes the intel
lect fruitful, that gives birth to tmagination.
When
we were dead and dry as the highway, some sense

* A

And all the fair, wide world was ours,
To gather as we would its flowers!

“Yes,

* Mamma, when my kitty gets so old
she can’t ride, I'l! send her right up to
heaven.”
:

is a difficult thing to do, and

no

the most skillful flyers can manage

many thousand

birds

it.

except

Some

hawks can do it, and gulls and terns may often

birds are killed annually by flying against the

be seen practicing

telegraph wires on the Western plains.
In a
day’s journey he saw over a hundred bodies,
mostly of larks, lying under the wires.

it when a galeof wind is

blowing, and they seem

in their power
Sepomber.

”

to

take feat

of flight.— St.
o

fe

Wore the green glory of the Spring,

papa earns the money to give us this
pleasant home, our food and clothes, and
all the comforts which we enjoy ?”

It is beyond question that there are fol.
ings and emotions inbirds and beasts akin to

mere

Youth’s sap in all our veins astir,
‘When long ago, with spirits high,
A happy, careless company,
‘We started forth, when everything

daughter, how

Birds.

TE

“ Stay here, Johnny, in this seat, and I
will come after you,” and Mr. Tomkins
placed Johnny in a warm seat near the
stove in a rear car. The train stopped
over night at that station, and Mr. Tomkins thought he could safely leave his little boy in the car a minute or two.

Ah me! how glad and gay we were,

“Do you know, iy

Concerning

for some time, he commenced with,—

a

the ‘cars, and Johnny went with him.

little

Ty

Now like a day it hurries by,
And doubts and fears our hearts oppress,
And all the way is weariness.

at her

daughter.
‘Ido not wish to hear any
more complaints. = Call Sarah to get Willie to sleep, and then take a pencil and
paper and sit by me.”
Kate hung her head guiltily as she heard
the grave tones of her mother.

|

BIRDS’ FEELINGS,

pp

decked with gilt stars, to get hold of
Johnny's hand. Mr. Tomkins, when the
passengers had left, stepped back into

room, looking reproachfully

on the car, and let Robbie draw her all
over the house, After drawing her about

TE Dy

The final goal, the silent end
To which our fated footsteps tend.
A year once seemed a century,

Williams entered the

PE

ed out, ¢‘ Herel am, father! ” and glad
enough was a man wearing a blue cap,

Pass ever swifteras we near

and Mrs.

||
|

Life’s milestones, marking year on year,

voice;

Qeright

Nicholas

TOO

OOMPANIONS ON THE ROAD.

going at a
it was quiet,
whicl. JohnJohnny call-

LVI

Trains were coming and
great rate. In a little while
and then came the train of
ny’s father was conductor.

THE
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ean

end,

honor

The talent of success is nothing more than
doing what you ean do well, without a thought

8

of fame.—Longfellow.

1

My bark is wafted to the strand

eo
y

And on the helm there rests a hand
Other than mine,

By breath divine;

i

—Dean Alford.

h

Energy will do anything that can be done in
this world; and ne talents, no circumstances,

8

no opportunities, will make a two-legged

k
:

0

ani-

mal a man without it.—Goethe.

Knowledge and wisdom, far from being one,
Have ofttimes no connection.
Knowledge

4

.

".

.

it

dwells

In heads replete with thoughts of other men;

Wisdom in minds attentive to their own.

—Cowper.

e

I do not like punishments.

You

will never

t
t

torture a child into duty; but a sensible child
will dread the frown of a judicious mother

¢

ing school-mistresses in
White.

!
1
hh

Hope is the last thing that dies in man, and
though it be exceedingly deceitful,
yet it is of
this good use to us, that while we are traveling

more than all the rods, dark reoms
the

and scold-

universe.—H. I.

t

through life it conducts

n

more Jicasent

d
t
a
|

_ Crime finds great difficulty in getting a habitat for itself in decent homes; and, in all nations, the test to be given for real civilization
is in the comparative goodness er badness of

y

Helps.

t

way

to

Rouchefoucauld.

8

us in an

our

easier an

journey’s

end.—

the dwellings of the lowest class.—Sir Arthur

n

e

An arrow, if it be drawn up but a little way,
goes not far, but,if it be pulled up to the head,
lies swiftly, and pierces deep.
Thus prayer,
ifit be only dribbled forth from careless lips,
falls at our feet. It is the strength of ejaculation and strong desire which sends it to heav-

n
0
,

:

ea, Jud makes it pierce

It

y

the

PE

i

clouds.—Bishop

SMA

THEIR WRATHFUL DEITY.

.

The

t
be
©
.

Denver

(Cal)

Tribune

contains

the following account of how the Pueblo
Indians were frightened at the late
eclipse of the sun:
A gentleman who has recently arrived
frem New Mexico brings with him an
Interesting account of the manner in
which the Pueblo Indians deported themselves during the eclipse.
These
peculiar and interesting people are said,
by
those who know them best and understand how to interpret them, to be sunworshipers, as were their ancestors, the
old Aztecs, and the report which this

:
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gentleman brings
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4

would

seem

to Po to

show that they look upon the great luminary of the day with peculiarawe. The

Tribune's

informant

chanced

Governor

of

the

s

top of the roof—their

%

to observe the light it cast

around him.

u
y
1+
y
I

d
1

d

d

t

evidently been

the

attention

of all

again bask in the sunshine of the affec-

tions of their god and preserver. Then
the crops would wither, their stock would

¢

not survive, the earth would be covered

4

with eternal frosts, and slow, but certain

1

death would be the result—a terrible fate

I

awaited the Deople of the descendants of

nhs

.

the canonized

Montezuma,

After this brief hgrangue he selected

:

-

y

TW

had

more than likely that they would never

:

v
t

v
:
:

The women were again

dressed, and were each and every one the
heroine of the hour.
Taos was not in

belt of totality,

and

the darkness

never so great there as it was in

was

more favored, and the Indians were sincere in the belief that they had averted

the calamity of total and eternal darkness
by causing Montezuma to desist in his
punishment by means..of their penance
and peculiar sacrifice.
The Tribune informant afterward learned that this custom of having the women
makethese races in a nude state was uni.versal with the Pueblos on occasions of
this kind. ‘Why the women and not the
men are required to do

ascertain,

They

merely

so

he

said,

could

not

in reply

to questions, that Montezuma, whom they

honored and feared, required it, and that
was sufficient for hini.: They have.a tradition that their
great King was betrayed
into the hands of the Spaniards by his
daughter, and it is A
that the requiring of the females to humiliate themselves as penance for the great and original crime committed by one of their sex
against this - dignitary grows out of the
tradition.
At any rate, it is a curious
custom, and the observance of it deserves

to be noted in the
in 1878.

record of the

eclipse
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condemned,

if on

no

other

grounds than its extreme untruthfulness.
ut thereis another curious phenomenon
with regard to the plots, which is this—
the same story appears over and over
again, with hardly more than a change
of names, till to one versed in this literature the title:and a page or two at the
beginning gives a clue to the rest of the
story, which could then be finished by
heart. Has any one ever had a packet
from London without finding in it several

es
TWO CLASSES OF WOMEN.
more

saddening,

more

be found in Dante's Inferno. Beneath the
gas lamp, from dark until long after mid-

night, wander unceasingly,

young girls. Their
stalk like shadows.
ment in their gait;
happiness in their

thousands

of

eyes are fixed. They
There is no merrino joy, no peace, no
look. However well-

dressed, it is the same whited

sepulchre.

;

‘here is no recourse, and so, year after

ear, they fall lower and lower, and their
despair grows deeper, until Death takes
them for: his own, and their poor bones
are laid away in the potter's field.
There is another class of women in our
cities.

have

performed

a

They are not as numerous as their

miserable sisters. They have wealth.
They live in comfortable homes. They

have husbands and happy children. Their
three of his most trusted men and told time is almost a burden on their hands.
them to proceed at once to the estufa and | With the arrival of each day, it is a questell the Monjeys in charge of" the eternal tion how shall the hours be passed.
They
flame, kept buning in honor of Mon- look out into the night and behold the
tezuma, to see to it that the fire was at its closely-wrapped female figures hurrying
best. They started off, and then, in a by in the darkness. The sight means
voice more powerful than ever,he told the
nothing to them. It does not even excite,
Women of the village, old and young, to a shudder. They themselves are com. broceed to the track used for the foot- fortable, Many of them are highly intelraces on fete days and strip themselves ligent ladies, who long for a vocation.
and run in pairs until they fell or the They do not know what to do with their
«darkness was discontinued.
time. They think of devoting themselves
The women started almost instantly to to art or literature. O women, who seek
‘obey the order,
The old man descended
a higher sphere of life, who long for
from the housetop, and he with others .8omething to do, for some field of usetulproceeded to the groundsto see that the ness, for something higher and better
order was obeyed. The women stripped than a life of idleness, entertainment and

NOTICE.

Obituaries

should

brace it.

Gos

Save.—True

TA.

friends feel assured that her freed

Citizen.

with the redeemed.

S000
Ah an on on o
MAN.

This little life-boat of an Earth, with
its. noisy crew of a Mankind, and all

their troubled History, will oneday have
vanished ; faded like a cloud-speck from

the azure of the All!

What, then, is man?

ed befgre

the

moth.

Yet,

in

the

being

and iff the working of a faithful man is
there already (as all faith, frem the beginning, gives assurance,); a something
that pertains not to this wild death-element of Time ; that triumphs

over Time,

and is, and will be when Time
no more.— Thomas Carlyle.

shall be

0-0-0
4-044

OTHER
An

THINGS.

Oculist and a Milkman.

A German oculist rented a cottage at
Cape May, and soon found that he was
aying an exorbitant price for it. His
andlord was also his milkman.
One
morning when the milkman came alon
the oculist looked

him

in

the face,

an

asked: ‘¢ Vat is the matter with your
right! eye, my frent?” The milkman
said he did not know that anything was
the matter with it ; but he was frightened.
Next morning he asked the oculist to
examine the eyes The latter pronounced
it very bad, and said that in less than six
months that eye would be blind.
The
oculist treated him, and easily cured him,

list won.—2V.

but

Y. Times.

A

the

ocu-

It has been said that the pith of a lady’s
letter is in the postscript,

and

as

an il-

lustration of this, a young lady having
gone to India, and writing home to her
friends, concluded with the following
words: ¢ P. S.—You will see by my signature that IT am married.”
That the
same may sometimes be said of a gentleman’s letter is proved

by

the subjoined,

said to have been sent to the late Bishop
of Norwich, Dr. S., in answer

to

an

in-

vitation given by him:
Mr. O's private
affairs turn out so sadly that he can not
have the pleasure of waiting upon his
lordship at his agreeable house on Monday next. N. B.—His wife is dead.”—
Chamber's Journal.
'

A teather in Bangor, Me., upbraided a
little girl, because she did not hold up.
her hand with the rest of the delinquents
when, at the close of the day, all those
who *¢ had lost their places in their classes” were called upon to do so. But she,
with ready wit, responded:
¢ Please,

mum, I didn’t lose my
could

place.

An’

how

I, when I'm at the foot?”

The wife of Charles

:

Dickens,

and

her

sister, Miss Hogarth, seem to have for- |
gotten all unpleasantnesses, and are together compiling a memoir of the novelist. According to George Cruikshank,
the difference between Charles Dickens
and his wife grew out of her frequent
criticisms of his writings.
The New York 7Zimes recently found an
old poem of Dr. Holmes’s, and in

the ig-

norance of its heart called it ** verses by
one of those indescribable people who
write verses for the Western papers.”

The following order was recently left
on theslate of a Dover doctor: * Doe,
cum up to the house: the old man has
got snaix in his butes agin, and raisin’
kain."”
2
.
EDUCATIONAL.
speut
$1,682,116

schools last year.

on

public

:

Wilmington, Del., has cut down its
teachers’ wages ten per cent.
.
There are seventy public libraries and
twenty-eight colleges in Iowa.
Only 1,100,000

of Russia's

80.000,000

inhabitants receive public instruetion.
Dom Pedro has given $2,000 from his
private purse to aid Brazilian music students in Europe.
:
Carleton College, Minn. has the rare
good fortune to receive a

gift of $75,000

Jeft as a bequest by Wm.
Garrett of New
England.
;
The foundation for a Jesuit College, to
cost $500,000,

has

been

begun

in

San

Francisco.
The only medical college for negroes
is at Nashville, Tenn. It has an ample
endowment.

Mus. Barton, of Philadelphia, has given
$50,000to endow the Rhea Barton Pro-

fessorship of Surgery at the University of
Pennsylvania.
;
:

Samuel Miller, a Richmond miser, left
$850,000 as an endowment for a school
for the education of one hundred
poor

children of Albemarle County,

Virginia.

The Board of Education at San Jose,
Cal., has’ abolished the colored school,

and the former pupils have been

permit-

ted to enter the other schools.

President Runkle: of the Institute of
Technology, Boston, has resigned his
ost, and Prof. W. B. Rogers succeeds
im,
The mysterious gift of $25,000 to Andover Theological

Seminary came, it has

been discovered, from: Henry Winkley,
a wealthy retired business man of Phila-

‘ delphia.
For forty-seven years there has

been a

British school in Paris.” At the close of
the Franco-German war there were only
six pupilsin attendance, and now there
are nearly 600.
The Rev. Dr. Alex Burns, of

Simpson

ICHOLS

Ba

aged 85 years.

She

was converted

EsTHER

SMITH

died

March

22, aged 68

ed by

Elder

Pitman,

and

united

with

church at M. C., where he lived and died,
hope of a resurrection with the redeemed.

the

in

ELLEN B., daughter of Moses G. and Betsey
Plummer, and wife of C. Elwyn Swain, died

number being in the colleges:
¢
The educational ivstitutions of New
Zealand are magnificently endowed with
land
very
sand
this

which ultimately may
make them
wealthy. Fully six hundred thouacres are altogether set apart for
purpose.
?

SCHOOL.

"AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi

AVA

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer term
begins Monday, Apr. 19, 1378.
Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.
REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center,
Vt.
Fall Term begins
September
10, 1878.
Lizzie
COLLEY, © Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
assistants. Expenses are moderate.
For further
rarticulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
Rev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood; N. H.
J. H, HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. ¥or further particulars address the

Principal,

or

E.

TASKER,

retary.
Fall Term commences Monday, Sept. 2, 1878.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Aug. 1, 1878,
YNDON

[LITERARY

ILTON

8.

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

INSTITUTION.—Six regular

courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each.
Commercial College.
Cheapest and best of
any in New England. Spring term begins Monday,
Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term begins Monday, April
15, and closes Thursday, June 20, 1878. Fall term

begins Monday, Aug. 26.

Send for Catalogue and

circular to

Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
York.
This school was never in ketter condi.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

tion.

No primary

instruction.

With

three

of

more

in harmony

and the early stages of Consumption, 4 has
astonished
the medical faculty, and eminent
Biivsicians
ronounce it the greatest medical

iscovery of the age. While it cures the severest Coughs, it strengthens the system and puri=
By its great and thorough
fies the blood.
blood-purifying
properties, it cures all Hue
mors, from the worst Serofula to a common

Blotch,

Mercurial

Pimple,or Eruption.

their eflects, are
Mineral Poisons, and
disease,
eradicated, and vigorous health and a sound

constitution established. Erysipelas, Salte
rheum, Fever Sores, Scaly or Rough

diseases caused

in short, all the numerous

Skin,

blood, are conquered by this powerful,
by bad
purifying, and invigorating medicine,
If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have salspots on

brown

low color of skin, or yellowish

face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,

bad taste in ‘mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot flushes, low spirits, and gloomy
and “tongue
forebodings, irregular appetite,

Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New

—

THROAT, LUNGS, LIVER & BLOOD.
believes he has combined

Wilton Junction, Iowa.

HAMPTON

ee

which
Nature's sovereign curative properties,
into the vegetable Kingdom
God has instilled
combefore
ever
were
than
sick,
the
healing
for
bined in one medicine. Theevidence of this fact
is found in Hie great varicty of most obstinate
diseases which it has been found to conquer. In
the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming year.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878.
For particulars address the Prin.
cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.

EW

CURES DISEASES OF

In the wonderful medicine to which the aflicted are above directed for relief, the discoverer

INSTITUTE.—J.

COLLEGIATE

—~=ein
a

Sec-

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants. Fall term. begins August 27, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Classical. Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

care-

fully arranged courses of ‘study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue

address the Principal.

IRVING B. SMITH

at Meredith, July 17, aged 26 years. Krom a
HITESTOWN SEMINARY.
— Fall term bechild Ellen loved the Saviour, was baptized by
gins Aug 26, 1878. This Institution is one of
Rev. J. Charaberlain, and united with the
the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate.
Send ‘for Catalogue.
church at M. C. Always at her post and
SE
J.
S.
GANDINER,
Principal,
cheerful in Christian obedience; an active
cm nite WARMER {OWA
E0u-N.
“in
bhath-sehool-beloved-by=al| rcs
‘who knew her. She has gone to join the great
USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
choir above.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
C. JENNIE, wife of Deacon Warren B.
families
at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
Leavitt, died.at Meredith, Aug. 3, aged 33
English and Classical.
For further information
years.
Another has gone to join the great
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
choir above. In the 13th year of her age,JenCenter Strafford, July 31, 1877.

coated, you are suflering from Torpid Kiver
In many cases o
or ¢“Riliousness.’®
‘Liver Complaint?’ only part of these
symptoms are experienced. AS a remedy for
all guch cases, Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Disc
perfect cures,

covery has no equel, as it effects

_°.

leaving the liver strengthened and healthy,

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AT $1 PER BOTTLES
Prepared by R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Sole
Proprictor, at
Bulalo, N. Y.

the

WORLD'S

DISPENSARY,

nie publicly professed faith in Christ, was bap-

tized by Rev. O. Butler, and united with the
church at M. C. She
was a consistent, earnest Christian worker, and has gone to her reward.
Com.

EST
‘

fit-

ted.
At the age of thirteen years she became
a child of Jesus, was subsequently ‘baptized

by Rev,E. J. Davis, and united with the Free

Baptist church,which relation she worthily and
faithfully sustained till called to the church of
the glorified above.
Her early religious experience was eminently rich and impressive, and
highly satisfactory to those who knew her

best.

The current of her

mind

and

thought

was deeply spiritual, as a friend remarked to
the writer on the day of the funeral. He
could not recollect the time in all her life when
| she did ng seem a Christian, Her work for
Christ in
the church and Sunday-school, as
well as Christian influence in the social circle
at Evansville, will remain through the coming
years, bearing, we can not doubt, its appropriate fruit in due season. Through all her suffering she displayed a spirit of patjence and
sweet trustful submission which is born alone
of the helpful, all-sufficient grace,
She requested those who were taking care of her to
read frequently from the precious Book.
And
a few hours before she died, she called for her
Bible, and on its being given to her, she pressed it to her breast saying, “This is my only
hope.
I rest upon its
promises.”
She then
kissed it, and requested her husband to sing
+ Jesus lover of my soul,” &e.,after whichshe
said ¢¢ It is well,I am ready.” By this death a
husband, and little daughter over four years of
age, with a father, stepmother, and a large
circle of friends are left to sorrow, but not
without hope.
i
A. G. BRAND,
Miss EMMA A. WALTERS died at Clay Mills,
Jones Co., Iowa, at the residence of her father, Aug. 4, in the 28th year of her age. She
experienced religion in 1871, while attending
school at the Wilton Collegiate Institute; was
baptized by Rev. O. E. Baker and became connected with the F. B. church at that place.
From her early childhood, she evinced an ardent desire, and an unyielding determination
to acquire an education.
With this object before her, all the energies of her nature seemed
to be brought into requisition. Her parents

spared no pains or money to aid her ambition.

She spent nearly.three yours at Hillsdale College,
Mich., at which place she won the confidence and esteem of all who knew her. Pdssessing naturally a slender constitution, her
vital energies Fraqually became exhausted,
until she was advised by friends to desist for
a while from study.
She accordingly left her
school in the month of June, 1877, and returned to her home and friends in Iowa.
In Sept.
following, she commenced teaching the public
school in Onslow, Iowa.
She had
not comPletad her term of school when her fast failing
ealth made it necessary for her to leave her
school and return to her father’s house. During the lingering months of her sickness, she
‘was patient and composed.
She was
not
afraid to die. She was more than conqueror,
through him that loved her and gave himself
for her. A large circle of relatives and friends
mourn their loss.
D. B. ANDERSON.

S1STER NANCY NOICE died in Cowlesville,
N.Y., July 11,aged 76 years: She obtained
a Christian’s hope over thirty years ago, was
baptized by Rev. O. Johnson, and united with

the ¥'ree Baptist church/in Cowlesville, Some
three Fears since she united with the F, B.
church
in Marila, N.Y, Our lamented sister was ever faithful in the service of her

James D. WALKER died in Bradford
Me.,
June 21, aged 66 years. Bro. W. experienced
feligion about forty years ago, and united with
the
F. Baptists.
as:a member of the Dexter church at the time of his death. His suf--|
ferings in his last sickness were severe, yet

his hope

in Christ sustained him to the

COLLEGE.—Flemington,
This

offers to students important and peculiar

MRS. JENNIE M. CRroSS wife of Rev. II. E.
Cross,-and daughter of P. Aller, Esq., died at
Burnett, Dodge Co., Wis,, Aug. 2, aged 29
rears.
Sister Cross was born in the town of
Jnion, Rock Co., Wis. but subsequently with
her parents moved to Evansville which became
the scene of her early and efficient service for
Christ, till Dec. 24, 1872, when united in marriage with Bro. Cross, she went forth to assume those higher and more important re-

sponsibilities for which she was eminently

VIRGINIA

Taylor Co, West Virginia.

Institution

advanta-

.ges.
For particular information, send for a circular to Rev. W. COLEGRQVE, A. M., President.

Centenary College, Iowa,has accepted the
‘She died in Chistian triumph. She
Principalship of the Wesleyan Female God.
leaves several children to mourn her absence.
College,
Hamilton, Can.
May God help her survivors to De prepared to
:
H.
N. PLUMB.
In the State of New York there are 35 follow.
colleges and 234 academies, with an attendance of 86,208 students, 5,037 of that

THEOLOGICAL

Aina
INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its fiftieth
year
Sept.
2, 1878. For
further particulars
oe
the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.
No Scituate, R. I.
.

in youth

years.
She was converted under the ministration of, and baptized by Rev. O. Butler, at
Meredith Center.
She has gone
to her reward.
:
Capt. JosEPH TILTON died April 11, aged
82 years.
Bro. T. was an active business man,
converted in the great revival of 1838, baptiz-

COLLEGE

—For further information address the President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

18,

under the preaching of Elder John Colby,
while at Pittsfield.
She lived a life of usefulness, especially. in the home circle, and died
with hope in Jesus.
3

Sec.,

Lewiston, Me.

Lived and died in hope
;
:
March

SCHOOL.—The special work

A. M. JONES,

MARY FoGG died at Meredith, Dec. 20, 1877,

died

LATIN

of the school is to prepare the students for col-

lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor.
ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.’

aged 89 years. A native of Vermont, in early
life she gave her heart to Christ, was baptized
by E. Knowlton, and united with the church
at Pittsfield, N. H. She lived a Christian and
died in the triumphs of faith.
;
LYDNA L. RANDLETT died at Meredith,Jan.
23, aged 73 years and 7 months.
In her youth
she espoused the cause of Christ, was baptized by Rev. Benj. Mansfield, and united with
BETSEY SHAW ROBINSON

Y!

For Catalogue address,
$
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
- Hillsdale, Mich.

rests

SARAH L. MOULTON, daughter of the late
Eld. Silas and Patience B. Moulton, died in
South Parsonsfield, Me,, April 28, aged 18
years and 10 months.
Sarah gave her heart to
Christ qutng her protracted sickness.
Her
last months forcibly illustrated the power of
religion. She talked freely of her trust in the
Baviour; although so young, and life seemed
so attractive, she calmly resigned all to God,
and peacefully waited his
summons.
She
made arrangements for her funeral, bade her
friends good bye, and fell asleep in Christ.
JOSEPH ROBERTS died at his residence in
South Parsonsfield, May 26, aged 63 years and
T months,
Mr. Roberts was a prominent man
in town affairs; for several years he was town
collector, giving entire satisfaction.
Having
been a member of the Free Baptist church in
S. P. for many years, and being a kind and
obliging neighbor, he is greatly missed from
our community.
Bro. R. was a loving husband and indulgent father. He left a wife,
children, and a large circle of friends to mourn
his loss.
:
JAMES B. McCLERLEN died at his residence
at South Parsonsfield; May 27, aged 88 years
and 11 months.
Mr. McClellen was a successfal school-teacher for about twenty years in
‘his early manhood.
He was one of the officers
of the town of Newfield for fourteen years,
in which capacity he served seven consecutive
years.
He represented his town in the legislature of 1843. Mr. M. was widely known for
his strict integrity and honesty.
He was an
excellent counsellor in business matters, and
an honorable citizen. He left a wife and four
children.
a
F.C. B.

the church at Oakhill.
of a sure reward.

Postscript.

spirit

:

LY.
Chains

HEIPALE
COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
ents. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
st of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental
and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a ack: Room, P to 75 Sent a weeks Scholarghip'
for Commercial
course, un
d
time,
usic $12 and Painting $12 a term.
"850
Fall Term commences Sept. 4.

be’

grand charity, Do not complain that you
Miss Mary A. PAIGE died in Parsonsfield,
ave nothing to do; that you are dying of April 16, aged 57 years and 6 months. Sister
ennui. Here is your opportunity. jf - P. was a true Christian, and her relatives and

Boston

The streets of New York—and of almost any large city as well—at night present a spectacle

will

rent and the oculist’s bill;

Let us look first at the plots: There is
this sweeping objection to almost all of
them—the good boy is liberally rewarded
by praise, presents, and prosperity, generally before sunset; while the bad boy
is punished by death, mutilation, or some
awful visitation from above in as short a
period.
Surely such teaching as this
be

you

for there was nothing the matter with the
eye. Then it was a race between the

STUPID BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.

must

such,

He endures but for an hour, and is crush-

places

For mile after mile these sad spectresses
his-subjects. Chaos was reduced to or- saunter along. At each side street they
der, and silence, except on his own part carry off their victims.
reigned over the village. Nota common
Who are these desolate ones that fill
Indian uttered a whisper. None of them the city with their ceaseless t..mp? Do
seemed to feel at liberty to breathe.
He they come forth at nigat because they care
Spoke with tremulou
voice, telling
s his peo- . not for the society of their mothers and
ple that the dread hour had come upon and fathers and sisters? Alas! no. These
them. They had great cause,he said, for ap- Jost ones have no homes. They are alone
prehending the worst, and the ‘chances
in a great world too busy to notice them
were that the village would soon be anni- or their misfortunes. Without a knowlhilated, and the ‘* people of the sun” de- edge of the world, they are driven into
stroyed ‘teeth and toe-nails.”
Some
the midst of its vices, and forced to earn
one had committed a grevious sin. Who a living by the only means that is withi.
that person was could not be known, and
their power. They knew not the horrible
not even inquired at that time ; but their abyssof shame, the amplitude of suffergreat god had been offended and was so ing, the depth of the distress to which
ashamed that he was
hiding
his face that first step leads. And so having befrom them. Their conduct had been such gun, they are carried on by the swift curthat he had refused to show his face until rent of crime about them. Do they ever
the crime had been atoned for, whatever
seek to escape? They turn blindly for
it might be.
Extraordinary - steps were the means,but on every hand they seem to
necessary. By acting as they should they be shut in "by a high wall separating’ them
might avert calamity.
Otherwise it was
from the Yespectable world.

8

>

from his wrath.

on objects | pitiful, more fearful than any picture to

before was now a cer-

voice, commanding

e

3

of entrance

tainty, and his face became proportionately as dark as the half-hidden sun. He
advanced to the edge of the roof, his
somewhat venerable and slightly dirty
face showing the most evident signs of
deep anxiety, and called out with a strong

n
e
fo
c

2

What

doubtful to him

n
h

a
©

place

and egress from their buildings— and to
look anxiously toward the sun, and then

HN

of thanks to the king of kjngs for delivery

vil-

lage what was occurring, and soon he
was seen to emerge from a hole in the

:
.
.
&

ow stronger, and it was evident to the
ndian mind that all danger was past.
The announcement to this effect by the
Governor of the village was received
with loud cheers that resounded throughout the neighborhood, and which was full

to be at.

E

t

one

his 3_parent,.
parent,
--either | |
PROS
istoc:
“most complete] | father, who reclaims
Pueblo village now extant, on the 29th, by praying aloud for hind, or by making
and determined to see for himself how the unwittin iy some remark which ¢¢ pierces
most advanced of the noble red men would him to the heart” just at the moment
when he is standing unobserved behind
regard the event.
.
Ie therefore went to the village in the the door? This appears to us to inculcate
the worst possible moral; can anything
afternoon, a short while before the eclipse
began. He found the people engaged be so undesirable as to accustom children
to regard their elders as subjects for their
in their usual avoeation, and concerned
about nothing so much as getting into the Spivigaal ministrations, and must not a
shade, where they might be protected child's single mindedness be utterly destroyed by leading it to expect that the anfrom the sun's rays, which, in that counswer to his prayer will come. through the
try, come straight down.
They were impression produced by its own superior
evidently expecting nothing to happen.
Take for example, a
leaflet
Their science hid not told them that the sanctity?
called
‘*
Will
Father
be
a
Goat
Mother?”
sun was to be hidden, neither had they
been informed by any of their more intel- In it James Stirling’s son, a boy of four,
ligent neighbors. They were not, there- listens to his mother reading Matthew
25, after which just as James has arrived,
fore,
looking
for the
first contact half drunk, at the usual place of concealwith smoked
glass or through lensed ment behind the door, ‘the dear atteninstruments, and did not observe it in the
child” raises his head, and gazing in
least. For half an hour they took no tive
heed. Then, as the light began to grow his mother’s face with irrepressible * interest,” (what a word!) asks, ‘ Will fadimmer and dimmer, they became conther be a goat, then, mother?” James
fused and frightened, and “began to run Stigling was apparently gratified at being
hither and thither, and to gather in looked on as an interesting case by his
groups, speaking to each other entirely son; a few days after he took the pledge,
in their own language.
The darker it and became a ‘Christian philanthropist
grew the more excited they became. Doz- in humble life.”"—Macmillans Magazine.
ens ran to tell the

e
o

for half an hour.

By this time the light had: begun to

2

e

and with considerable lack of order, but
continuedto go, with a few exceptions,

have the power to save. Your wealth und
position give it to you. Go out among
them.
‘Gently, patiently labor to bring
them to a better life. If you succeed in a
whole lifetime of labor in raising up but

soon began to do the penance of the tribe
for the crime which it was supposed they
were being punished. They ran in pairs

PARTICULAR

BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that cAsH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

mre

First, last, midst, and without
every truth with use.—Emerson.

-

You

IO GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio.
The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Fall term will
begin Aug. 27, 1878. This new
Institution is already acquiring a reputation for
the thorough manner in which instruction is imparied. The courses of study are the Normal,
ommercial, College Preparatory and two College |
courses, viz.: €lassical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to $2,5
er week.
For further information appiy to Rev. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.
Fall Term begins August 20, 1878. J. W. HUTCHINS,
A. B., Principal.
For further
particulars,
address
the
principal,
or
ELIHU
HAYES,
Sec. Trustees.
.
W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

IDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.—The

8 ii

Term

will open March 12, 1878, and close May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees’ May 23. Commence-

ment Thursday, May
the Seeretary,

30.

For
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ERYSIPELAS.

of the

United States

is more

complete in its appointrucnis

than

any simi-

lar institution In the world. The building is located
in one of the most healthful and desirable portions of

the City of Buffalo, and conmnands a fime view of Luke

Erie, Niagara River, and the surrounding country,
being situated in the midst of an extensive systeni
of beautiful parks.
The Hotel is furnished with a
patent

safety passenger

elevator, to convey

patients

to and frem the different floors: is provided with all
kinds of approved baths, and has also connected with
it a well-appointed gymnasium and bowling alley to
afford proper means of exercise.
.
CHRONIC BISEASES of all forms, whether requir-

remedial

means

and

appliances

for

the

cure

of

all those chronic diseases
peculiar to females
The
employment, in moderation, of tonic, chemical,
electro-thermal, and other approved baths, {8 in
many cases an invaluable auxiliary to the remedial
means to which we resort in such cases.

to the surface,

general shampooing,

Dry friction

Swedish

move-

ments, and light calisthenie exercises, to enliven

and

relieve

an

congested

parts,

in the system

improve - digestion,

strengthen the muscles,
produce important beneficial
results in all éases to which these means are ApHiicable. No experimenting is resorted to in the treatment,” The most approved medicines are carefully
emploved, and the judicious regulation of the diet,
to suit the condition of the patient, the thorough ven
tilation of the sleeping apartment, the cheering influence of niusic, soelal intercourse, innocent games
for amusement, and all those agencies which tend to
arouse the mind of the patient from despondency,
and thus promote recovery, are not neglected.
NERVOUS DISEASES. —Paralysis, Epilepsy (Fits),
Chorea (St. Vitus's Dance), and ‘other nervous afiec
tions, receive the attention of an expert in this spe=

cialty, by which the greatest skill is attained and
the
most happy results secured.
:
LUN DISEASES. —This division of the practice in
the

is very

Invalids' Hotel

Tahaged

ably

by

a

gen-

tleman of mature judgment and skill.
Bronchial,
Throat, and Lung Diseases are very inrgely treated
in this department, and with results which have been
highly gratifying to both physician and patients.
EYE AND EAR.—Special attention is given to the
delicate

of

sult us, should come directly to the Hotel. It is easily
a ceasible by carriage, omnibus, or street cars. MILLER’S Omnibus Agents, on all incoming trains, can
be relied upon to deliver passengers and baggage
with security and dispatch.
Dispen«
£57 Address R. V. PIERCE, M. Dons
‘enry and Invalids’ Hotel. Buffalo.
N. Y.

Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
Erysipelas,

Rheumatism,

and

scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.

all

forms ot

1y38

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our
Saple Goods io Seslers No Deddling

nee oh A. GRANT & CO,
2,4, 6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnatl, 0,
0

-

1°
M
URN

50 New Parlor Games.
Of American History on
64 cards. This 26th thousand reduced 75 to 50 cots.
“They stand without a ri-

CENTENNIA
ES

ELIE

> i
Agents wanted.

1

Philipp Phillips.8,Singer.
Singer AT Al-

50 a new Bible history pas-

time : “The Ten Plagues of
Revpt, 4 new games on 40
illustrated cards, BO cts.

KE. A. TREAT, 805 Broadway,
HTN

eye

and

ear,

a

distin

Invalids arriving in the city and desiring

to con=

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central Route.
Depot, foot of Lake-sty and feot of Twenty-second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,, Grand Pacific
Hotel, and at Palmer House.

Chicago Trains.

|

Arrive.

Leave.

Malta Main and Air Line) |{* 7.00 a. m.[* 6.55p- m.

Day
XPIEBS,eeeeseressssenss|*9.008. m.[* 7.40 p.m.
Kalamazoo Accommodation.|*4.00 p. m.|*10.30a.m
Atlantic Express (daily). ««|§ 5.15 p.m. § 8.008.m
Night EXPresseessseesess
9.00 p. m.|*{6.45a. m.
* Sunday excepted, {Butday and Sunday excepted
+ Monday
.
\

H.C. WENTWGRTH,
H.B.LUDYARD.
GPeT.A. Chicago . © Gen Mang’r, Detroit.

New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
ecial

New

York

Exp

H

:

Accommodation sesessassess|
3:40 pmf 1:60 pm
Atlantic N. Y. Expr’ss (daily)| 5:15 p m| 3:00 am
Night EXpress «seeeeesveses (1020p mi *5:40 a m

LU

Illinois Central Railroad,

flies

than $10
sjorth of

the

| Depart. | Arrive.
____ Chicago Trains.
Mail (Vin main Yue ies ” ] 3 w fi) 0 » »

will kill
more

on

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.

KILLS all the
FLIES in a
soom in TWO
HOURS.
- #7

10c. worth

operations

ished ocuiist and aurist being under engagement
conduct this branch of the practice.

Yl

Depot foot of Lake Street, and foot of Twenty-second

Hf

street.

Ticket Office 121 Randolph

* CHICAGO
St. Louis

No dist,

St

ress,

TRAINS.
=

= = =

St.. near Clark.

| Leave,
|[*

| Arrive.

a, m,(*

.

Eons Walt in
- aa
=
5m
far &
airo,Arkan’s
& Texas Express, 83 30 p. m. * 7.16
a. m

Cairo & New Orleans Express,

no trouble,

a0 £m. § 4.30 a.m

Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a. m.|¥.
Springfield Night
Express, = =|§ 8.30 p, m,
eoria and Keokuk
Tess, =
30 b. m,|

p.m
a.m
a.m

Dubus
& Son Cy Express ba mes
ms admbt
Gilman Passenger, wlio 2 i

interment.
N

from every quarter

and Canada, that they may consult Dr. R.V, PIERCE,
and the widely celebrate Faculty of Specialists in
Medicine and Surgery
associated with him, rendered
itnecessary that the
founder of this institution should
yrovide a place on a grand and commodious scale
or their entertainment and comfort.
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.—The Invalids’ Hotel

Many
of our best citizens inform us that Dx. H.
A.LAMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,

last.

son to mourn.
B. S. GERRY.

HOTEL.

equalize the circulation of the blood

J
PLATED WATCHES, Cheapest
inthe known world. Sample
Watch Free to
Agents. Address, A. COULTER & Co., Chicago.

5

visit Buffalo,

the

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H.
$6

INVALIDS’

ing medical, surgical, or mechanical, treatment, come

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR

(

The very large number of invalid people who daily

within the province of our several specialties.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.— Especially are the facilities of this infirmary of a superior order as regards

ADVERTISEMENT.

Sermon by the writer at the church in Charles-

ton where

ER

4
1

for them.

IE

Insults are like counterfeit money ; they may
be offered, but you need not take them.

weep

PE

r

not condemn, but

Goucational.

IE

8

Ideas are pitiless,—Lamartine.
Originality challenges originality,—Goethe.

e

upon which their lives depended. There
were about 200 of' the women, and they

:

RR

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

as one

IS

seemed to regard the proceeding

Obituaries.

SR ANAS

>

was left uponthem. Both they and the
men were as solemn as the grave; and

ubuque

dicine Co., Buffalo,N.Y.

I

*Daily.Sunday§Except,

Re

m

A

Literary Wiscellany,

novel reading!
O women, you have before you the opportunity, There are your
poor erring sisters passing your doors at
every hour. They need your assistance. |
If you have compassion,
pity them. Do

PE

0

:

themselves until not a shred of clothing

byl

1878,

28,
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STAR,

MORNING

THE
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Hetos Summary.
CURRENT EVENTS.
The Exposition in Chicago.

:

The people of Chicago and the entire north
west, may congratulate themselves on the extensive and thorough preparations which have

A young
her sex in
complished
20 miles on
utes.

been made to make the Inter-State Industrial
Exposition of this year a greater success

ever before.

than

In addition to the features which

exceptional interest, not the least of which

is

a mammoth aquarium surrounding the central

The most noted feature, however,

will be the large collection
most

celebrated

of casts from

pieces

of sculpture

the

in

the

British Museum, the Louvre, the great Gallery of Florence and the Vatican.
Among
American works of art, the

statue

of Cleopa-

tra ‘by Miss Edmornia Lewis, the colored
sculptress, will be present. The Exposition
opens on Sept. 4th, and will continue
over four weeks.
‘
An Encouraging

Boston Herald: * There was

a little

View.

to

rack

and

‘We have always confided in the

ruin

just

and integrity of the American citizen.
The
noise and confusion is mostly produced by our
foreign population; it is in no wise abetted by
the numerous, the influential Roman Catholic
clergy. The State of M
achusetts, the Democrats largely included
8 spewn Kearney
out of its mouth, The farmers of the West
will soon see that the excuses they are inclined
to make for repudiating their honest obligations will entirely serve the purpose of the
communists, who burn their barns, their reapers and their grain stacks. At least, this
American people is an earnest, honest, lawabiding and order-loving people; and it. is
wise enough to hold on to its independence, its
right to live and make money, and to do what
it pleases within the limits of justice. It put
down rebellion; it will not succumb to communism, or subject itself to anarchy.

We

Graphic,
profit of
to be diper cent,

I would that all these low modern affairs
were replaced with higher ones; that
long-suffering creatures, nurses,
those
might not have their lives shortened, as
their bodies have to be, with the bending
For
down and lifting of their charges.
the sick themselves I feel stifled,

fal efforts of that deveted sister, to give
ease to the sick one, the bending of her
poor aching back neatly ‘to the floor, in
giving medicines or adjusting “pillows,
until at last she had to go down upon her
knees a half hour at a time, to bathe and
minister to the wasting one, I felt like anathematizing the bedstead and the maker
thereof. Though themost patient of nurses,
that poor girl admitted to me that her
two months of nursing had seemed to
take years out of her life.
While the sick are ever with us, and
the hard duties of nurses indispensible,

There are less Chinamen now in this country
‘than there were five years ago.

Dynamite.

magazine, when one of the boxes fell to the
earth and exploded, setting off at the same

ought we not to see that

.

The news from the South this (Monday)
morning shows no abatement in the terrible
yellow fever scourge.
The mortality at Memphis, Sunday, was the largest of any day since
the appearance of the malady, 26 interments
having occurred.
At New Orle ans there were
163 new cases reported and 33 deaths—a slight

decrease.

In

Vicksburg,

Miss.,

since

the

12th inst.,upwards of four hundred and fifty
cases have
been reported, and at least 90

ments Sunday.
The situatien at Granada is
represented as of the most horrible description,
the. place having become a veritable pit of
death, the dead mo longer. being buried in
graveyards, but in fields and even in front of
the houses in which the deaths occur.
Gener| ous contributions for the sufferers continue
was shattered.
to pour in from all sections of the country.
The total number of cases in New Orleans up
to the end of last week was 1,866; number of
A Democratic Opinion.
deaths 577.——Latest advices from the fighting
There is quite an effort being made to have
revenue officers and illicit distillers in Cooperthe Democrats of Massachusetts accept Gen.
ville, Tenn., are that three distillers were kill
Butler as their candidate for governor.
ed and five or six revenue officers wounded.
The
Boston Post says of this movement: * Were Revenue Officer Davis and men will ¢ hold
the fort” until assistance reaches them.
the desperate experiment to prove successful,
Theodore Thomas has disbanded his orchestra
it would manifestly end the career of the Demto accept the directorship of the Cincinnati
' ocratic party in the State. In the much more Musical College.

it would

bury

the party under the ridicule and contempt
its associates in every State of the Union.”

of

The Chinese in San Francisco.
Here are some statistics as to what the Chinese in San Francisco are doing: Merchants
and professional meu, 1,000; cigar makers,
5,000;
laundrymen,
1,500;
servants, 7,000;
boot and shoe makers, 2,000; slipper makers,
800; gamblers, 1,400 ; makers of clothing, 3,000;
pedlers, 2,600;
fishermen,
1,000;
laborers,
_ 1,000; ether occupations, 3,800; women, 2,000;

—total, 82,000.

’

Explosion

of a Powder

Mill.

men were engaged in making
and other powerful powders.

nitro-glycerine
The cause of

the explosion will never be known.
* Queer stories continue to come from the far
west mining regions. Here is one of them:
A young man made his appearance at Deadwood last week in a pair of white trousers.
He was promptly escorted to the cars, put on

board of them, and an injunction placed

upon

him never to revisit the place. * We
stand a biled shirt, you know,” a miner

can
ex-

claimed, “ but when it comes to wearin’

biled

drawers we just make them git up and git.”

The New York Tribune

says

that “ facts

are steadily accumulating to justify. the

opin-

@ ion hitherto expressed, that the injury to the
wheat crop and thedecline in production
would be confined to a narrow area, and that

the crop would be, on the whole,
ever grown in this country.”
$14

World: * Organ

to $16

Book agents are

a

in

day

at

great

the

largest

grinders

make

Grenada,

demand

Miss.

at New’

Orleans.” A hundred able bodied lightning
rod men are needed at onde in Memphis.”
Here is another one of the effects of the use
of tobacco. The fire which destroyed the
town of Alta, Utah, the other night, was eaused by a man who went to sleep with a cigar in

his mouth, set himse If on fire, and burned up
;

the town,

Jf,”

advertised

:

Miscellaneous.

to Texas is on the decline.

a philosophical

victim,

“ the person who took my overcoat was influenced
by the weather, then all is serene; but
if
he did so from commercial considerations I
am ready
to enter into financial negotiations

for its return.”

;

.

! Mr. John Bright is a very enthusiastic
er.

162,000

There are said-to be 8,000 photographers in

not

believe

and more beer.

is taking

A report
not long ago was circulated that
ill fortune

in Europe, as to be compelled to disband. "The

latest reports tell altogether another story,that
it has been very prosperous in Germany,

been invitedto go to Russia. ©

+ =

and

in

:

mud

in }Engbaths for

(Minn.) fair, Sept. 8.

.

;

at the Minneapolis
.

of the capitol at

i

may

have

of

your

stores

don’t scowl!

Can’t

the community

so

something

send ‘eut

less in-

jurious, something less trimmed, if it
must be, but more healthful ? Think of
your poorer brethren and their burdens,
and seek to lift their bedsteads and burdens a little.— Cousin Constance in Phrenological Journal.

in Chicago, was altogether
a tame

affa
ngnien

i enthusiasm among the “ works irrepressible. The fact
honest men
in the movement

a

| with Kearney’s profanity |

night.

gic

The new

UABBAGE INSECTS.

he is capable

;

has a maximum

ur.

‘Seventy

Le

;

sermons were recently

heroofa ological
ester Seminary.

¢ Iris,”

speed of twenty-one miles an
stolen 1

pom
stitdentin in the ther Roch5
r ; eh

first

a

barnyard and fence corners.
They should
be preserved
.as they contain phosphorie
acid, one of the most valuable ingredients
in manure.
Pat a layer of wood ashes in
the bottom of a cask and then add a layer of bones, then add another layer of
ashes and so on until the cask is filled.
Keep

the

mixture

wet,

and

in

months the potash in the ashes
so combined

with the

a

few

will

‘have

phosphoric (acid

the bones as to give you a most
fertilizer.— Mass. Ploughman.
Behl,
— —,, 3 A
ae

in

valuable

like corn,

but they

should

add

require

regular

and

they

continuous manuring.”
To which
we
would add, that like corn, they require
thorough cultivation of the soil, especially
during their younger years, and many far-

mers would even regard a clean,

mellow

soil instead of a grass sod in their cornfields, as more important than manure.—
Country Gentleman.

A poor

cotton crop is expected in Egypt.

Texas
land.

has

9,000,000

acres

Meat was highest when
over the

the

of
*

cotton

cow

jump-

moon:

In France parsnips are a very common
horse food. ,
+ Salmon are a cent apiece on the Fraser
River.

:

The alfalta, a variety of grass,

is yield-

ing wonderful crops in California.
:
The salmon catch this year in Oregon is
reported at 380, 000 cases.

‘There are nearly 500,000

lings.”

acres

under.

to protect it from night chills.”
The annual
Poultry

show

of the Massachusetts

Association

will

Hall, January 14.

open

in

Music

reach of all, makes it a necessity

to

who have once used

cents

W,

it.

Send

10

R. Andrews,

Cineinnati,

THE

MARKETS,

copys

the other

day.

;

There are nearly 1,000,000 Angora goats
in Cape Colony,
where they were introduced only about twelve years ago.
One hundred
and thirty-eight bushels
charcoal and 432 pounds’ limestone, with
pig iron.

- The

of ore, will produce

?

number

Japan last

year

of Protestant
was

1,004,

that number has been trebled.

one ton

converts in
and this

year

The Minnesota farmers have discovered
that two acres of sunflowers will supply a
family with fuel through the winter.
-A Massachusetts horticulturist is train
ing the huckleberry and expects to raise
a fruit as largeas a cherry, and much

more pulpy and juicy than it is in its wild
state.

-

:

for

probably of the aggregate value of $2,500,000.
The German

and

chives for 873 gives

Spanish

monastic

accounts of

ar-

a visita-

tion of grasshoppers as severe as the
Diague that fell;upon the Western United
tates.

White pine shingles on the Shaker
Meeting-house in Canterbury, put on with
wooden pins 86 years ago, are still in a
good state

of

preservation,

and

if

left

alone will last half a century longer.

for

those

erchants

eggs,

and

dealers

in

butter,

cheese

beans, dried apples, &e.

Quiney Market, Boston.

Cellar

.

No

and

3

The receipts of Flour for the week have been
80,699 bbls of all kinds against 44,767 bbls for the
corresponding week of 1877, and 80,064 bbls in

ELECTRIC BELTS

PULVERMACHER'S

1876. Fhe exports for the same time have been
9,052 bbls, of which 2,091 bbls were to Liverpool,

271 to Hayti, 25 to Africa, 50 to St. Vincent, 100 to
Port au Prince, 1,050 to St. Pierre, Miquelon, 850
to Halifax,
and 5,111 bbls to the British Provinces.
The market has become rather dull tor Flour since
our last report, and appears to have lost the buoyancy noticed for some weeks past. The trade have
been free purchasers of all the leading brands of

AND

not

accumulated

to any

extent.

If sales

were

forced some concessions would have to be

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.

made,

but good reliable brands of winter wheats are
held firm, and the stock of straight Minnesota and
Patents has become

so much reduced, holders

able to obtain previous prices for
lots as wanted. Included in the
week were 8,000 bbls by the Grand
road for export and idstribution

are

them im small
receipts of the
Junction Railin neighboring 1

These noted Curative appliances have now
stood the test for upward

are protected

markets. The sales of Petent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have been at $7 @ #8 50 per bbl.and
some well known and fancy brands go up $9@
$9 50 per bbl.
:

OAT

MEAL. —There is a good

Meal, with sales at 8475 @ #6

demand
for

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED ?
and wish to recover the same
degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced
in former years?
Do any of the following
symptoms or class of symptoms meet
your
diseased cendition?
Are you suffering
from
ill-health in any of its many and multifari-

for Oat

common

14,838 packages,

including

505

week

Wes-

fancy

boxes

have

ous forms, consequent upon a Hngeing Port.
ous, chronic or functional disease?
you
feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and
lack the power of will and action? Are you

been

and

14,353

tubs, against 13,777 packages for the correspond.
ing week last year, and 13,288 in 1876. Total re.
ceipts since the first of January, 338,512 packages,
against 340,944 packages for the same time last
year. Exports for the week have been 1,804 pack.
ages.
fhe market has been rather quiet the past week,
and on all but the very finest stock prices are a
shade weaker. No material change can be made
in quotations, but

if sales

were

range would have to be accepted.

up larger than last week and

forced,

subject to loss of memory, have
spells of faint.
ing, fullness of blood In the head,
feel listless,
moping, unfit for business er
pleasure, and

subject to fits of melancholy?

the indications
a

dizziness in the head, dimness of sight, pimples and blotches on the face and back, and
other despondent
symptoms ? Thousands of
young
ity.

attained much size, but many of the smaller ones will escape the

observation

it, and having them once on the - ground,
they ure easily destroyed. This mode of
fighting these insects may appear labo-

rious, but it is not so much really as it may

seem, for an active person

can easily

at-

made

Why,

Fair to good

received.
NEW

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,

next,

strange to say, with forty-two bushels.
General Kilpatrick has raised on his farm
near Deckertown, New Jersey, some stalks

of Shouad oats six

feet

ten

inches

and some Clauson white wheat five

high,

feet

eleven inches high.

lybecomes

quiet.

:

The United States import annublly over
$200,000,000 worth of articles which could
as well be produced by ourselves.
Some
of these articled are paper material, rice,
barley, wool, hemp, jute, flaxseed, silk,
wines, fruit, huts, sugar and molasses.
Nearly $100,000,000 is paid in gold to other
coutieyie annually for sugar and molasses
one.
:
San Francisco

tax levy

is $1.69 on the $100

Wis year, and is the heaviest ever made
}| Ye
.

in the

after drugging in vain for months and years.
Send now for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
Tre
ELECTRIC QUARTERLY, a large Iliustrated Journal, containing full particulars

and INFORMATION WORTH
ies mailed

free.’

THOUSANDS.

Address,

Cop-

'PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO.,

the

212

Broadway,

New

York.

eit
-

B&F Avoid

bogus appliances elaiming elec

trie qualities.

ranges

Our Pamphlet explains how to

distinghish the genuine from the spurious.

CHEESE.

Northern factory choic
Fair to good
Common ....,..

Choice New
Western

Do
Do

senaes

factory, choice,

do
do

fair to good
common
EGGS.

The market has ruled very firm for E
good demand for fresh stock.
Eastern

g3, with a
have been

selling at 15 @ 16c, and best marks readily command the outside price. Northern have advanced
to 14% @ 15, and selling ealy, as late arrivals are
in better order. P. E. Island are selling readily
at 143 @ 15¢ ¥ dozen, No Western of any conse.
quence here. The market closes bare of stock,

and with a further upward tendency.
BABII

We

NOIHEIN..cooap

@

sesrirtcinnesansranss..
HB

WEBIEIN cv uvsnresernreiriinanisosvanvaddd
P. E, Island....

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other
compounds, ornamental designs, trade-marks and.
labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, Infringements, and all matters relating to Patents,
promptly attended to. We make preliminary examinations and furnish opinions as to patentabili-

quote:

Rese cseserrsrssrarsinnnrssasssnsnss

7@

ty, free of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents, are invited: to send

1D

for a copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”
which is sent free to any address, and contains
complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and
other valuable matter. During the past five years
we have obtained nearly three thousand Patents
for American and Foreign inventors, and can give
satisfactory referencs,in almost every county in
the Union. Address
LOUIS BAGGER & CO.,

18

M3 a

1d

Lime. scsesesscsnnrerverssanenrevasassavay
BEANS.

There has been very little doing in Beans, and
prices are without material change. Mediums
are steady at $1 55 @ $1 60% bu for choice. Pea
are gelling moderately at $1 70 @ $1 80 # bu, the
outside for extra hand picked. Yellow Eyes are
in small supply, and are firm at $2 35 @2 40 ¥ bu.
Red Kidneys readily

command

$3 @ £3 25

small lots. We quote:
Pea, Northern H P per bu..,.. RES
Do Western H P....
0
Medium, choice
Do
common
Yellow Eyes
Red Kidneys

Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys

Droit Building, Washington,

THE

to good
.

Sabbath

There has been a steady demand from the
and prices are unchanged. We quote:

$250

#

bbl,

and

at

‘226
450
200

250
450
22

ONIONS.
There is an ample supply of Onions, with sales
of good to choice natives at $1 50 @ $1 75 ¥ bbl,
WOOL.

for manufacturing purposes at essentially unchanged prices,
Holders have been quite firm in their views, and
not offering supplies with much urgency. Sales
have been reported during the week of 205.000 1bs
spring California
at 21 @ 28c; 125,000 Ibs

&c.,&o

patronage

of the

taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.

TERMS:

vance, $2,50.

$3.00 per year;

or,

Ny

if paid in ad-

REMITTANCES must be made in mon.-ey-orders or hank-checks if possible, or in a
registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and
give both the old and new address when they

order a change in thé direction of their paper.
~The

Star

goes

to press Tuesday

and communications

here on Saturday

for insertion

previous.

morning,

ought to be

.

Tach subscriber will please notice. the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
:
S. 8. PAPERS.

Two Sabbath-school papers, The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson

Papers of the International

Series, for

both adults and children, are.published month=
ly. Payment for these papers should be
in advance.
Sample copies sent free.
i
Address,
Rev. I. D. STE VART,

{all do at 14¢; 87 bags scoured do at 69¢; 60,000 ibs
Xand XX Ohio at 87 @ 89¢; 95,000 1bs Georgie,
part at‘20c; 40,000 1bs do on private terms; 65,000

R

and

Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is

NEW YORK, August 18.~Domestic product has

been in moderately active demand

Circle,

It is under the direction

.

Natives, per bbl.
Norfolk
Long Island

Family

Literary Review,
News Summary,

the

close best Early Rose readily command $225 @
$2 60 ¥ bbl.
ese prices will not be maintained
when larger supplies come in. Recent stormy
eater kept) Jeriners ey 4 ging. Sweets are
in moderate
demand a
@
0 for yellow and
$275 @ $3 for red. We quote:
y
New Potatoes—

Scheols,

Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany,

Peis. ..iceecaenssss; Censensaend wee120812
.
POTATOES,
82 @

MORNING .STAR

trade

Choice Canada, per bu..... reavs ais ran 115a120
COMMON
dO.
vovarerresiinsnivirninine. 90 a 100

from

Le

tf

S an able and progressive paper; devoted large:
ly to Religious culture and intelligence, but con=
tains departments on
The

ranged

at Law,

Bb. C.

bu, in

been equalled in fifty years or more.

comes

there

flicted themselves, who have been restored to

at over

Supplies have been commg in less fairly the
ast few dass and prices have advanced,
Sales

Hampshire

then, further neglect a subject so p

al other means fail, and we offer the most
convincing testimony direct from the af-

We quote:

1b.

the

broken

cure these various diseased conditions, after

@
Choice Western has been selling at 7
3c.
7%c ¥ 1b, and for the best lots coming in this
week 8c is asked but it will be dificult to getlover
7%, unless the quality is much better than has

been Jisvious)

even

too, are

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

year.

at

xd, and

of females,

ductive of health and 1appiness when
is at hand a means of restoration?

ficult to get buyers to pay the advance. Sales of
Northern factory have been made at 8 @ 8i5¢ # 1b,
been

middl

Thousands

- down in health and spirits from disorders
_pecullar to their sex, and who, from falso

CHEESE.
The receipts for the week have been 7 630 boxes

for late made mild stock

men, the

old, suffer from nervous and physical debil-

CIB eacsirnrnssnssssnsrsnnnnnsaoas sesenne

is named

nervous,

mare, dreams, Pal tation of the heart, bash. .
fulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosociety,

COMMON
AO FAI cov csviviicirinassrrenne 9818

and 4c

timid,

20c,

CreaneriBBesssssseceiisress.anssnssrrase
Choice dairy lots...... saveman nansaseins,
JT18
Fairto 2ood ....co0.i00ieninaes trasans seyons 15818

close; thoughno sales have

you

in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?

run poor and range from 9 @ 120 ¥ 1b, but strictly
choice dairy packed would command 14 @& 15¢
considerable quantity of sound Butter has been
taken for export at about 13c # Ib. Low grades
are very dull. We quote:

last

and

Are

Are you Jubleet to any of the following symptoms: Restless nights, broken sleep, night-

near these prices.

week

symptoms?

are

but but they must be very fine to bring the outside
price. New York and Vermont choice
dairies con.
tinue to move off at 17 @ 18¢ ¥ Ib, but. aftér pass.
ing these buyers are inclined to hold off and bear
down cn prices. Fair to good dairies range from
14 @ 16¢ ¥ 1b, but it is hard to get over 15¢ for
straight lots that are not very good. Choice cream.
eries are steady at 22 @ 23¢ ¥ 1b, but there are
some ci1eamgries coming in that that will not being

against 4,577 boxes for the same

con-

forgetful, and your mind continually dwelling on the subject? Have you lost confidence

foot

that liberal supplies of good Butter will come!
along during the next few weeks- Fresh made
19

Are your kid-

neys, stomach, or blood, in a disordered

dition?
Do you suffer from rheumatism,
neuralgia or aches and pains? Have you
been Indiscreet in early years and find yourself harassed with a multitnde of gleomy

a lower

Receipts

great World's Exhibitions

the cure of disease,

brands.

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the

in all the

Flour

tern, and 25 25 @ $6 per bbl tor favorite and

thirty Jouis, and

They
were
for Electric

Appliances at the

sale at $2 40 @ $2 50 per bbl.

is no change in Rye

b

of

tters-Patent

principal countries of the world.
decreed the only
Award of Merit

~
Paris, Philadelphia, and elsewhere —and
have been found
the most valuable, safe,
simple, and efficient known treatment for

CORN MEAL.—There is a good demand for Corn
Meal, and

BANDS,

For self-application to any part of the body,
meet every requirement.

new winter wheats to arrive, are now well stocked, and the stock in the hands of receivers has

ove

New

QO INO LSOR

The afflicted can now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicine of any kind.

FLOUR,

The grain and grass crops of eastern
Connecticut has been almost entirely gathered, and old farmers say that it has not

tainous

dOHHLIOT

FOR THE WEAK,
"NERVOUS AND
DEBILITATED!

to

specimen

CHEESE, AND EGGS.
SATURDAY, Aug. 24.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

Graen

A Townsend man scnt seven barrels of
apples to Boston the other day, and received $1.62 for the lot. Apples sell in
the shops at about four cents a quart.
Kansas leads every State in the Union in
the yield of corn per acre, being fortythree and one-half bushels. Little moun-

:

0D?

AND HOA ANTS III SINDOTIVLYD 0 3LvH LENT)

BUTTER,

from 6 @ 7c

Twelve bushels of dorbugs were killed
on a Brooklyn farm of about two acres,

$1.26.

"SHAHSITHNG

as well as the voice of the ladies, pronounce it a success.
Its price, within the

lots of Franklin Co., Vt., still command

. ITEMS.

Texas on private terms: 400 bags West.

NEW AND DESIRABLE BOOKS,
©
=
MUSIC FOR OUR DARLINGS.
Edited 1
Dr. Eben Tourjee. Quarto. Fully illustrated,
Cloth, Uniform with * Pictures for Our Dap.

per bbl.

The Gardeners’
Monthly, well remarks:
¢ Some people say that land which will
raise good corn will grow good fruit trees,
that

115,000 Ibs

ern Texas at 15 @ 21¢; 150 bags Colorado at 16 @
1734 ¢; 10,000 Ibs domestic noils at 20c 4 1b,

and the sales have been in spall lots at $3 50 @ $4

FRUIT TREES.

which is all right;

1bs Sombg ad, Qslune at 412 @ 4c;
Indiana at 2c; 20,000 1bs X and a
fleece on Private terms; 5000 Ibs tub at
3 122
bags black pulled, 443 bags super and lambsabe; puf.
ed, 60 ba 8 combing do, 36 bags short extra

The artist, the author and the modiste
have combined to make *‘ Andrews’ Bazar”
one of the most useful and entertaining
magazine published.
Competent critics,

RYE FLOUR.—There

PLprt»on»,

have found the use of an old tooth-brush ingThe Mexicans have a method of subdufractious horses and such as are inof invaluable service. I take each leaf in -clined to run
away. A hood or winker is
hand and examine it carefully, passing the 80 arranged that the driver or rider can
brush over it, which dislodges insects, in an ingtant draw it directly over the eyes
eggs, and larve, and’ destroys most of of the shim effectually blindfoldirg him.
Wh
r this is done the horse instant.
them. In this careful examination the

brush brings them out,they can not escape

English war-steamer,

it will soon extend so as to cover
yard, and then a rod.— Exchange.

the current year,is estimated at 8000 flasks,

the
| General Joe Hooker was given a_ public re- keenest and most practical eye; butof the
¢ glad
to note'that the advent of Den- | ception at - Martha's Vitrurd,
ednesday

Weare
nis Kearney

Having secured a sod a foot square,

The quicksilver yield of California,

0-0-6
oo

green-worm will usually be seen, if he has

Andrews’s house at Hingham.
The diameter of the dome

manufactures

now larger and more of them, a more systematic attack has been planned, and I

Mrs. Julia Ward Howe is making a tour
among the quaint old towns of Normandy.
‘The Rey. Phillips Brooks is living in Gov.

Washington is 124 3-4 feet.

root.

2,612 pounds

friends,

but by passing the hand roughly over the
surface they will be destroyed. This operationis very effectual,but in the course of
two weeks the reserve will be up,and with
them, perhaps, not a few of the green
worms (Piere Rapi).
As the leaves are

Missouri State Treasury.
The deficit in the Prussian budget for 1877 is
20,000,000 marks.
:
Cincinnati banks refuse to pay over 95 cents
for trade dollars.
.

In eb
it rains on an average 152 to 155
days in the'year.
Ireland has an area buf, little larger than that
of the State of Maine.
io
John Randolph’s famous estate at Roanoke

/

dear

to destroy the lice and not injure the leaf.
Some of the insects will fall to the ground,

rheumatism.
:
¥rom a hotel register; ‘8. B. Jones and
lady on a bridle tower.”
There is a deficiency of $1,100,000 in the

speaks

my

of inflicting is very much greater when the
plants are young and tender than after attaining size and firmness of texture.
A
young plantation of cabbages can be ruined in a short time if neglected. My plan
in the family garden is to look over the
young plants in about ten days or a fortnight after setting, and hold the leaf in
one hand and to rub it over with the fingers of the other with just sufficient force

less. whiskey

The present summer is the hottest

land for 11 years.
Emperor William

why, I would not exchange

-advances; but the damage

‘White oak.
The new City Hall of Providence will be dedicated Oct. 10.
on

The United States is drinking

spread by meansof the branches that run
along the surface of the ground and take

Prof. Tyndall
in a lecture said:
A
and maple,
cobweb spread over a blossom is sufficient
with head-1

‘Delicately-painted chestnut
massive black walnut ones;

forces in reserve are tremendous, and increase in number and power as the season

granted a pen-

Thompson : does

im-

The cabbage louse is aun insect enemy
that appears to be hard to fight.
His

inhab-

is to'be sold on the 2d prex.

Gilmore’ Band had met with such

ang-

Germany.
fi iheripe de Medici invented the side saddle.
o
Painting on glass had its origin in the third
century.

Secretary

dren ?

upon

$70,400.

gion of $1,600.

purity.
But
trundle-beds

packed
, with them,

The English sparrow has arrived in Colorado.
2.
:
The King and Queen of Italy will visit Paris
next month. °
The Irish skirmishing fund now amounts to

& George Macdonald has been

may

in

in.

One pound of seed is sufficient to start
white clover in & hundred placesin a pasture.
The disposition of this clover is to

‘ Clambing
and fishing parties,” says
the Ithaea (N. Y.) Journal, * 2an obtain a
good light by soaking
a common brick in
kerosene oil for ten minutes.
The brick
absorbs the oil, and on being suspended
with wire and ingited, a brillient light,
lasting half an hour, is obtained.
This
is said by those who have experimented
with it, to be greatly
superior to the
torch in general use.

cultivation in tea in India.
]
xports for the week have been 3,010 boxes.
have taken an upward turn, in sympathy
what have we gained but
A bee can draw twenty times the weight Prices
with the rise in other markets, and some sales
of
its
body;
a
species
of
beetle
can
at ¥ @ }c ¥ Ib advance on rates a week
been
have
for adults as well as chilago. The demand, however. is light, and it is dif| draw forty-two times its own weight.

‘you raise their bottoms, and

in Rochester»

The District of Columbia has
tots.
:

operations

were.¢ black holes” [of Calcutta

these things, who

There are 2,243 shops open in Glasgow every
Sunday.
.

Senator Blaine

has

i

are found

charitable

almost scorn such humble affairs, none the
less are they God’s suffering children that
it is some one’s duty to look after. Let it
be mine to speak a word for ¢ the least”
of them.
:
How this generation declaims against
the old-fashioned trundle-beds. And they

Now,

ple.

scratches

its

use.

Secretary Evarts is back at Windsor, Vt.
Great Britain has $175,000,000 in gold.
1 Ashingion Territory
contains 60,000 peoGlacier

are

simple cottage bedstead with low openrailed head and foot boards, from which
on waking I can look out over hill and
valley, and in which sleeping is made
healthful and waking glorious,
for any
price. ‘Why, that outside view is worth
all the painted landscapes on the footboards of all the modern bedsteads in

The Cleveland viaduct is finished.
Ouida has taken to picture painting.
Boston has eighty-six pawnbrokers.
Dublin is going to have a new park.

:

spring, on bare places, and brushing it

ed
tields for

windows;

The melon cholic days have come.

Emigration

duties

boards like Monadnock
towering aloft.
Oh, the gloomy things down under the

Kentucky is out of debt.
Mayne Reid is raising sheep.
Astronomy is the oldest science.
“Pope Leo writes six hours a day.

day.

trees, and killing four unmarried men. A
horse standing near by was beheaded. The

from

een

Senator Bayard is an expert swimmer.
The Mohammedan
mosques
are open all

On Wednesday, the Miners’ powder mills at
~ Negaunee, Mich., exploded, doing terrible execution
upon
buildings, fences, glass and

New York

—

those

made as easy as possible ? Why sneer,
O men,
atthe stupid fashion of ¢ pullback”
dresses, when you manufacture
such pull-down bedsteads ?
Then there ave the poor chambermaids
of our large hotels and boarding-houses.
Think of the weariness, after mounting
flights of stairs, of bending to the making
of dozens of beds just above the floor.
These chambermaids are humble. individu-

There Were
22 inter |

deaths have occurred.

time the remaining boxes in the. wagon.
The
effects of the explosion were terrific. Fifty
soldiers were killed and thirty-five wounded,
some
of them dangerously.
Six
railway
wagons were blown to atoms and the station

probable result of its failure,

a

tall, slender girl,and asT watched the pain-

- They have fifteen Jewish papers in Germany
with an aggregate circulation of 25,000 copies.
:
.

The ease with which dynamite explodes is a
terrible fact. A Bucharest dispatch statesthat
a number of Russian soldiers were loading a
railway wagon near Giurgevo recently, with
boxes of dynamite taken from a neighboring

beds.

sister,

She had for a nurse a - younger

make the highsown where it
sunlight.
It is
white clover in
seed in early

Don’t let the old bones lie around in the

of mine

neighbor

a

ago,

died of consumption on ome of these

Somebody asks:
If W-o-r-c-e-s-t-e-r
spells
“Wooster, why does n’t R-o-c-h-e-s-t-e-r spell
Rooster?”

|

years

as

EEE
dE
ih.

2

A few

shade,

HOW TO USE BONES.

need not be told how these bedsteads hold
in the embrace of high head, foot, and
side boards, the impure emanations of the

+ Arkansas boasts of having more newspapers
in proportion to its population. than any other State.

News.

as I see

It would seem that all informed upon
the benefits of pure air in sleeping rooms

body.

IN PASUTRES.

a grove or orchard; but to
est excellence it should be
will have the advantage of
easy to secure patches of
a pasture, by scattering

them ¢¢ low-lying,” boarded in all around,
in a fashionable bedstead.

—

Latest

for humanity's

If not for health’s sake,

a slight error

OLOVER

Every
pasture
should contain some
white clover. It will afford more feed at
certain times of the year than any kind of
grass or clover.
It will not flourish on
damp soils, or those that are very poor.
It will do very well in a partial

something beside the impurities just above
the floor, especially if it be carpeted with
should never be
a woolen one, which
found in sleeping rooms, matting or hemp
being far preferable, with, in winter, a
warm rug at the bedside,

Senator Blaine is to make some speeches for
the Iowa Republicans in the last week of their
present campaign.
,
gy

$Se-Which.is.80.
pare

can breathe

one

feet from the floor, where

Important news correspondence is a costly
article.
The London 7imes’s correspondent
took $3,340 to the Berlin Congress for expenses.

An Absconding Secretary.
ticular about making the professed piety of
defaulters, and rogues generally, a prominent
element of the sensation, will not forget to inform the world that Chas. W. Angell, the absconding Secretary of the Pullman Palace Car
Co., of Chicago, was not a church member,
but rather a fushionable rake whose good
looks and position enabled him to move * in
the best society.” Another thing needs emphasis. It is the duty of employers to know
the habits of the men to whom they entrust
their affairs. A rascally Secretary and $120,000 would not now be missing if the Pullman
Co. had noted the fact that their emyloye was
spending $6,000 a year on a salary of half that
amount.
:

ern bedsteads ? Not that we would see in
their place the unwieldy four-posters of
times—stepladders
grandmothers’
our
would then become indispensable; but a
good sensible hight, say two and a half

The Chinese ambassador is credited with the
statement that the Cliinese will go to Ireland,
as that is the only country that the Irish do

;

WHITE

mod-

or humanity are constructed the low

The fact that there has been organized an
Irish Republican club, is exciting some curiosity.
The club is in Indianapolis and starts
out with a membership of about 150.

not rule.

of hygiene

then,

Upon what principle,

The Indian Budget recently given to the
House of Commons, places the official estimate
of the number of deaths from famine in India,
at 1,350,000.

intelligence

I

sician.

in the New York 7ribune’s account of that
secret labor organization.
It has 800,000,000
members, not 800,000.as the Tribune carelessly said.”
;

The Providence Journal doesn’t believe that
this country is going
yet:

LOW BEDSTEADS,

Englizh lady wishing to encourage
the art of swimming, recently acthe remarkable feat of swimming
the Thames in 6 hours and 25 min-

During the past year, the London
an illustrated paper, has ‘earned a
100 per cent., 90 per cent. of which is
vided among the stockholders and 10
isto be carried to the reserve fund.

tend to a thousand plants in a day.
For
the ordinary family garden
an hour's
work every ten days will you keep master
of the situation.” Perhaps others may suggest something better, but my best weapon is a well-used tooth brush.— Vick’s
Il. Monthly

¢ The higher you get, the purer the
air;” so says an eminent scientist and phy-

The military organ of the French government says that within thirty days 1,180,000
men could,be put in the field in first-class condition for a fight.
The total effective strength
of the army is 3,600,000 men, being about onetenth of the entire population of France.

in the past have been so attractive, the board
have this year added several rare features of

fountain.

Rural and Domestic,

‘The French have always been fond of a “‘paternal government. * Perhaps this has somethingto do with the item that in Paris alone
there are 43,662 families, comprising
118,317
persons who receive relief from public charity.
:

YAL

Absolutely

BAKINEG R
OWD
PPure.

“ROYAL ” has a larger sale than all other baking owders combined-—because of its un uestioned
Purity, Uniform Strength Healthfulness and Efficacy.> Prepared from GRAPE CREAM PARTAR,
imported expressly for th 8 peerless powder direct from the Wine district of France, it has received
the indorsement and recommendation of the New Yo rk Board of Health, and of eminent
Nysicians
and scientific men everywhere, . No family having once used the Royal Baking
ever be
Powder
without it.
.
ROYAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast: more convenient, makes third mors

bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages. in tin cans only ef Grocers. ;
-

1
5
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